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1. Introduction  
 

1.1 Background to the Claim 

 

[1] Section 156 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (the Act) provides that the Fair Work 

Commission (the Commission) must conduct a review of all modern awards every four years 

(the Review). We deal with the legislative framework pertaining to the Review in Chapter 2. 

 

[2] As part of the Review, the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) made an 

initial claim to vary modern awards to provide for the following: 

 

 requests for family friendly work arrangements during pregnancy or upon return to 

work from parental or adoption leave; 

 

 a right for an employee to return to their substantive position and work 

arrangements held prior to returning to work from parental or adoption leave; and 

 

 access to personal leave to attend pregnancy, ante-natal and/or adoption related 

appointments and extension of unpaid parental or adoption leave. 

 

[3] The Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI) and the Australian 

Industry Group (Ai Group) raised a number of jurisdictional objections to the ACTU’s 

proposed clause. ACCI’s submissions were supported by the Housing Industry Association
1
 

and the Australian Federation of Employers and Industries. The National Farmers’ Federation 

(NFF) objected to an aspect of the claim on the ground that it was directly inconsistent with 

s.65(5) of the Act.
2
 

 

[4] On 1 December 2014, the Commission published a Statement confirming that 

jurisdictional objections advanced by the Employer parties would be dealt with as a threshold 

issue.
3
  Directions issued on 23 February 2015 set out the following four preliminary 

jurisdictional issues identified by Ai Group and ACCI: 

 
‘(i) Are any elements of the claims of the ACTU or individual unions inconsistent with 

Part 2-1 or Part 2-2 of the Fair Work Act 2009? 

(ii) Do any elements of the claims of the ACTU or individual unions require terms that are 

not permitted to be included in a modern award under Part 2-3 of the Fair Work Act 

2009? 

(iii) Are any elements of the claims of the ACTU or individual unions inconsistent with 

Part 6-2 of the Fair Work Act 2009? 

(iv) Do any elements of the claims of the ACTU or individual unions purport to give the 

Commission powers which it does not have under the Fair Work Act 2009?’4 

 

[5] The Full Bench constituted to deal with the jurisdictional objections issued a decision 

on 22 October 2015
5
 and observed that: 

 
‘[w]here a claim is sought to be struck out on jurisdictional grounds, it must be demonstrated 

that the existence of jurisdiction to grant the claim is inarguable and that there is no order that 

could be made in favour of the applicant which would be within jurisdiction’.6  

https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/decisionssigned/html/2014fwc8583.htm
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/common/am20111and2-dir-230215.pdf
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[6] The Full Bench held that as the Employer parties did not object to the whole of the 

amended ACTU claim, nor contend that there was no modern award term that the 

Commission could make dealing with the subject of the claim, the Full Bench was not 

satisfied that they had discharged the ‘heavy burden’ of demonstrating that the ACTU’s claim 

was without legal foundation. The Full Bench confirmed that the matter would continue to a 

final hearing.  

 

[7] In relation to the ACTU’s proposed clause, the Full Bench made the following 

observations: 

 
‘The employer parties’ challenge to the jurisdictional foundation for clause X.1 of the ACTU’s 

proposed Parental Leave clause was, we acknowledge, a substantial one. However we are 

likewise not satisfied at this preliminary juncture, without having heard any evidence, that 

clause X.1 is clearly beyond power. Firstly, we consider that it is well arguable that the clause 

is authorised by s.139(1)(b) as a term which is about “regular part-time employment … and the 

facilitation of flexible working arrangements, particularly for employees with family 

responsibilities”.  

 

Secondly, we consider that it is reasonably arguable that clause X.1 is supplementary to the 

right in s.84, in that it builds upon the employee’s right to return to work after taking parental 

leave to the employee’s pre-parental leave position or another available position for which the 

employee is qualified and suited and which is nearest in status and pay to the pre-parental 

leave position by adding a right to return to such a position on part-time hours or reduced 

hours. We are not persuaded at this point that the proposed clause would be detrimental to 

employees when compared with the NES in any respect, with the result that we consider that it 

is reasonably arguable that the clause is authorised by s.55(4). 

 

Thirdly, we consider that it is reasonably arguable that the effect of s.55(7) is that a modern 

award term which, under s.55(4), is supplementary to a NES provision and does not result in 

any detriment to an employee when compared to the NES as a whole, does not contravene 

s.55(1) even if it excludes some other provision of the NES. If so, clause X.1 would be a 

permissible modern award term even if it excludes s.65(5).  

 

Finally and in any event, we consider that the evidence may potentially bear upon the question 

of whether clause X.1 would, in practical terms, operate to exclude s.65(5). For example, the 

evidence may demonstrate the extent to which employees returning from parental leave, who 

would be in a position to take advantage of the proposed right in clause X.1, currently make 

requests for alternative working arrangements of the type contemplated by clause X.1 and thus 

are subject to the employer’s right to refuse the request on reasonable business grounds. 

Arguably, any such evidence might go to whether clause X.1 in its operation would result in 

an outcome whereby s.65(5) was negated.’
7
 

 

[8] Following the jurisdictional decision, the ACTU, ACCI and Ai Group agreed on 

proposed directions which delayed the hearing of the substantive claim until the second half 

of 2017.
8
 

 

[9] On 29 May 2017, a Statement was issued reconstituting the Full Bench following the 

resignation of former Vice President Watson.
9
 Amended directions were issued on 3 August 

2017 extending the timeframe for parties opposing the ACTU’s claim to file submissions in 

reply and listing the matter for hearing in December 2017.
10
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[10] The claim lodged by the ACTU has been revised on a number of occasions. The final 

version of the award term sought by the ACTU is set out below (the Claim):   

 
‘X.1 Family Friendly Working Hours for Parents and Carers  

 

X.1.1 An employee is entitled to Family Friendly Working Hours to accommodate their 

parenting responsibilities and/or caring responsibilities in accordance with this clause.  
 

X.2 Right to Revert to Former Working Hours  
 

X.2.1 An employee with parenting responsibilities on Family Friendly Working Hours has a 

right to revert to their former working hours up until the child is school aged; or at a later time 

by agreement.  
 

X.2.2 An employee with caring responsibilities on Family Friendly Working Hours has a right 

to revert to their former working hours for a period not exceeding two years from the date of 

the commencement of the Family Friendly Working Hours; or at a later time by agreement.  
 

X.3 Family Friendly Working Hours arrangement  
 

X.3.1 An employee shall give their employer reasonable notice in writing of their intention to 

access Family Friendly Working Hours under clause X.1, including at least the following 

matters:  

 

(a) the period of time that the employee requires Family Friendly Working Hours;  

 

(b) the specific days and hours of work that the employee wishes to work during the 

Family Friendly Working Hours period;  
 

(c) the date on which the employee wishes to revert to their former working hours 

under clause X.2.  
 

X.3.2 An employer will implement the Family Friendly Working Hours arrangement provided 

by the employee under X.3.1, or a variation of the arrangement agreeable to the employee.  

 

X.4 Definitions  

 

X.4.1 An employee has ‘parenting responsibilities’ if the employee has responsibility (whether 

solely or jointly) for the care of a child of school age or younger.  

 

X.4.2 An employee has ‘caring responsibilities’ if the employee is responsible for providing 

personal care, support and assistance to another individual who needs it on an ongoing or 

indefinite basis because that other individual:  

 
(a) has a disability; or  

 
(b) has a medical condition (including a terminal or chronic illness); or  

 
(c) has a mental illness; or  

 
(d) is frail and aged.  
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X.4.3 ‘Employee’ means a full-time, part-time or casual employee.  

 
X.4.4 ‘Family Friendly Working Hours’ means an employee’s existing position:  

 
X.4.4(a) on a part-time basis if the employee’s existing position is full-time; or  

 
X.4.4(b) on a reduced hours basis, if the employee’s existing position is part-time or casual.  

 
X.4.5 ‘Family Friendly Working Hours arrangement’ means either the written document 

provided by the employee under clause X.3.1, or an agreed variation of that arrangement 

recorded in writing and provided to the employee.  

 
X.4.6 ‘Existing position’ means the position, including status, location and remuneration, that 

the employee held immediately before the commencement of the Family Friendly Working 

Hours.  

 
X.4.7 ‘Former working hours’ in clauses X.2.1, X.2.2 and X.3.1(c) means the number of hours 

that the employee worked immediately before the commencement of the Family Friendly 

Working Hours.  

 
X.5 Replacement Employees  

 
X.5.1 An employee engaged to replace an employee on Family Friendly Working Hours under 

this clause must be informed of the temporary nature of their engagement.  

 
X.6 Eligibility Requirements  

 
X.6.1 To be entitled to Family Friendly Working Hours under this clause, an employee must:  

 
X.6.1(a) Have completed at least six months continuous service with the employer; and  

 
X.6.1(b) If required by the employer, provide evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person 

that the employee has parenting responsibilities and/or caring responsibilities that meet the 

relevant definition in clause X.4. Such evidence may include a document or certificate from a 

health professional/practitioner or relevant services provider, or a statutory declaration.  

 
X.6.2 An employee is not required to exhaust any existing leave entitlements before being 

entitled to Family Friendly Working Hours under this clause.’ 

 
[11] A list of Statements relating to the proceedings is at Attachment A. A list of 

submissions filed is at Attachment B.  

 
[12] The Research Reference List

11
 at Attachment C was produced by staff of the 

Commission.  The Research Reference List includes research materials and data sources that 

parties referred to in their submissions and in the expert reports filed by the parties. It also 

lists additional material identified by staff of the Commission as relevant to the proceedings 

https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-research-reference-list-151217.pdf
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and includes reviews of flexible working arrangements and economic outcomes. Interested 

persons were given an opportunity to comment on the List. 

 

[13] The parties generally agree that the Commission’s task in the Review involves 

considering whether the Claim: 

 

(a) is prohibited by s.55(1) of the Act; 

 

(b) is allowable within the scope of ss.55(4), 139 and/or 142 of the Act; 

 

(c) will result in modern awards that include terms only to the extent necessary to 

achieve the modern awards objective (s.138); and 

 

(d) is supported by probative evidence such as to warrant the Full Bench 

exercising its discretion to vary the relevant modern awards. 

 

1.2 The Process 

 

[14] The matter was listed for Mention before Deputy President Gooley on 28 November 

2017. Following the Mention, Directions were issued confirming that the matter would be 

listed on 12, 13 and 14 December in Sydney and 21 and 22 December 2017 in Melbourne. 

Parties were also directed to file closing written submissions by noon on 19 December 2017. 

 

[15] The evidence was heard over three days from 12 to 14 December 2017. Closing 

submissions and the further cross-examination of Ms Toth occurred on 21 December 2017. 

Transcript is available via the following links to the Commission’s website: 

 

 12 December 2017; 
 

 13 December 2017; 
 

 14 December 2017; and 
 

 21 December 2017. 

 

[16] Final written submissions were filed on 19 December 2017 in relation to the evidence 

in the proceedings and the findings to be drawn from the evidence, by: 

 

 ACTU; 
 

 Ai Group; 
 

 ACCI; and 
 

 National Retail Association (NRA). 

 

[17] On 12 January 2018, we issued a Statement
12

 together with the following three 

background papers:  
 

 Background paper 1: identifying the uncontested and contested issues in the 

proceedings and seeking to summarise the parties’ submissions; 

https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/121217_am20152.htm
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/131217_am20152.htm
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/141217_am20152.htm
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/211217-am20152.htm
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-actu-191217.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20155-sub-final-aig-191217.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-final-acci-191217.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-nra-181217.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/decisionssigned/html/2018fwcfb99.htm
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-paper-1-120118.pdf
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 Background paper 2: outlining the statutory provisions in respect of flexible 

working arrangements in OECD countries; and 

 

 Background paper 3: outlining the United Kingdom (UK) system concerning 

flexible working arrangements. 

 

[18] Interested parties were given the opportunity to make submissions in relation to 

Background paper 1, addressing the following matters: 

 

(i) the draft summary of the Commission’s approach to the Review (see 

Attachment C to Background paper 1); 
 

(ii) the accuracy of the summaries of the parties’ submissions on jurisdiction and 

merit;  
 

(iii) the list of witnesses (see Attachment D to Background paper 1) and the 

references to the parties’ submissions on the evidence; and 
 

(iv) any other corrections or additions to Background paper 1. 

 

[19] Submissions were received from the following parties: 

 

 ACTU; 

 Ai Group; 

 ACCI; and 

 NRA. 

 

[20] Submissions in reply were received from ACCI. 

 

Background paper 1 

 

[21] As mentioned above, Background paper 1 outlined the process of the proceedings and 

summarised the submissions of the parties in relation to both jurisdiction and the merits of the 

Claim. The paper also included a list of witnesses who gave evidence in the proceedings. 

 

[22] In relation to Background paper 1, Ai Group submitted that it did not have any 

concerns with its contents
13

 and the NRA confirmed that the paper accurately reflected its 

position.
14

  

 

[23] The ACTU confirmed that the paper accurately summarised its position, but noted that 

the witness statement of Ms Julia Johnson (which appeared in the list of witnesses) was 

withdrawn on 13 December 2017.
15

 ACCI did not make any comment on the summary of 

submissions but noted that Mr Jae Fraser, a witness for ACCI, had been incorrectly listed as 

an ACTU lay witness, Ms Lauren Cleaver’s first name was incorrectly recorded and Mr Mark 

Rizzardo’s statement had been omitted from the summary.
16

 All of the suggested corrections 

have been made. The parties’ submissions in relation to jurisdiction and the merits are set out 

in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively of this decision. The list of witness statements is at 

Attachment D.  

https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-paper-2-120118.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-paper-3-120118.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-actu-020218.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-aig-050218.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-acci-020218.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-nra-020218.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-reply-acci-120218.pdf
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Background paper 2 

 

[24] Background paper 2 provided information on statutory rights and rights to request 

reduced hours arrangements and flexibility in scheduling work hours in OECD countries. It 

focused on provisions for parents and other carers, but also discussed general flexibility 

entitlements (i.e. it was not confined to persons with caring responsibilities). 

 

[25] The NRA submitted that the Commission should not place much weight on the 

statutory or regulatory regimes in other countries and that the Commission’s task is to 

determine whether the ACTU’s proposed clause, if inserted into modern awards, would allow 

those awards to better meet the modern awards objective.
17

 

 

[26] ACCI submitted that there is a wide divergence of economic, industrial, social and 

legislative conditions pertaining to the countries discussed in the paper and Australia, which 

relate directly to the issue of flexibility in employment for parents and carers.
18

 ACCI also 

submitted that the most obvious variable is the statutory scheme under which industrial laws 

can be developed and noted that many of the flexible work systems examined in Background 

paper 2 would not be permissible under the Act.
19

  

 

[27] Ai Group submitted that the consideration of access to flexible working arrangements 

in other countries is of limited relevance to the task before the Commission, which is to 

determine whether the provision proposed by the ACTU is necessary to ensure that each of 

the modern awards it seeks to have varied provides a fair and relevant minimum safety net.
20

 

Ai Group submitted that it would be misplaced to rely on international material because there 

is no evidence before the Commission about the broader context in which the statutory 

frameworks summarised in the paper operate, including: the framework within which 

employment relationships are regulated; the definitions of ‘full-time’ and ‘part-time’ 

employment; other forms of flexibility available to employees; protections against unfair 

dismissal and discrimination; restrictions on an employer’s ability to change an employee’s 

hours of work; costs associated with engaging new employees, and the practical operation of 

the schemes.
21

 

 

[28] The ACTU submitted that two conclusions could be drawn from Background paper 2. 

First, that s.65 of the Act is arguably one of the weaker provisions when compared to the 

provisions in place in a number of the other jurisdictions considered. Second, that the position 

taken by the ACTU in this application is consistent with frameworks already operating in 

other jurisdictions and therefore is not ‘unique’, as had been suggested by ACCI in its closing 

submission of 19 December 2017.
22

  The ACTU acknowledged that there is some variation in 

the frameworks considered in the paper, but noted that there are some core features common 

to a number of the frameworks considered which closely reflect the ACTU’s position in the 

present matter. These include: a right to reduced hours rather than a right to request reduced 

hours; access to dispute settlement; a right to revert to former hours, and a qualifying period 

of less than 12 months’ service.
23

 The ACTU also noted that where refusal is permitted, many 

of the countries considered in the paper adopt a stricter formulation than the reasonable 

business grounds test in s.65 of the Act, including: ‘serious operational reasons’; ‘harmful 
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consequences for the company’s operation’, and ‘urgent operational reasons’, amongst 

others.
24

 

 

[29] In response to the ACTU’s submissions, ACCI submitted that a finding relating to a 

comparison of the provisions of the Act and other jurisdictions appears to have a very limited 

bearing to the question of whether the ACTU has made out its case under the relevant 

principles of the Review.
25

 ACCI rejected the ACTU’s submission that the schemes examined 

in Background paper 2 show that the Claim is not unique. ACCI submitted that the ability of 

an employee to unilaterally determine their hours as under the Claim does appear to be unique 

in the industrial world.
26

 ACCI submitted further that the comparisons made by the ACTU do 

not demonstrate any insufficiency in the Australian safety net.
27

  

 

Background paper 3 

 

[30] Background paper 3 considered the framework for flexible working arrangements 

currently in place in the UK.  

 

[31] The NRA repeated the submissions it made in relation to Background paper 2.
28

 

 

[32] Ai Group submitted that the observations made in respect of Background paper 2 are 

also relevant in relation to Background paper 3
29

, and also submitted that the UK system 

influenced the establishment of the right to request in s.65 of the Act. The success of the UK 

system was expressly noted in the 2008 National Employment Standards (NES) Exposure 

Draft Discussion Paper as a reason for adopting the Australian system. Ai Group submitted 

that the Claim would represent a marked departure from the approach intended by the 

legislature.
30

 

 

[33] ACCI repeated the submissions made in relation to Background paper 2.
31

 ACCI noted 

that, in contrast to the position in the UK, the provisions of the Act mean that the Commission 

is not permitted to introduce a right to review a decision to refuse a s.65 request.
32

  

 

[34] The ACTU noted that in the UK, all employees have a right to request flexibility if 

they have completed at least 26 weeks of service and that the request can only be rejected on 

one or more specified grounds. An employee may then appeal if they believe that an 

employer’s decision was based on incorrect facts or that the notification did not meet 

requirements. The ACTU submitted that it is clear from the decisions considered in the paper 

that the UK tribunal lacks the power to consider whether an employer has acted fairly and 

reasonably in refusing an employee’s request for flexible working arrangements. 
33

  

 

[35] We released Background papers 2 and 3 to illustrate the range of schemes in place to 

address requests for flexible working arrangements. However, we accept the criticism 

advanced by the Employer parties that there is no evidence before us about the social and 

legal context in which the various schemes operate in other countries. Accordingly, the 

material in Background paper 2 and 3 is of limited relevance to our consideration of the 

Claim, but it is of greater relevance to the general issues associated with facilitating family 

friendly working arrangements.  
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2.  Legislative Framework 

 
2.1 The Review 

 

[36] Section 156 of the Act requires the Commission to conduct a 4 yearly review of 

modern awards as soon as practicable after 1 January 2014.  

 

[37] Subsection 156(2) provides that the Commission must review all modern awards and 

may, among other things, make determinations varying modern awards.  In this context 

‘review’ has its ordinary and natural meaning of ‘survey, inspect, re-examine or look back 

upon’.
34

 

 

[38] Section 156 clearly delineates what must be done in a Review, what must not be done 

and what may be done. Further, where the legislative intent of the section is to qualify a 

discretion this is done expressly, as in s.156(3) - the Commission may vary modern award 

minimum wages ‘only if’ it is satisfied that the variation is justified by work value reasons. 

This may be contrasted with the discretion in s.156(2)(b)(i) to make determinations varying 

modern awards in a Review, which is expressed in general, unqualified, terms. 

 

[39] If a power to decide is conferred by a statute and the context (including the subject-

matter to be decided) provides no positive indication of the considerations by reference to 

which a decision is to be made, a general discretion confined only by the scope and purposes 

of the legislation will ordinarily be implied.
35

   However, a number of provisions of the Act 

which are relevant to the Review operate to constrain the breadth of the discretion in 

s.156(2)(b)(i). In particular, the Review function is in Part 2-3 of the Act and hence involves 

the performance or exercise of the Commission’s ‘modern award powers’ (see s.134(2)(a)). It 

follows that the ‘modern awards objective’ in s.134 applies to the Review.  Section 138 

(achieving the modern awards objective) also applies. 

 

[40] A range of other provisions of the Act are relevant to the Review: s.3 (object of the 

Act); s.55 (interaction with the NES); Part 2-2 (the NES); s.135 (special provisions relating to 

modern award minimum wages); Divisions 3 (terms of modern awards) and 6 (general 

provisions relating to modern award powers) of Part 2-3; s.284 (the minimum wages 

objective); s.577 (performance of functions etc by the Commission); s.578 (matters the 

Commission must take into account in performing functions etc), and Division 3 of Part 5-1 

(conduct of matters before the Commission).  

 

[41] Any variation of a modern award arising from the Review must comply with the 

requirements of the Act relating to the content of modern awards. Division 3 of Part 2-3 deals 

with the terms of modern awards, in particular terms that may or must be included in modern 

awards, and terms that must not be included in modern awards. Division 3 includes s.138. 

This Division also prohibits award terms that contravene s.55 (which deals with the 

interaction between the NES and modern awards). These provisions, in an appropriate case, 

may operate to constrain the discretion in s.156(2)(b)(i).
36

 

 

[42] Division 6 of Part 2-3 also contains specific provisions relevant to the exercise of 

modern award powers which apply to the Review. If the Commission were to make a modern 
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award, or change the coverage of an existing modern award in the Review, then the 

requirements in s.163 would need to be satisfied. Sections 165 and 166 deal with when 

variation determinations come into operation. Variation determinations arising from the 

Review will generally operate prospectively, unless the variation is made under s.160 (which 

deals with variations to remove ambiguities or uncertainties, or to correct errors: see 

ss.165(2)(a) and 166(3)(a)) and the Commission is satisfied that there are exceptional 

circumstances that justify retrospectivity (ss.165(2)(b) and 166(3)(b)). 

 

[43] The general provisions relating to the performance of the Commission’s functions in 

Division 2 of Part 5-1 of the Act also apply to the Review. Sections 577 and 578 are 

particularly relevant in this regard. Section 577 states: 

 

‘577 Performance of functions etc by the FWC 

 

The FWC must perform its functions and exercise its powers in a manner that: 
 

(a) is fair and just; and 
 

(b) is quick, informal and avoids unnecessary technicalities; and 

 
(c) is open and transparent; and 

 
(d) promotes harmonious and cooperative workplace relations. 

 
Note: The President also is responsible for ensuring that FWC performs its functions and 

exercises its powers efficiently etc (see section 581).’ 

 

[44] Section 578 states: 

 
‘578 Matters the FWC must take into account in performing functions etc 

 

In performing functions or exercising powers, in relation to a matter, under a part of this Act 

(including this Part), the FWC must take into account: 
 

(a) the objects of this Act, and any objects of the part of this Act; and 
 

(b) equity, good conscience and the merits of the matter; and 
 

(c) the need to respect and value the diversity of the work force by helping to 

prevent and eliminate discrimination on the basis of race, colour, sex, sexual 

orientation, age, physical or mental disability, marital status, family or 

carer’s responsibilities, pregnancy, religion, political opinion, national 

extraction or social origin.’ 

 

[45] As stated in s.578(a), in performing functions and exercising powers under a part of 

the Act (including the Review function under Part 2-3) the Commission must take into 

account the objects of the Act and any particular objects of the relevant part. The object of 

Part 2-3 is expressed in s.134 (the modern awards objective). The object of the Act is set out 

in s.3, as follows: 
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‘3 Object of this Act 

 

The object of this Act is to provide a balanced framework for cooperative and productive 

workplace relations that promotes national economic prosperity and social inclusion for all 

Australians by: 

 

(a) providing workplace relations laws that are fair to working Australians, are flexible for 

businesses, promote productivity and economic growth for Australia’s future economic 

prosperity and take into account Australia’s international labour obligations; and 

 

(b) ensuring a guaranteed safety net of fair, relevant and enforceable minimum terms and 

conditions through the National Employment Standards, modern awards and national 

minimum wage orders; and 

 

(c) ensuring that the guaranteed safety net of fair, relevant and enforceable minimum wages 

and conditions can no longer be undermined by the making of statutory individual 

employment agreements of any kind given that such agreements can never be part of a fair 

workplace relations system; and 

 

(d) assisting employees to balance their work and family responsibilities by providing for 

flexible working arrangements; and 

 

(e) enabling fairness and representation at work and the prevention of discrimination by 

recognising the right to freedom of association and the right to be represented, protecting 

against unfair treatment and discrimination, providing accessible and effective procedures to 

resolve grievances and disputes and providing effective compliance mechanisms; and 

 

(f) achieving productivity and fairness through an emphasis on enterprise-level collective 

bargaining underpinned by simple good faith bargaining obligations and clear rules governing 

industrial action; and 

 

(g) acknowledging the special circumstances of small and medium-sized businesses.’ 

 

[46] In conducting the Review the Commission is able to exercise its usual procedural 

powers, contained in Division 3 of Part 5-1 of the Act. Importantly, the Commission is not 

bound by the rules of evidence and procedure (s.591) and may inform itself in relation to any 

matter before it in such manner as it considers appropriate (s.590(1)). 

 

[47] Section 156 imposes an obligation on the Commission to review all modern awards 

and each modern award must be reviewed in its own right. The requirement in s.156(5) to 

review each modern award ‘in its own right’, is intended to ensure that the Review is 

conducted ‘by reference to the particular terms and the particular operation of each particular 

award rather than by a global assessment based upon generally applicable considerations’.
37

 

However, while the review of each modern award must focus on the particular terms and 

operation of the particular award, this does not mean that the review of a modern award is to 

be confined to a single holistic assessment of all of its terms.
38

  Further, s.156(5) provides that 

the requirement that each modern award be reviewed in its own right does not prevent the 

Commission from reviewing two or more modern awards at the same time. 

 

[48] While s.156(5) does not confine the review of a modern award to a single holistic 

assessment of all of its terms, we accept ACCI’s submission
39

 that such a single holistic 
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assessment of each modern award will be required prior to the conclusion of the Review.  

Such an assessment will be necessary so that each modern award is reviewed, in its own right, 

to ensure that it achieves the modern awards objective and only includes terms to the extent 

necessary to achieve that objective. 

 

[49] In CFMEU v Anglo American Metallurgical Coal Pty Ltd (Anglo American)
40

 the Full 

Court of the Federal Court discussed the nature of the Commission’s task in conducting the 

Review: 

 
‘The terms of s 156(2)(a) require the Commission to review all modern awards every four years.  

That is the task upon which the Commission was engaged.  The statutory task is, in this 

context, not limited to focusing upon any posited variation as necessary to achieve the modern 

awards objective, as it is under s 157(1)(a).  Rather, it is a review of the modern award as a 

whole.  The review is at large, to ensure that the modern awards objective is being met: that 

the award, together with the National Employment Standards, provides a fair and relevant 

minimum safety net of terms and conditions.  This is to be achieved by s 138 – terms may and 

must be included only to the extent necessary to achieve such an objective. 

 

Viewing the statutory task in this way reveals that it is not necessary for the Commission to 

conclude that the award, or a term of it as it currently stands, does not meet the modern award 

[sic] objective.  Rather, it is necessary for the Commission to review the award and, by 

reference to the matters in s 134(1) and any other consideration consistent with the purpose of 

the objective, come to an evaluative judgment about the objective and what terms should be 

included only to the extent necessary to achieve the objective of a fair and relevant minimum 

safety net.’
41

 

 

[50] The Review is to be distinguished from inter partes proceedings. The Review is 

conducted on the Commission’s own motion and is not dependent upon an application by an 

interested party. Nor is the Commission constrained by the terms of a particular application.
42

 

The Commission is not required to make a decision in the terms applied for (s.599) and, in the 

Review, may vary a modern award in whatever terms it considers appropriate, subject to its 

obligation to accord interested parties procedural fairness and the application of relevant 

statutory provisions as outlined above. 

 

[51] In 4 Yearly Review of Modern Awards – Penalty Rates – Hospitality and Retail 

Sectors
43

 the Full Bench summarised the general propositions applying to the Commission’s 

task in the Review, as follows: 

 
‘1. The Commission’s task in the Review is to determine whether a particular modern 

award achieves the modern awards objective. If a modern award is not achieving the 

modern awards objective then it is to be varied such that it only includes terms that are 

‘necessary to achieve the modern awards objective’ (s.138). In such circumstances 

regard may be had to the terms of any proposed variation, but the focal point of the 

Commission’s consideration is upon the terms of the modern award, as varied.  

 

2. Variations to modern awards must be justified on their merits. The extent of the merit 

argument required will depend on the circumstances. Some proposed changes are 

obvious as a matter of industrial merit and in such circumstances it is unnecessary to 

advance probative evidence in support of the proposed variation. Significant changes 

where merit is reasonably contestable should be supported by an analysis of the 

relevant legislative provisions and, where feasible, probative evidence. 
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3. In conducting the Review it is appropriate that the Commission take into account 

previous decisions relevant to any contested issue. For example, the Commission will 

proceed on the basis that prima facie the modern award being reviewed achieved the 

modern awards objective at the time it was made. The particular context in which 

those decisions were made will also need to be considered. 

 

4. The particular context may be a cogent reason for not following a previous Full Bench 

decision, for example: 

 

 the legislative context which pertained at that time may be materially different 

from the FW Act; 

 

 the extent to which the relevant issue was contested and, in particular, the extent of 

the evidence and submissions put in the previous proceeding will bear on the 

weight to be accorded to the previous decision; or 

 

 the extent of the previous Full Bench’s consideration of the contested issue. The 

absence of detailed reasons in a previous decision may be a factor in considering 

the weight to be accorded to the decision.’
 44

  

[References omitted] 

 

[52] We now turn to the relevance of the ‘modern awards objective’ to the Review.  

 

[53] The modern awards objective is set out in s.134 of the Act:  

 
‘134 The modern awards objective  

 

What is the modern awards objective? 

 

(1) The FWC must ensure that modern awards, together with the National Employment 

Standards, provide a fair and relevant minimum safety net of terms and conditions, taking into 

account:  

 

(a) relative living standards and the needs of the low paid; and  

 

(b) the need to encourage collective bargaining; and  

 

(c) the need to promote social inclusion through increased workforce participation; 

and  

 

(d) the need to promote flexible modern work practices and the efficient and 

productive performance of work; and  

 

(da) the need to provide additional remuneration for:  

 

(i) employees working overtime; or  

(ii) employees working unsocial, irregular or unpredictable hours; or  

(iii) employees working on weekends or public holidays; or  

(iv) employees working shifts; and 

 

(e) the principle of equal remuneration for work of equal or comparable value; and  
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(f) the likely impact of any exercise of modern award powers on business, including 

on productivity, employment costs and the regulatory burden; and  

 

(g) the need to ensure a simple, easy to understand, stable and sustainable modern 

award system for Australia that avoids unnecessary overlap of modern awards; and  

 

(h) the likely impact of any exercise of modern award powers on employment growth, 

inflation and the sustainability, performance and competitiveness of the national 

economy.  

 

This is the modern awards objective.  

 

When does the modern awards objective apply?  

 

(2) The modern awards objective applies to the performance or exercise of the FWC’s modern 

award powers, which are:  

 

(a) the FWC’s functions or powers under this Part; and  

 

(b) the FWC’s functions or powers under Part 2-6, so far as they relate to modern 

award minimum wages.  

 

Note: The FWC must also take into account the objects of this Act and any other applicable 

provisions. For example, if the FWC is setting, varying or revoking modern award minimum 

wages, the minimum wages objective also applies (see section 284).’ 

 

[54] The modern awards objective is to ‘ensure that modern awards, together with the 

National Employment Standards, provide a fair and relevant minimum safety net of terms and 

conditions’, taking into account the particular considerations identified in ss.134(1)(a) to (h) 

(the s.134 considerations). The obligation to take into account the s.134 considerations means 

that each of these matters, insofar as they are relevant, must be treated as a matter of 

significance in the decision-making process.
45

 No particular primacy is attached to any of the 

s.134 considerations
46

 and not all of the matters identified will necessarily be relevant in the 

context of a particular proposal to vary a modern award.  

 

[55] Section 138 of the Act emphasises the importance of the modern awards objective:  

 
‘138 Achieving the modern awards objective 

A modern award may include terms that it is permitted to include, and must include terms that 

it is required to include, only to the extent necessary to achieve the modern awards objective 

and (to the extent applicable) the minimum wages objective.’ 

 

[56] To comply with s.138, the terms included in modern awards must be ‘necessary to 

achieve the modern awards objective’.  

 

[57] In Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees Association v National Retail Association 

(No.2)
47

 Tracey J considered what it meant for the Commission to be satisfied that making a 

determination varying a modern award (outside a 4 yearly review) was ‘necessary to achieve 

the modern awards objective’ for the purposes of s.157(1). His Honour held: 
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‘The statutory foundation for the exercise of FWA’s power to vary modern awards is to be 

found in s 157(1) of the Act. The power is discretionary in nature. Its exercise is conditioned 

upon FWA being satisfied that the variation is “necessary” in order “to achieve the modern 

awards objective”. That objective is very broadly expressed: FWA must “provide a fair and 

relevant minimum safety net of terms and conditions” which govern employment in various 

industries. In determining appropriate terms and conditions regard must be had to matters such 

as the promotion of social inclusion through increased workforce participation and the need to 

promote flexible working practices. 

… 

 

The question under this ground then becomes whether there was material before the Vice 

President upon which he could reasonably be satisfied that a variation to the Award was 

necessary, at the time at which it was made, in order to achieve the statutory objective. 

 … 

 

In reaching my conclusion on this ground I have not overlooked the SDA’s subsidiary 

contention that a distinction must be drawn between that which is necessary and that which is 

desirable. That which is necessary must be done. That which is desirable does not carry the 

same imperative for action. Whilst this distinction may be accepted it must also be 

acknowledged that reasonable minds may differ as to whether particular action is necessary or 

merely desirable. It was open to the Vice President to form the opinion that a variation was 

necessary.’
48

  

 

[58] The above observation – in particular the distinction between that which is ‘necessary’ 

and that which is merely ‘desirable’ – is apposite to s.138, including the observation that 

reasonable minds may differ as to whether a particular award term or proposed variation is 

necessary, as opposed to merely desirable. What is ‘necessary’ to achieve the modern awards 

objective in a particular case is a value judgment, taking into account the s.134 considerations 

to the extent that they are relevant having regard to the context, including the circumstances 

pertaining to the particular modern award, the terms of any proposed variation and the 

submissions and evidence.
49

  

 

[59] If a modern award is not achieving the modern awards objective then it is to be varied 

so that it only includes terms that are ‘necessary to achieve the modern awards objective’. In 

such circumstances regard may be had to the terms of any proposed variation, but the focal 

point of the Commission’s consideration is upon the terms of the modern award as proposed 

to be varied. 

 

[60] The terms of s.138 do not require that the Commission be satisfied that a particular 

variation proposed by a party is necessary to achieve the modern awards objective. Such an 

approach would inappropriately focus attention on the particular variation proposed, rather 

than on the terms of the modern award as proposed to be varied.
50

 In 4 Yearly Review of 

Modern Awards -Preliminary Jurisdictional Issues51 the Full Bench considered what had to 

be demonstrated by the proponent of an award variation and concluded that: 

 
‘… To comply with s.138 the formulation of terms which must be included in modern award[s] 

or terms which are permitted to be included in modern awards must be in terms ‘necessary to 

achieve the modern awards objective’… In the Review the proponent of a variation to a 

modern award must demonstrate that if the modern award is varied in the manner proposed 
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then it would only include terms to the extent necessary to achieve the modern awards 

objective.’
52

 

 

[61] It is not necessary to make a finding that the award fails to satisfy one or more of the 

s.134 considerations.
53

 Generally speaking, the s.134 considerations do not set a particular 

standard against which a modern award can be evaluated; many of them may be characterised 

as broad social objectives. As the Full Court of the Federal Court said in National Retail 

Association v Fair Work Commission:54 

 
‘It is apparent from the terms of s 134(1) that the factors listed in (a) to (h) are broad 

considerations which the FWC must take into account in considering whether a modern award 

meets the objective set by s 134(1), that is to say, whether it provides a fair and relevant 

minimum safety net of terms and conditions. The listed factors do not, in themselves, however, 

pose any questions or set any standard against which a modern award could be evaluated. 

Many of them are broad social objectives. What, for example, was the finding called for in 

relation to the first factor (“relative living standards and the needs of the low paid”)? 

Furthermore, it was common ground that some of the factors were inapplicable to the SDA’s 

claim. 

 

The relevant finding the FWC is called upon to make is that the modern award either achieves 

or does not achieve the modern awards objective.  The NRA’s contention that it was necessary 

for the FWC to have made a finding that the Retail Award failed to satisfy at least one of the 

s 134(1) factors must be rejected.’
55

 

 

[62] In Anglo American the Court also considered the expression ‘only to the extent 

necessary to achieve the modern awards objective’ in s.138: 

 
‘… The words “only to the extent necessary” in s 138 emphasise the fact that it is the minimum 

safety net and minimum wages objective to which the modern awards are directed.  Other 

terms and conditions beyond a minimum are to be the product of enterprise bargaining, and 

enterprise agreements under Pt 2-4’.
56

 

 

[63] The modern awards objective is very broadly expressed
57

 and the matters which may 

be taken into account are not confined to the s.134 considerations. As the Full Court of the 

Federal Court observed in Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees Association v The 

Australian Industry Group
58

 (Penalty Rates Review): 

 
‘… What must be recognised, however, is that the duty of ensuring that modern awards, 

together with the National Employment Standards, provide a fair and relevant minimum safety 

net of terms and conditions itself involves an evaluative exercise.  While the considerations in 

s 134(a)-(h) inform the evaluation of what might constitute a “fair and relevant minimum 

safety net of terms and conditions”, they do not necessarily exhaust the matters which the 

FWC might properly consider to be relevant to that standard, of a fair and relevant minimum 

safety net of terms and conditions, in the particular circumstances of a review.  The range of 

such matters “must be determined by implication from the subject matter, scope and purpose 

of the” Fair Work Act (Minister for Aboriginal Affairs v Peko-Wallsend Ltd [1986] HCA 40; 

(1986) 162 CLR 24 at 39-40).’
59

 

 

[64] In the context of the Review, variation of a modern award may be warranted if it is 

established that there has been a material change in circumstances since the making of the 

award, but the Commission’s power to vary the award is not conditional on it being satisfied 
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that there has been such a change in circumstances.
60

  For example, a modern award might be 

found not to comply with the modern awards objective ‘where considerations, which were 

extant but unappreciated or not fully appreciated on a prior review, are properly brought to 

account.’
61

 

 

[65] The modern awards objective is a composite expression which requires that modern 

awards, together with the NES, provide ‘a fair and relevant minimum safety net of terms and 

conditions’, taking into account the matters in ss.134(1)(a)-(h).
62

 As the Full Court observed 

in the Penalty Rates Review: 

 
‘… It is apparent that “a fair and relevant minimum safety net of terms and conditions” is itself 

a composite phrase within which “fair and relevant” are adjectives describing the qualities of 

the minimum safety net of terms and conditions to which the FWC’s duty relates.  Those 

qualities are broadly conceived and will often involve competing value judgments about broad 

questions of social and economic policy.  As such, the FWC is to perform the required 

evaluative function taking into account the s 134(1)(a)-(h) matters and assessing the qualities 

of the safety net by reference to the statutory criteria of fairness and relevance.  It is entitled to 

conceptualise those criteria by reference to the potential universe of relevant facts, relevance 

being determined by implication from the subject matter, scope and purpose of the Fair Work 

Act. 

… 

… As discussed “fair and relevant”, which are best approached as a composite phrase, are 

broad concepts to be evaluated by the FWC taking into account the s 134(1)(a)-(h) matters and 

such other facts, matters and circumstances as are within the subject matter, scope and purpose 

of the Fair Work Act.  Contemporary circumstances are called up for consideration in both 

respects, but do not exhaust the universe of potentially relevant facts, matters and 

circumstances’.
63

 

 

[66] Fairness in this context is to be assessed from the perspective of the employees and 

employers covered by the modern award in question.  As the Full Court observed in the 

Penalty Rates Review: 

 
‘it cannot be doubted that the perspectives of employers and employees and the contemporary 

circumstances in which an award operates are circumstances within a permissible conception 

of a “fair and relevant” safety net taking into account the s.134(1)(a)-(h) matters.’
64

 

 

[67] Finally, the expression ‘minimum safety net of terms and conditions’ in s.134(1) was 

considered in the Penalty Rates – Hospitality and Retail Sectors decision, in which the Full 

Bench rejected the proposition that the reference to a ‘minimum safety net’ in s.134(1) means 

the ‘least … possible’ to create a ‘minimum floor’: 

 
‘the argument advanced pays scant regard to the fact the modern awards objective is a 

composite expression which requires that modern awards, together with the NES, provide ‘a 

fair and relevant minimum safety net of terms and conditions’. The joint employer reply 

submission gives insufficient weight to the statutory directive that the minimum safety net be 

‘fair and relevant’. Further, in giving effect to the modern awards objective the Commission is 

required to take into account the s.134 considerations, one of which is ‘relative living 

standards and the needs of the low paid’ (s.134(1)(a)). The matters identified tell against the 

proposition advanced in the joint employer reply submission.’
65
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[68] We conclude our general observations about the modern awards objective by noting 

that the nature of modern awards under the Act is quite different from the awards made under 

previous legislative regimes.
66

 In times past awards were made in settlement of industrial 

disputes. The content of these instruments was determined by the constitutional and 

legislative limits of the tribunal’s jurisdiction, the matters put in issue by the parties (i.e. the 

‘ambit’ of the dispute) and the policies of the tribunal as determined from time to time in 

wage fixing principles or test cases. An award generally only bound the employers, employer 

organisations and unions which had been parties to the industrial dispute that gave rise to the 

making of the award and were named as respondents. Modern awards are very different to 

awards of the past.  

 

[69] Modern awards are not made to prevent or settle industrial disputes between particular 

parties. Rather, the purpose of modern awards, together with the NES and national minimum 

wage orders, is to provide a safety net of fair, relevant and enforceable minimum terms and 

conditions of employment for national system employees (see ss.3(b) and 43(1)). They are, in 

effect, regulatory instruments that set minimum terms and conditions of employment for the 

employees to whom the modern award applies (see s.47). 

 

[70] Nor are there named respondents to modern awards. Modern awards apply to, or 

cover, certain persons, organisations and entities (see ss.47 and 48), but these persons, 

organisations and entities are not ‘respondents’ to the modern award in the sense that there 

were named respondents to awards in the past. The nature of this shift is made clear by s.158 

which sets out who may apply for a determination making, varying or revoking a modern 

award. Under previous legislative regimes, the named respondents to a particular award 

would automatically have the requisite standing to make such applications; that is no longer 

the case.
67

  

 

2.2 Existing provisions relevant to family friendly working arrangements   

 

2.2.1 Section 65 

 

[71] Section 65 of the Act provides employees with a right to request flexible working 

arrangements: 
 

‘65  Requests for flexible working arrangements 
 

Employee may request change in working arrangements 
 

(1) If: 
 

(a) any of the circumstances referred to in subsection (1A) apply to an employee; 

and 
 

(b) the employee would like to change his or her working arrangements because 

of those circumstances; 
 

then the employee may request the employer for a change in working arrangements 

relating to those circumstances. 
 

Note: Examples of changes in working arrangements include changes in hours of work, changes in 

patterns of work and changes in location of work. 
 

(1A) The following are the circumstances: 
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(a) the employee is the parent, or has responsibility for the care, of a child who is 

of school age or younger; 
 

(b) the employee is a carer (within the meaning of the Carer Recognition Act 

2010); 
 

(c) the employee has a disability; 
 

(d) the employee is 55 or older; 
 

(e) the employee is experiencing violence from a member of the employee’s 

family; 
 

(f) the employee provides care or support to a member of the employee’s 

immediate family, or a member of the employee’s household, who requires 

care or support because the member is experiencing violence from the 

member’s family. 
 

(1B) To avoid doubt, and without limiting subsection (1), an employee who: 
 

(a) is a parent, or has responsibility for the care, of a child; and 
 

(b) is returning to work after taking leave in relation to the birth or adoption of the 

child; 
 

may request to work part-time to assist the employee to care for the child. 
 

(2) The employee is not entitled to make the request unless: 
 

(a) for an employee other than a casual employee—the employee has completed at 

least 12 months of continuous service with the employer immediately before 

making the request; or 
 

(b) for a casual employee—the employee: 
 

(i) is a long term casual employee of the employer immediately before 

making the request; and 
 

(ii) has a reasonable expectation of continuing employment by the 

employer on a regular and systematic basis. 
 

Formal requirements 
 

(3) The request must: 
 

(a) be in writing; and 
 

(b) set out details of the change sought and of the reasons for the change. 
 

Agreeing to the request 
 

(4) The employer must give the employee a written response to the request within 21 

days, stating whether the employer grants or refuses the request. 
 

(5) The employer may refuse the request only on reasonable business grounds. 
 

(5A) Without limiting what are reasonable business grounds for the purposes of 

subsection (5), reasonable business grounds include the following: 
 

(a) that the new working arrangements requested by the employee would be too 

costly for the employer; 
 

(b) that there is no capacity to change the working arrangements of other 

employees to accommodate the new working arrangements requested by the 

employee; 
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(c) that it would be impractical to change the working arrangements of other 

employees, or recruit new employees, to accommodate the new working 

arrangements requested by the employee; 
 

(d) that the new working arrangements requested by the employee would be likely 

to result in a significant loss in efficiency or productivity; 
 

(e) that the new working arrangements requested by the employee would be likely 

to have a significant negative impact on customer service. 
 

(6) If the employer refuses the request, the written response under subsection (4) 

must include details of the reasons for the refusal.’ 
 

[72] Employees may request flexible working arrangements relating to the circumstances 

set out in s.65(1A). 

 

[73] Employees, other than casual employees, are eligible to make a request once they have 

completed at least 12 months of continuous service with the employer immediately before 

making the request.
68

  Casual employees who are long term casual employees of the employer 

immediately before making the request,
69

 and who have a reasonable expectation of 

continuing employment by the employer on a regular and systematic basis,
70

 are also eligible 

to make a request.   

 

[74] Requests must be in writing
71

 and set out details of the change sought and of the 

reasons for the change.72
 

 

[75] The employer must give the employee a written response to the request within 21 

days, stating whether the employer grants or refuses the request.73 If the employer refuses the 

request, the written response must include details of the reasons for the refusal.
74

 

 

[76] The employer may refuse the request only on reasonable business grounds.75     

 

[77] The Commission is unable to deal with a dispute to the extent it is about whether an 

employer had reasonable business grounds under s.65(5), unless the parties have agreed in a 

contract of employment, enterprise agreement or other written agreement to the Commission 

dealing with the matter.
76

 

 

[78] The right to request flexible working arrangements was first introduced in 2009 as part 

of the NES.  The Explanatory Memorandum to the Fair Work Bill 2008 (EM) noted that the 

intention of the provisions was ‘to promote discussion between employers and employees 

about the issue of flexible working arrangements.’
77

 

 

[79] On commencement, the Act only entitled an employee to request flexible working 

arrangements to assist the employee with caring responsibilities where the employee was a 

parent, or had responsibility for the care, of a child under school age or a child under the age 

of 18 who has a disability.
78

 

 

[80] The Act was amended by the Fair Work Amendment Act 2013 (Cth) to provide a right 

to request flexible working arrangements on the grounds that the employee: is a carer (within 

the meaning of the Carer Recognition Act 2010 (Cth)); has a disability; is 55 or older, or is 
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experiencing domestic violence or is caring for someone experiencing domestic violence. The 

amendments commenced on 1 July 2013.
79

  

 

[81] The amendment to s.65 to include a wider range of circumstances where flexible 

working arrangements could be requested, was recommended in the post-implementation 

review of the Act by an Expert Review Panel (Panel).
80

  The Panel noted: 

 
‘The Panel has formed the view that, while the introduction of the right to request flexible 

working arrangements represented an important development in providing additional rights to 

certain types of working carers, the scope of the caring arrangements under the current 

provisions should be expanded to reflect a wider range of caring responsibilities. Given that an 

object of the FW Act is to help employees balance their work and family responsibilities by 

providing flexible working arrangements, and the importance of maintaining a skilled 

workforce who may have caring responsibilities, the Panel recommends extending the right to 

request.’
81

 

 
2.2.2  Other statutory provisions relevant to family friendly working arrangements 

 

[82] This section briefly discusses some of the other provisions of the Act which may assist 

employees in balancing their work and parental or carer responsibilities. It is not intended to 

be comprehensive and does not address protections in other legislation such as State and 

Territory anti-discrimination laws.  

 

(a) Individual Flexibility Arrangements 

 

[83] Modern awards and enterprise agreements must include flexibility terms enabling an 

employee and their employer to agree on an individual flexibility arrangement (IFA) in order 

to meet the genuine needs of the employee and employer.
82

  Where an IFA is made, the 

modern award or enterprise agreement has effect in relation to the employee and their 

employer as if it were varied by the IFA,
83

 and the IFA is taken, for the purposes of the Act, to 

be a term of the award or enterprise agreement.84
 

 

[84] The model flexibility term in a modern award specifies the terms of the award that an 

employee and their employer ‘may agree to vary the application of’ in an IFA. These include 

terms relating to ‘arrangements for when work is performed’. 

 

[85] An IFA made under an enterprise agreement can only vary those terms of the 

agreement specified in the agreement’s flexibility term. If an enterprise agreement does not 

include a flexibility term or the flexibility term does not meet the requirements of the Act, the 

model flexibility term prescribed in Schedule 2.2 to the Fair Work Regulations 2009 (Cth) is 

taken to be a term of the enterprise agreement.
85

  

 

[86] Section 203(2)(b) of the Act provides, amongst other things, that the flexibility term in 

an enterprise agreement must require the employer to ensure that any IFA agreed to is about 

matters that that would be ‘permitted matters’ if the IFA were an enterprise agreement. This 

would include, for example, an IFA dealing with the span of hours to be worked by an 

employee.  
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[87] Section 144(4) of the Act provides, amongst other things, that the flexibility term in 

modern awards must require that the employee and their employer genuinely agree to any 

IFA, and require that the employer must ensure that any IFA results in the employee being 

better off overall than the employee would have been if no IFA were agreed to. Section 203 of 

the Act makes equivalent provision in respect of the flexibility term in an enterprise 

agreement. 

 

(b) Maximum weekly hours 

 

[88] Under the NES, an employer must not request or require an employee to work more 

than the following hours in a week, unless the additional hours are reasonable: 

 38 hours for a full-time employee; or  

 for other employees, the lesser of 38 hours and the employee’s ordinary hours of 

work in a week.86   

 

[89] As a part of the NES, s.62 is a civil remedy provision.
87

  

 

[90] An employee may refuse to work unreasonable additional hours.
88 

 In determining 

whether additional hours are reasonable or unreasonable, matters including the employee’s 

family responsibilities must be taken into account.
89

  

 

(c) General Protections 

 

[91] An employee also has protections under the general protections provisions in Part 3-1 

of the Act against adverse action taken by their employer.   

 

[92] Section 340(1) of the Act prohibits an employer taking adverse action against an 

employee for reasons including that the employee has a workplace right, has exercised a 

workplace right, proposes to exercise a workplace right, or to prevent the employee’s exercise 

of a workplace right.90
 

 

[93] Adverse action is taken by an employer against an employee if the employer dismisses 

the employee, injures the employee in their employment, alters the position of the employee 

to their prejudice, or discriminates between the employee and other employees of the 

employer.
91

 

 

[94] Pursuant to s.341(1) of the Act, an employee has a workplace right if the employee is: 

entitled to the benefit of a workplace law or workplace instrument; is able to initiate, or 

participate in, a process or proceedings under a workplace law or workplace instrument; or is 

able to make a complaint or inquiry in relation to their employment, or to a body with 

capacity to seek compliance with the workplace law or workplace instrument.
92

 This would 

include an eligible employee making a request for flexible working arrangements under s.65 

of the Act,
93 

making or terminating an IFA,
94

 or refusing to work unreasonable additional 

hours. 

 

[95] Section 351(1) of the Act also provides that employers must not take adverse action 

against a person who is an employee or prospective employee because of, amongst other 

matters, the person’s sex, family or carer's responsibilities or pregnancy.
95

  Section 351(1) 
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does not apply to action that is not unlawful under any anti-discrimination law in force in the 

place where the action is taken,
96

 or that is taken because of the inherent requirements of the 

particular position concerned.
97

 

 

[96] The general protections are also civil penalty provisions.
98

 Subject to the requirements 

of the Act, an employee may apply to the Federal Circuit Court or the Federal Court for 

orders relating to a contravention of the general protections provisions. If a contravention is 

made out, the Court may make orders including orders imposing a pecuniary penalty, and 

orders for compensation or reinstatement.
99
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3. Jurisdictional Objections 
 

3.1 Introduction  

 

[97] ACCI and Ai Group submit that the Claim cannot be included in a modern award as it 

excludes part of the NES, contrary to s.55(1).  ACCI and Ai Group also oppose the ACTU’s 

contention that the Claim is a term that supplements the NES within the meaning of 

s.55(4)(b). 

 

[98] Modern awards are dealt with in Part 2-3 of the Act. The content of modern awards is 

dealt with in s.136, which provides: 

 
‘136 What can be included in modern awards 

 

Terms that may or must be included 
 

(1) A modern award must only include terms that are permitted or required by: 
 

(a) Subdivision B (which deals with terms that may be included in modern 

awards); or 
 

(b) Subdivision C (which deals with terms that must be included in modern 

awards); or 
 

(c) section 55 (which deals with interaction between the National Employment 

Standards and a modern award or enterprise agreement); or 
 

(d) Part 2-2 (which deals with the National Employment Standards). 
 

Note 1: Subsection 55(4) permits inclusion of terms that are ancillary or incidental to, or that 

supplement, the National Employment Standards. 
 

Note 2: Part 2-2 includes a number of provisions permitting inclusion of terms about particular matters. 
 

Terms that must not be included 
 

(2) A modern award must not include terms that contravene: 
 

(a) Subdivision D (which deals with terms that must not be included in modern 

awards); or 
 

(b) section 55 (which deals with the interaction between the National 

Employment Standards and a modern award or enterprise agreement).’ 
 

Note: The provisions referred to in subsection (2) limit the terms that can be 

included in modern awards under the provisions referred to in subsection (1).’ 
 

[99] The central jurisdictional issue is whether the Claim seeks to include a term in modern 

awards which is prohibited by s.136(2). 

 

[100] No party contends that the Claim is a term that contravenes Subdivision D of 

Division 3 of Part 2-3 (see s.136(2)(a)).  The various jurisdictional objections centre on the 

interaction between the NES and the Claim (see s.136(2)(b)).  Section 55 deals with that 

interaction.  It provides: 
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‘55 Interaction between the National Employment Standards and a modern award 

or enterprise agreement 
 

National Employment Standards must not be excluded 
 

(1) A modern award or enterprise agreement must not exclude the National Employment 

Standards or any provision of the National Employment Standards. 
 

Terms expressly permitted by Part 2-2 or regulations may be included 
 

(2) A modern award or enterprise agreement may include any terms that the award or 

agreement is expressly permitted to include: 
 

(a) by a provision of Part 2-2 (which deals with the National Employment 

Standards); or 
 

(b) by regulations made for the purposes of section 127. 
 

Note: In determining what is permitted to be included in a modern award or enterprise 

agreement by a provision referred to in paragraph (a), any regulations made for the purpose of 

section 127 that expressly prohibit certain terms must be taken into account. 
 

(3) The National Employment Standards have effect subject to terms included in a 

modern award or enterprise agreement as referred to in subsection (2). 
 

Note: See also the note to section 63 (which deals with the effect of averaging arrangements). 
 

Ancillary and supplementary terms may be included 
 

(4) A modern award or enterprise agreement may also include the following kinds of 

terms: 
 

(a) terms that are ancillary or incidental to the operation of an entitlement of an 

employee under the National Employment Standards; 
 

(b) terms that supplement the National Employment Standards; 
 

but only to the extent that the effect of those terms is not detrimental to an employee 

in any respect, when compared to the National Employment Standards. 
 

Note 1: Ancillary or incidental terms permitted by paragraph (a) include (for example) terms: 
 

(a) under which, instead of taking paid annual leave at the rate of pay required by 

section 90, an employee may take twice as much leave at half that rate of pay; 

or 
 

(b) that specify when payment under section 90 for paid annual leave must be 

made. 
 

Note 2: Supplementary terms permitted by paragraph (b) include (for example) terms: 
 

(a) that increase the amount of paid annual leave to which an employee is entitled 

beyond the number of weeks that applies under section 87; or 
 

(b) that provide for an employee to be paid for taking a period of paid annual 

leave or paid/personal carer’s leave at a rate of pay that is higher than the 

employee’s base rate of pay (which is the rate required by sections 90 and 99). 
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Note 3: Terms that would not be permitted by paragraph (a) or (b) include (for example) terms 

requiring an employee to give more notice of the taking of unpaid parental leave than is 

required by section 74. 
 

Enterprise agreements may include terms that have the same effect as provisions of the 

National Employment Standards 
 

(5) An enterprise agreement may include terms that have the same (or substantially the 

same) effect as provisions of the National Employment Standards, whether or not 

ancillary or supplementary terms are included as referred to in subsection (4). 
 

Effect of terms that give an employee the same entitlement as under the National Employment 

Standards 
 

(6) To avoid doubt, if a modern award includes terms permitted by subsection (4), or an 

enterprise agreement includes terms permitted by subsection (4) or (5), then, to the 

extent that the terms give an employee an entitlement (the award or agreement 

entitlement) that is the same as an entitlement (the NES entitlement) of the employee 

under the National Employment Standards: 
 

(a) those terms operate in parallel with the employee’s NES entitlement, but not 

so as to give the employee a double benefit; and 
 

(b) the provisions of the National Employment Standards relating to the NES 

entitlement apply, as a minimum standard, to the award or agreement 

entitlement. 
 

Note: For example, if the award or agreement entitlement is to 6 weeks of paid annual leave 

per year, the provisions of the National Employment Standards relating to the accrual and 

taking of paid annual leave will apply, as a minimum standard, to 4 weeks of that leave. 
 

Terms permitted by subsection (4) or (5) do not contravene subsection (1) 
 

(7) To the extent that a term of a modern award or enterprise agreement is permitted by 

subsection (4) or (5), the term does not contravene subsection (1). 
 

Note: A term of a modern award has no effect to the extent that it contravenes this section 

(see section 56). An enterprise agreement that includes a term that contravenes this section 

must not be approved (see section 186) and a term of an enterprise agreement has no effect to 

the extent that it contravenes this section (see section 56).’ 
 

[101] As discussed in Canavan Building Pty Ltd,
100

 it is not necessary that an exclusion for 

the purpose of s.55(1) be in express terms: 
 

‘Section 55(1) of the Act relevantly provides that an enterprise agreement “must not exclude” 

the NES or any provision thereof. It is not necessary that an exclusion for the purpose of 

s.55(1) must be constituted by a provision in the agreement ousting the operation of an NES 

provision in express terms. On the ordinary meaning of the language used in s.55(1), we 

consider that if the provisions of an agreement would in their operation result in an outcome 

whereby employees do not receive (in full or at all) a benefit provided for by the NES, that 

constitutes a prohibited exclusion of the NES. That was the approach taken by the Full Bench 

in Hull-Moody. The correctness of that approach is also confirmed by the Explanatory 

Memorandum for the Fair Work Bill 2009 as follows: 

“209. This prohibition extends both to statements that purport to exclude the operation 

of the NES or a part of it, and to provisions that purport to provide lesser entitlements 

than those provided by the NES. For example, a clause in an enterprise agreement that 

purported to provide three weeks' annual leave would be contrary to subclause 55(1). 

Such a clause would be inoperative (clause 56).”’
101

  

[Endnote omitted] 
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[102] For the purposes of these proceedings the relevant provisions of the NES are those in 

s.65, which is set out earlier (at [71]).   

 

3.2  The Submissions 
 

3.2.1 ACTU submissions 

 

[103] The ACTU contends
102

 that the Claim is about ‘the facilitation of flexible working 

arrangements’ (s.139(1)(b)) and ‘arrangements for when work is performed, including … 

variations to working hours’ (s.139(1)(c)).  On this basis, it is submitted that it is a permitted 

term within the meaning of s.136(1)(a) (being a term ‘about’ the matters in ss.139(1)(b) and 

(c)). 

 

[104] Further, the ACTU contends that the Claim is not a prohibited term for the purposes of 

s.136(2) because it is a term that supplements the NES (within the meaning of s.55(4)(b)) and 

is not detrimental to an employee in any respect, when compared to the NES.  It is submitted 

that because the Claim is a term permitted by s.55(4), it does not contravene the prohibition in 

s.55(1) of excluding the NES or any provision of the NES (see s.55(7)). 

 

[105] The ACTU does not contend that the Claim is ancillary or incidental to the operation 

of an entitlement of an employee under the NES (within the meaning of s.55(4)(a)). 

 

[106] As to the meaning of the word ‘supplement’ in s.55(4)(b), the ACTU submits that it 

should be given its ordinary and natural meaning and that the Macquarie Dictionary defines 

‘supplement’ as ‘something added to complete a thing, supply a deficiency, or complete a 

whole’.
103

 The ACTU also observes that ACCI’s suggestion that the concept of 

‘supplementing’ the NES ‘connotes the notion of building upon, increasing or extending’
104

 is 

not inconsistent with the Macquarie Dictionary definition.
105

 

 

[107] The starting point for the ACTU’s contention that the Claim supplements the NES is 

the proposition that the entitlement in s.65 to request a flexible working arrangement is 

‘incomplete’ or ‘deficient’ because: 
 

 ‘it does not provide the employee with any guarantee that her or his request will be 

granted’;  
 

 ‘the right of an employer to refuse a request on ‘reasonable business grounds’ is too 

broad and does not require the employer to balance the employee’s interests or the 

business benefits of flexible working arrangements’;  
 

 ‘the right to refuse a request on ‘reasonable business grounds’ cannot be reviewed 

or enforced’; and  
 

 ‘the qualifying period of 12 months is too onerous’.
106

 
 

[108] The ACTU submits that the Claim supplements the NES because it seeks to ‘complete 

and/or remedy the deficiencies’ in s.65 in the following ways: 
 

‘(a) Section 65(1) of the … [Act] grants an employee a right to request a flexible working 

arrangement if the request relates to any of the circumstances prescribed by s 65(1A). 
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Those circumstances include, relevantly, if the employee is the parent or responsible 

for the care of a child of school age or younger (s 65(1A)(a)) including where the 

parent is returning to work following a period of parental leave (s 65(1B)), or if the 

employee is a carer within the meaning of the Carer Recognition Act 2010 (Cth) (s 

65(1A)(b)). [The Claim at] cl X.1 provides that an employee is entitled to Family 

Friendly Working Hours (FFWH) if the employee has parenting or caring 

responsibilities as defined in X.4.1 or X.4.2. 
 

(b) Section 65 does not provide or make allowances for the duration of a flexible working 

arrangement or the employee’s right to return to her or his previous position when or 

if circumstances change, whereas proposed clause cl X.2 grants employees the right to 

revert to their former working hours up until the child is school aged (for parents), or 

for a period not exceeding two years from the commencement of FFWH (for carers). 

Employees are required to give notice of their intention to revert at the time that they 

notify their employer of their intention to access FFWH, per cl X.3.1(c). 
 

(c) In the alternative to (b), cl X.2 is supplementary to s 84 of the … [Act], because the 

right of employees to return to their pre-parental leave position is extended to permit 

employees to maintain that position but on reduced hours to accommodate their 

parenting or caring responsibilities. 
 

(d) Proposed cl X.4.3 and X.6.1(a) provide that the proposed clause applies to casual 

employees, and if required by the employer, to employees who have completed at 

least six months continuous service with their employer. These provisions are more 

favourable to employees than the NES entitlement, which only applies to long term 

casuals with a reasonable expectation of continuing employment on a regular and 

systemic basis, and to permanent employees who have completed at least 12 months 

of continuous service. 
 

(e) Section 65 does not currently provide for any check on an employer’s citation  of 

‘reasonable business grounds’ as a basis to refuse the request. For the reasons already 

set out in the ACTU’s submissions dated 9 May 2017, the lack of enforceability of s 

65(5) means that the right in s 65(1) is not properly an enforceable minimum term and 

condition of employment as contemplated by the modern awards objective and the 

objects of the … [Act]. By contrast, the proposed clause does not permit employers to 

refuse a request on reasonable business grounds or at all.’
107

  
[Footnotes omitted] 

 

[109] As mentioned above, the ACTU contends that the Claim does not exclude the NES or 

any provision of the NES (within the meaning of s.55(1)) because it is a term permitted by 

s.55(4).  In the alternative, in the event the Commission was not persuaded that the Claim was 

a term permitted by s.55(4)(b), the ACTU submits that the Claim does not exclude s.65 or a 

provision of s.65.
108

 This is said to be because s.65 is broader in scope than the proposed 

clause. In particular, s.65 is available in a wider range of circumstances, including where 

employees are over 55 or have a disability, and relates to a wider range of flexible working 

arrangements, including changes in work location and patterns of work. The Claim relates to 

parents and carers, and hours of work only.
109

   

 

[110] On this basis the ACTU advances the following submission: 

 
‘Because s 65 is broader in scope than the proposed clause, the employers’ argument can only 

relate to the entitlement in s 65 of the FW Act insofar as it applies to parents and/or carers 

seeking reduced hours, and specifically, the obligation on employers in s 65(5) of the Act not 

to refuse a request under s 65 for reasons other than reasonable business grounds. 
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The proposed clause does not exclude s 65 of the FW Act for parents and/or carers, either 

expressly or by negating the effect of s 65, because (a) employees who are parents or carers 

can still make a request for a flexible working arrangement, including for reduced hours, under 

s 65 of the FW Act and (b) while the proposed clause undoubtedly offers improved rights to 

employees than those in s 65 of the Act, it cannot be the case that any award or enterprise 

agreement which contains entitlements that are better than those in the NES are prohibited by 

s 55(1). The prohibition in s 55(1) is on award terms which exclude – not improve, modify, or 

alter – the NES or a provision of the NES. This interpretation is expressly supported by the 

words of s 55(4) of the FW Act, which provides that awards can contain terms supplementing 

NES provisions, as long as they are not detrimental to employees.  

… 

The relationship between the proposed clause and s 55(1) of the FW Act was considered by 

the Full Bench in the Jurisdictional Decision. The Full Bench declined to strike out the 

proposed clause on the basis that it excluded s 65 of the FW Act, and said: 

Finally and in any event, we consider that the evidence may potentially bear upon 

the question of whether clause X.1 would, in practical terms, operate to exclude 

s.65(5). For example, the evidence may demonstrate the extent to which 

employees returning from parental leave, who would be in a position to take 

advantage of the proposed right in clause X.1, currently make requests for 

alternative working arrangements of the type contemplated by clause X.1 and thus 

are subject to the employer’s right to refuse the request on reasonable business 

grounds. Arguably, any such evidence might go to whether clause X.1 in its 

operation would result in an outcome whereby s.65(5) was negated. 

The evidence before the Commission reveals that the take-up rates of the ‘right’ under s 65 are 

low. The 2014 AWALI study found that about 20 per cent of all employees make a request for 

flexible working arrangements, but that figure covers requests made informally and under 

s 65. Moreover, according to the Fair Work Commission General Manager’s Report, relying 

on AWRS data, of the 40 per cent of employer respondents who reported that they had 

received a request for flexible working arrangements from their employees between 1 July 

2012 and 2014, only one per cent was formally made under s 65 of the FW Act. Accordingly, 

the ‘practical operation’ of s 65 is unlikely to be disturbed by the proposed clause.’
110

  

[Footnotes omitted] 

 

[111] In the course of closing oral submissions,
111

 the ACTU submitted that the Claim does 

not exclude part of the NES ‘because employees can still make a request under s.65’ and: 

 
‘The ACTU’s proposed clause offered better rights to employees than under section 65, but 

offering better rights is not equivalent to excluding existing rights and it can’t be the case that 

you can’t improve on the rights that are in the NES and that would have the effect of 

excluding them.  In any event, and bearing in mind what was said in the jurisdictional decision 

section 65 is little used … The evidence of the low utilisation suggests that the practical 

operation of section 65 would not be altered’.
112

 

 

3.2.2 ACCI submissions 

 

[112] ACCI does not contest the ACTU’s contention that the Claim is a term ‘about’ the 

matters in ss.139(1)(b) and (c), noting that: 
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‘Section 139(1)(b) and (c) appear on an ordinary reading of their language to be able to 

include clauses related to hours of work, types of employment and in this context family 

friendly arrangements.’
113

 

 

[113] ACCI submits that the Claim excludes part of the NES (within the meaning of 

s.55(1)): 

 
‘It is acknowledged that the scope of the Claim does not exactly correspond with the scope of 

s 65.  For example, the service requirements for eligibility under the Claim is six months in 

comparison to 12 months under s 65 while the scope of the Claim only applies to family 

friendly working hours for parents and carers while the s 65 scope is broader. 

Notwithstanding these differences, it appears to be common ground that the practical effect of 

the introduction of the Claim would be to exclude the operation of s 65(5) in relation to some 

classes of employees. This means that, where employee had an ability under both s 65 and the 

Claim to make a flexibility request, the limitation imposed by s 65(5) of the Act would be 

rendered completely ineffective as, in practical terms, an employee would always elect to use 

the ‘absolute’ right under the Claim instead of the limited right under s 65(5).’
114

 

 

[114] In the course of closing oral submissions,
115

 ACCI submitted that the NES establishes 

rights and obligations for both parties to the employment relationship: 

 
‘If you take section 65 as the example the right it establishes for the employee is the right to 

request, and it creates a class of employees who have that right.  The obligations it places on 

the employer is then to receive that request and to consider it and to respond to it, and the 

obligation it places on the employer conditions how it's allowed to actually answer the request, 

that is, it can only do so on reasonable business grounds. 

 

So when we say, as we have in our written submissions, I don't take you to them, that the 

claim negates parts of section 65, we would say it practically negates 65(1), (3), (4), (5) (5)(a) 

and (6) in that practically speaking if you can demand what hours you work then the very 

scheme of 65 is negated starting from "I have a right to request.  I no longer need to bother 

with my right to request.  Why do so?".  So I just wanted to be clear that our anxiety around 

the notion of negation is not purely about 65(5); it's a broader concept than that.’
116

 

 

[115] ACCI also rejects the ACTU’s contention that the proposed clause ‘supplements’ the 

NES (within the meaning of s.55(4)(b)): 

 
‘The concept of ‘supplementing’ the NES in the second limb of s 55(4) connotes the notion of 

building upon, increasing or extending rather than detracting, substitution, changing or 

replacing.   

Had the Parliament intended to adopt one of these latter phrases it could have done so.’
117

 

 

[116] In reply to the ACTU’s submission that s.65 was ‘deficient’ in a number of respects, 

ACCI submits: 

 
‘the notion of there being a gap is a construct of argument developed by the ACTU.  There is 

no gap in terms of how section 65 was intended to operate from inception to enactment …  

Now section 65 is relatively new.  It is, in our submission, a contemporary formulation.  It was 

reconsidered by the parliament in 2013 and it was amended.  It must therefore be seen as a 

proper contemporary expression of what the parliament believe is appropriate and by 
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definition what the community believe is appropriate.  An employer who takes liberties with 

section 65 has a raft of anti-discrimination laws sitting on their head like a Sword of 

Damocles, and very little seems to have been mentioned of that legislation but we have gone 

to it at length.  It is very clear to us that the parliament would have had that in their mind when 

they structured section 65.  They would have known of it and there is a very fine margin of 

error between an employer doing what they're meant to under section 65 and crossing that line 

into an act of discrimination.’
118

 

 

[117] In support of its argument, ACCI relies on the NES Exposure Draft Discussion 

Paper,
119

 which provides: 

 
‘The Government is committed to effective measures that will help all working families 

balance their work and family responsibilities. The Government is also committed to helping 

businesses to manage their workforce to encourage greater workforce participation. 

The Government recognises that working families can find it particularly difficult to balance 

work and family responsibilities when a child is not old enough to attend school. It is for this 

reason that the proposed NES will include a right for certain employees to request flexible 

work arrangements from their employer until their child reaches school age. An employer can 

only refuse a request on reasonable business grounds. 

The Government considers that implementing family friendly arrangements is best dealt with 

at the workplace level. Whether a particular flexible working arrangement requested by an 

employee can be accommodated by an employer will vary depending on the circumstances of 

the particular business. 

Whether a business has reasonable business grounds for refusing a request for flexible 

working arrangements will not be subject to third party involvement under the NES. The 

United Kingdom experience has demonstrated that simply encouraging employers and 

employees to discuss options for flexible working arrangements has been very successful in 

promoting arrangements that work for both employers and employees.’
120

 

 

[118] In its closing oral submissions, ACCI draws a distinction between the type of 

supplementation permitted by s.55(4)(b) and what the ACTU is seeking (which ACCI 

characterises as an act of abrogation): 

 
‘Supplementation … leaves 65 intact and builds upon it.  Everything in 65 still operates, it still 

has work to do.  What they effectively want to do is they want to throw 65 in the bin and say 

we're going to use this instead.  As a matter of practicality, if I could walk into my employer 

and say I'm working Monday for three hours, I'm working Tuesday for two, cop it, then the 

whole of 65 becomes a nullity for that class of person. 

We say that if you're going to negate part of the NES in that way, it clearly can't be an act of 

supplementation.  In fact, it's the opposite.’
121

 

 

[119] ACCI also provided some examples of what it submits would supplement s.65 and not 

negate s.65: 

 

 adding to the classes of employees referred to in s.65(1A);
122

 and 

 when an employer is considering the request, putting some additional conditions 

on the employer, for instance that they must meet face to face with the employee 

and must genuinely consider what the employee is putting to them.
123
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[120] As to s.55(7), ACCI submits that the section is confirmatory not curative in its terms 

and may be contrasted with the clearly curative language in s.624.  Section 55(7) simply 

stands for the self-evident proposition that to the extent that a term of a modern award is 

permitted by s.55(4), the term does not contravene s.55(1).
124

 

 

[121] ACCI further submits that the effect of s.55(6) is to not only ensure that an employee 

cannot ‘double dip’ and access both the NES and duplicative award entitlements, but also to 

ensure that the rules applicable to the NES entitlement also apply to the award entitlement, 

given the entitlements are the same.
125

 

 

[122] ACCI also advances an alternate submission
126

 in the event that the Commission 

considers that the Claim is not prohibited by s.55(1): that the statutory framework gives rise to 

‘an incredibly clear statutory presumption against the granting of the claim’.  ACCI submits 

that the Act makes it clear that the legislature intended that flexibility requests should be 

subject to a regulatory regime that allows an employer some say in the granting of the request, 

takes into account the employer’s position (specifically through the ability to refuse a request 

on reasonable business grounds), and does not provide for dispute or review of such a 

decision under a modern award.
127

 ACCI submits that implicit in this regulatory framework is 

an understanding that it is ultimately for an employer to determine how to deploy its labour 

and that it would be a ‘step too far’ to allow such decisions to be contestable in the 

Commission.
128

 

 
3.2.3 Ai Group submissions 

 

[123] Ai Group’s submissions in respect of the jurisdictional issue are set out in Chapter 6 of 

its submissions in reply and Chapter 2 of its final submissions.
129

 

 

[124] Ai Group contends that the Claim is contrary to s.55(1) as it excludes the scheme of 

s.65 as a whole, including the right of an employer under s.65(5) to refuse an employee’s 

request.  Further, it submits that the Claim is not a supplementary term within the meaning of 

s.55(4) and hence is not saved by s.55(7). 

 

[125] Ai Group also rejects the ACTU’s contention that s.65 is ‘incomplete or deficient’ in a 

number of respects: 

 
‘Ai Group strongly disagrees with such value judgements regarding the nature of s.65. 

However, regardless of any value judgements made about s.65 by any party, the fact is that 

Parliament has decided that s.65 strikes an appropriate balance between the interests of 

employees and employers. This balance has been struck in respect of, firstly, the types of 

employees who are included and excluded from s.65, secondly, the rights of employees and 

employers under s.65, and, thirdly, the manner and extent to which a refusal pursuant to 

s.65(5) can be reviewed. Regardless, value judgements are irrelevant to the issue of whether 

the ACTU’s proposed clause supplements the NES.  

It cannot be that a term can be said to “supplement” the NES because it addresses a perceived 

lack of merit associated with the fundamental nature of an NES provision and/or the broader 

scheme of the Act’.
130
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[126] Ai Group submits that the right of an employee to request flexible working 

arrangements and the right of an employer to refuse a request on reasonable business grounds 

are the key aspects of the scheme in s.65.  Relying on the 4 yearly review alleged NES 

inconsistencies decision
131

, Ai Group submits that award terms exclude the NES if ‘in their 

operation they negate the effect’ of a provision of the NES. Ai Group contends that the Claim 

would operate to exclude a benefit afforded to employers under s.65(5): 

 
‘The starting point for considering whether the proposed award clause would exclude s.65, or 

any a part of it, is a consideration of the nature of s.65 and the entitlements or benefits that it 

establishes. Section 65 provides a legislative scheme which regulates the making of requests 

and the handling of such requests by employers. It creates a right for certain employees, in 

certain specified circumstances, to make a request to their employer for a change in working 

arrangements relating to those circumstances. It also creates an obligation on an employer to 

respond within a certain time frame and in a certain manner. Crucially, s.65(5) permits the 

employer to refuse the request only on reasonable business grounds.  

The intended objective of s.65 is to create a process whereby an employee may request a 

change and an employer is afforded a limited right to refuse it. It is designed to facilitate 

discussion and compromise between the parties. It is not intended to enable an employee to 

dictate the hours of work that they will perform, without any regard being had to the impact on 

the business.  

Ai Group contends that the proposed clause will negate the effect of s.65 because it will 

provide a mechanism by which certain employees seeking a certain type of change to their 

working arrangements can circumvent the operation of s.65. Put simply, it will provide an 

alternate means by which they can access changed hours of work which does not incorporate 

the key elements of the scheme prescribed in ss.65(2), 65(3) or 65(5). In its operation the 

award clause will, at least in some circumstances, negate the effect of s.65 by undermining the 

extent to which the scheme that it establishes will be utilised.  

Ai Group also contends, more specifically, that the proposed clause excludes the operation of 

s.65(5) because it would negate the effect of this specific provision ...  

… If the proposed award clause was granted it would not be possible for an employer to 

decline to accommodate an employee proposal to change their working arrangements to access 

family friendly working hours. Accordingly, in its operation, the proposed clause would result 

in an outcome whereby s.65(5) was negated ...  

… The fact that a large proportion of employers may decide to grant an employee’s request for 

flexible work arrangements, either informally or in response to a formal request under s.65, 

does not detract from the importance of the employer right under s.65(5).’
132

 

 

[127] Ai Group also submits that the operation of the proposed clause would mean that: 

 
‘an employer would not receive the benefit of a written request setting out the reasons for the 

change sought, as currently required by s.65(3). This element of s.65 is not a trivial provision. 

The reasons identified by an employee can act as a catalyst for the identification of alternate 

arrangements that may suit the circumstances of both the employer and employee. The 

requirements of s.65(3)(b) are not replicated in the proposed clause. All that the clause 

requires in is that, upon request, an employee provide evidence that they have caring 

responsibilities or parenting responsibilities. In practice, the proposed terms would negate the 

operation of s.65(3) and deny employees the benefit of receiving this additional 

information.’
133
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[128] It is convenient to note here the ACTU’s response to this point in closing oral 

submissions, as follows: 

 
‘An issue was raised in the Ai Group's submissions about whether the clause negates the effect 

of section 65(3) with regard to the requirement to put the need for the request in writing, and 

that's at paragraph 31 of the Ai Group's submissions.  My understanding is that the clause 

would not negate the requirement for the employee to put their request in writing or 

specifically the reasons for the request because employees are still required to set out in 

writing their request in considerable detail, including without any limitation, information 

about the proposed days and hours of work, the period of time of the arrangement and the date 

on which the employee wishes to revert, if she does. 

There's nothing to stop the employer … asking for that information, why are you seeking this 

arrangement?  In my respectful submission, it will be obvious from the nature of the 

request.  In any event, if this is the only jurisdictional barrier to the ACTU's claim, then it is 

easily remedied.’
134

 

 

[129] Ai Group also rejects the ACTU’s contention that the Claim ‘supplements’ the NES 

within the meaning of s.55(4)(b).  It submits that ‘supplementing’ means adding to or building 

on, not taking away or detracting from.  In essence, Ai Group submits that the Claim does not 

supplement s.65 but instead creates a different system that would operate in substitution to the 

NES: 

 
‘Ai Group contends that the proposed clause does not supplement the NES. That is, it does not 

supplement s.65, as asserted by the ACTU. Nor could the term be taken to supplement s.84, at 

least not in its entirety.  

Instead, the clause provides employees an alternate scheme for accessing a particular type of 

change to their working arrangements. In so doing it creates a fundamentally different benefit 

to employees and a fundamentally different obligation on employers to that which flows from 

s.65.’
135

 

 

[130] Ai Group also contends that for a term to supplement the NES as contemplated by 

s.55(4), there must be a connection between the term and the NES: 

 
‘There is no apparent connection between the proposed clause and s.65. It does not operate in 

a manner that is analogous to the examples provides by the statute. The statutory note provides 

some contextual support for the proposition that the purpose of s.55(4) is only to enable the 

inclusion of terms in awards that are in some way connected to the operation of the NES.  

The proposed clause does not add to the entitlement under s.65, it simply provides for a 

different entitlement. The proposed clause is not in any way connected with the operation of 

the “right to request” established under the Act, but rather provides for a fundamentally 

different scheme pursuant to which an employee can alter their hours. The mere fact that 

employees utilising either scheme may be able to access a particular type of change in their 

working arrangements is not a sufficient connection to the NES so as to render the term one 

which supplements the NES, as contemplated by s.55(4).  

The proposed clause creates an entitlement for an employee to change their working hours. In 

contrast, s.65 creates a right to request a change in working arrangements and imposes an 

obligation upon an employer to deal with the request in a certain way. Whilst there is 

undoubtedly a degree of overlap in the circumstances in which either scheme may apply, they 

are fundamentally different in nature.  
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The proposed clause does not directly interact with the legislative scheme. It is drafted so as to 

operate entirely of its own force and independently of s.65. The proposed clause does not 

build upon, increase or extend the statutory scheme. It simply establishes a different scheme 

for delivering a change that is more beneficial to employees.’
136

 

 

[131] The ACTU also addressed this point in its closing oral submissions, arguing that there 

is an overlap between the claim and s.65 and ‘that overlap is sufficient to demonstrate a 

connection’.
137

 

 

3.3 Consideration 

 

[132] It is not seriously in dispute that the Claim is an award term ‘about’ the matters in 

ss.139(1)(b) and (c).  The central jurisdictional issue is whether the Claim seeks to include a 

term in a modern award which is prohibited by s.136(2)(b), as contravening s.55.  This is a 

question of some complexity. 

 

[133] Given our decision on the merits of the Claim, we have not found it necessary to 

express a concluded view on the jurisdictional objections. However, we make some 

observations below in response to the submissions. 

 

[134] The submissions on jurisdiction raise various issues as to the operation of s.55 of the 

Act.  Section 55 is set out in full at [100] above.   

 

[135] The task of statutory construction must begin and end with the statutory text.  The 

statutory text must be considered in its context, which includes the legislative history and 

extrinsic materials, but legislative history and extrinsic materials cannot displace the meaning 

of the statutory text.
138

  The text of s.55 is to be construed so that it is consistent with the 

language and purpose of the Act as a whole.
139

  The ability to construe s.55 in a manner that 

departs from the natural and ordinary meaning of its terms in the context in which they 

appear, is limited to construing the provision according to the meaning which, despite its 

terms, it was plain the Parliament intended it to have.
140

 

 

[136] The EM states the purpose of s.55: 

 
‘206. Clause 55 sets out the relationship between the NES on the one hand and modern 

awards and enterprise agreements on the other.’
141

 

 

[137] The nature of the NES is central to the context in which s.55 is to be read.  Section 61 

introduces the NES.  Subsection 61(1) provides: 

 
‘61  The National Employment Standards are minimum standards applying to 

employment of employees 

(1) This Part sets minimum standards that apply to the employment of employees which 

cannot be displaced, even if an enterprise agreement includes terms of the kind referred to 

in subsection 55(5). 

Note: Subsection 55(5) allows enterprise agreements to include terms that have the same (or 

substantially the same) effect as provisions of the National Employment Standards.’ 
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[138] Importantly, the ‘minimum standards’ in the NES comprise minimum employment 

entitlements of employees.
142

  Any obligations of an employee or ‘rights’ of an employer 

under the terms of the NES constitute qualifications to the employee receiving a benefit, not 

substantive employer benefits or rights.  Accordingly, the NES only binds employers: 

 
‘44  Contravening the National Employment Standards 

(1) An employer must not contravene a provision of the National Employment Standards. 

Note: This subsection is a civil remedy provision (see Part 4-1).’ 

 

[139] In contrast, modern awards and enterprise agreements bind employers, employees and 

other persons to whom they apply (ss.45 and 50).  

 

[140] Section 55(4) (see [151] below) provides that a modern award or enterprise agreement 

may include terms ‘ancillary or incidental to the operation of an entitlement of an employee 

under’ the NES and terms that ‘supplement’ the NES, ‘but only to the extent that the effect of 

those terms is not detrimental to an employee in any respect when compared to’ the NES. 

 

[141] Sections 55(5)-(7) (and s.61(1)) were introduced by Senate amendments to the Fair 

Work Bill 2008.  The Supplementary Explanatory Memorandum to the Fair Work Bill 2008 

(Supplementary EM) states that ss.55(5)-(7) ‘explain the interaction of enterprise agreements 

and modern awards with the NES.’
143

 

 

[142] Section 55(5) provides that an enterprise agreement may include terms that ‘have the 

same (or substantially the same) effect as provisions of’ the NES.  The Supplementary EM 

states: 

 
‘24. The amendments make clear that an enterprise agreement can include terms that are 

the same (or substantially the same) as an NES entitlement. These could be terms which simply 

replicate the NES or terms that make ancillary or supplementary provision in relation to the 

NES and subsume the NES entitlement’.
144

 

 

[143] Section 55(6) explains how the NES interact with award and agreement terms that 

‘subsume’ an NES entitlement: 
 

‘Effect of terms that give an employee the same entitlement as under the National Employment 

Standards 

(6) To avoid doubt, if a modern award includes terms permitted by subsection (4), or an 

enterprise agreement includes terms permitted by subsection (4) or (5), then, to the extent 

that the terms give an employee an entitlement (the award or agreement entitlement) that 

is the same as an entitlement (the NES entitlement) of the employee under the National 

Employment Standards: 

(a) those terms operate in parallel with the employee’s NES entitlement, but not so as to 

give the employee a double benefit; and 

(b) the provisions of the National Employment Standards relating to the NES 

entitlement apply, as a minimum standard, to the award or agreement entitlement. 
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Note: For example, if the award or agreement entitlement is to 6 weeks of paid annual leave 

per year, the provisions of the National Employment Standards relating to the accrual and taking 

of paid annual leave will apply, as a minimum standard, to 4 weeks of that leave.’ 

[Emphasis added] 

 

[144] Two aspects of s.55(6) may be noted.  First, s.55(6) makes clear that the NES and the 

relevant award or agreement terms operate in parallel, but not so as to provide employees with 

a double benefit.  The Supplementary EM explains this as follows: 

 
‘25. … [Agreement terms as provided for in ss.55(4) and (5)] operate in parallel with the 

NES entitlement, and do not confer a double entitlement. The same applies to terms of modern 

awards that are ancillary or supplementary to a NES entitlement. This means that a NES 

entitlement can be sourced both in the NES and in an enterprise agreement or modern award 

and can be enforced as an entitlement under either. Also, the mechanisms contained in the 

agreement are available to resolve any dispute about the entitlement.   

26. This means, for example, that an enterprise agreement could include provisions about 

requests for flexible work arrangements (as provided for by Division 4 of the NES), and 

disputes about whether or not an employer had reasonable business grounds for refusing an 

application could be dealt with by FWA (or an alternative dispute resolution provider) under 

the dispute procedure in the agreement, even though dispute resolution about this issue is 

generally not available (see clauses 739 and 740 of the Bill).’
145

 

 

[145] Second, s.55(6) does not provide that the terms of the NES relating to the NES 

entitlement apply to the corresponding award or agreement entitlement; rather, it provides that 

the terms of the NES relating to the NES entitlement apply to the corresponding award or 

agreement entitlement as a minimum standard.  As observed earlier, the NES ‘minimum 

standards’ comprise minimum entitlements of employees, not minimum entitlements of 

employers and employees. 

 

[146] Section 55(1) provides: 

 
‘National Employment Standards must not be excluded 

(1) A modern award or enterprise agreement must not exclude the National Employment 

Standards or any provision of the National Employment Standards.’  [Emphasis added] 

 

[147] The EM states in relation to s.55(1): 

 
‘208. The intent of the NES is that it provides enforceable minimum entitlements for all 

eligible employees.  This is reflected in subclause 55(1), which provides that a modern award or 

enterprise agreement may not exclude the NES, or any part of it. 

 

209. This prohibition extends both to statements that purport to exclude the operation of 

the NES or a part of it, and to provisions that purport to provide lesser entitlements than those 

provided by the NES.  For example, a clause in an enterprise agreement that purported to 

provide three weeks’ annual leave would be contrary to subclause 55(1).  Such a clause would 

be inoperative (clause 56).’
146

 

[Emphasis added] 
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[148] The term ‘exclude’ is used elsewhere in the Act in specifying how the Act, and 

modern awards and enterprise agreements, interact with State and Territory laws (see ss.26-

28). 

 

[149] Section 56 provides for severance: 

 
‘56  Terms of a modern award or enterprise agreement contravening section 55 have no 

effect 

  A term of a modern award or enterprise agreement has no effect to the extent that it 

contravenes section 55.’
147

 

 

[150] It follows that if an award or agreement term can operate so as to exclude the NES or a 

provision of the NES, this must be permitted by other provisions of s.55 or of the Act more 

broadly. 

 

[151] As related above, s.55(4) provides that a modern award or enterprise agreement may 

also include certain ‘ancillary or incidental’ and ‘supplementary’ terms: 

 
‘Ancillary and supplementary terms may be included 

(4) A modern award or enterprise agreement may also include the following kinds of terms: 

(a) terms that are ancillary or incidental to the operation of an entitlement of an 

employee under the National Employment Standards; 

(b) terms that supplement the National Employment Standards; 

but only to the extent that the effect of those terms is not detrimental to an employee in 

any respect, when compared to the National Employment Standards. 

Note 1: Ancillary or incidental terms permitted by paragraph (a) include (for example) terms: 

(a) under which, instead of taking paid annual leave at the rate of pay required by section 90, 

an employee may take twice as much leave at half that rate of pay; or 

(b) that specify when payment under section 90 for paid annual leave must be made. 

Note 2: Supplementary terms permitted by paragraph (b) include (for example) terms: 

(a) that increase the amount of paid annual leave to which an employee is entitled beyond the 

number of weeks that applies under section 87; or 

(b) that provide for an employee to be paid for taking a period of paid annual leave or 

paid/personal carer’s leave at a rate of pay that is higher than the employee’s base rate of 

pay (which is the rate required by sections 90 and 99). 

Note 3: Terms that would not be permitted by paragraph (a) or (b) include (for example) terms 

requiring an employee to give more notice of the taking of unpaid parental leave than is required by 

section 74.’ 

 

[152] Section 55(7) provides that ancillary, incidental and supplementary terms permitted by 

s.55(4) (and terms permitted by s.55(5)), do not contravene the prohibition in s.55(1) of terms 

that exclude the NES or any provision of the NES: 

 
‘Terms permitted by subsection (4) or (5) do not contravene subsection (1) 

(7) To the extent that a term of a modern award or enterprise agreement is permitted by 

subsection (4) or (5), the term does not contravene subsection (1).’ 
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[153] As noted earlier, in a preliminary jurisdictional decision in this matter
148

, the Full 

Bench of the Commission declined to strike out elements of the then ACTU claim, finding 

that: 

 
‘we consider that it is reasonably arguable that the effect of s.55(7) is that a modern award term 

which, under s.55(4) is supplementary to a NES provision and does not result in any detriment 

to an employee when compared to the NES as a whole, does not contravene s.55(1) even if it 

excludes some other provision of the NES.  If so, clause X.1 would be a permissible modern 

award term even if it excludes s.65(5).’
149

 

 

[154] The EM describes s.55(4) as follows: 

 
‘214. This provision allows modern awards and enterprise agreements to deal with 

machinery issues (such as when payment for leave must be made).  It also allows awards to 

provide more beneficial entitlements than the minimum standards provided by the NES.  For 

example, an award or agreement could provide for more beneficial payment arrangements for 

periods of leave, or provide redundancy entitlements to employees of small business 

employers.  Similarly, an agreement could provide a right to flexible working arrangements.  

The term about a dispute settlement procedure would also apply to that right.’
150

 

 

[155] It has been suggested that a modern award or enterprise agreement term might be 

considered to ‘practically exclude’ a provision of the NES, if it would result in employees 

utilising the award or agreement term rather than the provision of the NES.  We note that any 

entitlement under an award or agreement that is more beneficial to employees than a 

minimum standard under the NES is likely to have that result.  Examples would include 

where a term provides a higher rate of pay for periods of annual leave or personal/carer’s 

leave than the base rate provided for under the NES, and where a term provides for additional 

paid personal/carer’s leave which may be taken instead of unpaid carer’s leave provided for 

under the NES. 

 

[156] Turning to the meaning of ‘supplement’ in s.55(4), on its ordinary meaning a 

supplementary term provides a supplement or something additional to the substantive 

provision – in this case the ‘right to request’ in s.65. 

 

[157] Although notes do not form part of the Act,
151

 they may be considered to confirm that 

the meaning of a provision is the ordinary meaning conveyed by the text of the provision.
152

 

 

[158] Note 2 under s.55(4) (above) is expressed to provide examples of supplementary terms 

permitted by s.55(4).  The examples respectively increase the quantum of leave an employee 

is entitled to in comparison to the NES, and increase the rate at which an employee is paid 

whilst on leave in comparison to the NES.  These examples would seem to fall within the 

ordinary meaning of terms that ‘supplement’ the NES. 

 

[159] In relation to some classes of employees, the practical effect of the Claim is to exclude 

the capacity of an employer to refuse an employee’s request for flexible working 

arrangements ‘on reasonable business grounds’ under s.65(5).  That capacity would seem a 

central element of the scheme established by s.65.  Seen in this way, there is considerable 
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force in the view that the Claim does not ‘supplement’ s.65, but rather replaces it with 

something else entirely. 

 

[160] We note, however, that the EM at paragraph 214 (reproduced at [154] above) states as 

an example of an ancillary, incidental or supplementary agreement term, a term in an 

enterprise agreement that would ‘provide a right to flexible working arrangements’. 

 

[161] It is not necessary for us to express a concluded view on the jurisdictional objections 

to the Claim, as we have decided to reject the Claim on its merits. 
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4.  Merit Submissions  

 
[162] The ACTU seeks an award variation to include an entitlement (i.e. an enforceable 

right) to part-time work or reduced hours for employees with parenting or caring 

responsibilities. The ACTU contends that the existing regulation regarding family friendly 

working arrangements is inadequate and is failing to assist employees to balance their work 

and family responsibilities.  It submits that access to flexible working arrangements that meet 

the needs of employees will improve the nature and quality of labour force participation for 

parents and carers.  

 

[163] The Employer parties oppose the Claim and say that s.65 of the Act provides a suitable 

framework. The Employer parties contend that the Claim is fundamentally unfair and 

unworkable in that it does not provide employers with a capacity to refuse to grant flexible 

working hours.  It is submitted that the Claim represents a fundamental shift in the way work 

is currently structured and has the very significant potential to disrupt businesses. The 

Employer parties also submit that the award variations proposed are not ‘necessary to achieve 

the modern awards objective’ within the meaning of s.138. 

 

[164] The central merits issue in contest is the framework within which discussions about 

flexible working arrangements take place. 

 

4.1 ACTU submissions 

 

[165] A summary of the ACTU’s submissions on the merits of the Claim is set out below: 

 

 The ‘right to request’ under s.65 does not provide employees with an enforceable 

right. As a result there is a gap in the safety net regarding flexible working 

arrangements.
153

 The deficiency in s.65 is that the employer’s decision to refuse a 

request is not reviewable and this is inconsistent with the underlying purpose of 

the NES and the safety net.
154

 

 

 The majority of requests for flexible working arrangements made under s.65 or 

informally are granted, however a significant number of employees do not ask for 

changes to working arrangements although they are unhappy with their current 

arrangements.
155

 The fact that a significant number of people have their requests 

accommodated by their workplace does not mean that the safety net is adequate 

and should avoid scrutiny.
156

 

 

 In making the Claim, the ACTU is seeking to build on and advance the progress 

made in the Parental Leave Test Case 2005.
157

 At the time that the Parental 

Leave Test Case was determined, there was a dispute resolution mechanism that 

provided access to arbitration.
158

 

 

 There is a gender gap in employment which is most pronounced in the 30 to 39 

age range. The fact that women drop out of the workforce or take on lesser work 

because that is all that is available on a part-time basis contributes to this gender 

pay gap.
159
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 The absence of a clear path to reduced hours and then back to full-time work is 

relevant to the consideration of structural discrimination faced by women in the 

workforce.
160

 

 

 Parents and carers experience lower labour force participation and economic 

power.
161

 Parents, mostly women, seek part-time work to manage parenting and 

caring responsibilities. Almost half (47.4 per cent) of employed Australian 

women work part-time, compared to 18.7 per cent of men.
162

 Parenthood has a 

negative impact on women’s economic status.
163

 

 

 Occupational downgrading is relatively high for women who move from full-

time to part-time work and is highest for women who change employers.
164

 

 

 The evidence shows that the weak labour force participation rates for women 

during their prime parenting years is linked to a lack of access to flexible 

working arrangements.
165

 Parents and carers need access to flexible working 

arrangements if they are to maintain labour force participation.  

 

 Lack of access to good quality, affordable childcare is another barrier to labour 

force participation for women which cannot be overcome without a 

corresponding increase in flexible working arrangements.
166

 

 

 Flexible working arrangements benefit employees, firms and the national 

economy. Benefits to firms include increased staff retention, improved staff 

morale, a reduction in absenteeism, greater success in recruiting new workers and 

increased productivity.
167

 

 

 While employers may incur costs associated with flexible working arrangements, 

these costs would not be onerous or a significant burden.
168

  

 

 Increased flexible working arrangements would have a positive impact on the 

national economy, including increased GDP as result of increased labour force 

participation.
169

 

 

 Family friendly working arrangements reflect the preferences of employers and 

employees.
170

 

 

4.2 ACCI submissions 

 

[166] ACCI ‘unreservedly opposes the Claim’
171

 and submits that the Commission is being 

asked to ‘cross the “Rubicon”’
172

 and fundamentally alter the paradigm under which an 

employer operates a business: 

 
‘No coherent understanding of a fair and relevant minimum safety net could confer on an 

employee a unilateral right to determine their hours, regardless of the operational 

considerations of the employer.’
173

 

 

[167] ACCI submits that, should the Claim be granted, it would usurp the existing regime 

for requesting flexible working arrangements. 
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[168] ACCI further submits that the Claim should be refused, as: 

 

 it is either beyond the Commission’s jurisdiction or contradicts the intended 

operation of the Act in a fundamental way; 

 

 it cannot operate practically (particularly for small businesses) as it seeks to 

remove the ability of an employer to refuse a flexible work request; 

 

 it removes the ability of businesses to determine how to roster their labour; 

 

 the current provisions of the Act (and informal arrangements) operate effectively 

in facilitating flexible working arrangements;
174

 

 

 employers take flexibility requests seriously, and there is no evidence to support 

the proposition that employers are irrationally or arbitrarily refusing requests for 

flexible working arrangements in situations where those requests could be 

reasonably accommodated;
175

 

 

 particular factors may affect an employer’s ability to grant requests for flexible 

working arrangements, such as customer/client demand, regulatory requirements 

(such as childcare ratios and WHS compliance), requirements for work in teams, 

and external limitations particular to the industry (such as weather patterns or 

animal behaviour);
176

 

 

 employees are not always easily substitutable (for reasons such as the employee’s 

specialist skill set, or regional labour shortages);
177

 

 

 the Claim could not be said to reflect the ‘minimum’ nature that the safety net is 

intended to hold as it ‘is radically at the other end of the extreme’ and does not 

even appear to be a feature of enterprise agreements (that sit above the safety 

net);
178

  

 

 the Claim extends beyond what is necessary to achieve a fair and reasonable 

minimum safety net;
179

 and  

 

 the current flexibility regime under the Act appears to be effective in 

accommodating employees.
180

 
 

4.3 Ai Group submissions 
 

[169] A summary of the Ai Group’s submissions on the merits of the Claim is set out below: 

 

 The introduction of an award clause that allows employees the capacity to pick 

the hours they work is a radical departure from the way awards currently regulate 

hours of work and this has the potential to disrupt employers.
181
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 The proposed clause on its terms would afford  employees an ‘unreasonable and 

broad ranging right to dictate their hours’,
182

 including by nominating hours of 

work that fall after the business has closed or only hours that attract penalties.
183

   

 

 To the extent that the ACTU relies on its proposed definition of ‘existing position’ 

to place some parameters around the hours that an employee may elect to work, 

its submissions are ‘wholly inadequate’
184

 and fail to recognise that an employee 

may not work fixed hours prior to nominating FFWH.
185

 

 

 The ACTU envisages that an employee may have a right to return to their 

previous working hours whenever the need to accommodate such responsibilities 

ends.
186

 It would be unfair for an employer to be required to accommodate an 

employee’s reversion at any point that suits the individual, especially at short 

notice, and in many circumstances it may make it very difficult to recruit a 

replacement employee if the employer cannot guarantee the tenure of the 

position.
187

  
 

 The proposed clause effectively provides an absolute right for an employee to 

access reduced hours for an unlimited period of time, provided that the 

administrative process of complying with the requirements of cl.X.3 is undertaken 

every two years.
188

 

 

 It cannot be the case that a necessary element of a minimum safety net of terms 

and conditions of employment is a mechanism that affords employees an absolute 

right to modify their working hours so that they can take their children to any of 

the raft of activities in which a parent may choose to involve their child.
189

 

 

 The proposal is not limited to circumstances where an individual is the primary 

carer for a relevant individual; nor is it limited to circumstances where an 

employee needs modified hours in order to attend to unavoidable responsibilities 

associated with being a parent or carer.
190

 

 

 The prevalence of part-time work within the Australian economy does not, in and 

of itself, establish that all jobs undertaken by award-covered employees can be 

undertaken on a part-time or reduced hours basis.
191

 

 

 The extent to which an employer should bear the costs of such matters must also 

be subject to some reasonable limitation.
192

 
 

4.4 Other Employer party submissions 

 

[170] The NRA filed submissions on evidence on 18 December 2017 concerning the 

evidence put by parties and the conclusions that the Full Bench ought to draw from the 

evidence,
193

  and also relied on its previous submissions filed on 30 October 2017.  

 

[171] In its submissions of 30 October 2017, the NRA submitted that further guidance for 

employers and employees in the administration of various rights and entitlements around 

https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-nra-181217.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-nra-301017.pdf
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parenting and caring responsibilities would be beneficial, however modern awards are not the 

appropriate avenue for this.
194

  

 

[172] The NRA submitted that the Claim is not necessary as: s.65 is enforceable through the 

dispute resolution clause in modern awards; employees are protected by various state and 

federal anti-discrimination laws, and the evidence showed that the majority of s.65 requests 

are granted.
195

 The NRA also examined the s.134 considerations.
196

 The NRA concluded that 

for these reasons, the Claim should not be granted.
197

 In its submissions on evidence, the 

NRA submitted that the ACTU has failed to lead any evidence to support the substance of the 

Claim and it must be dismissed.
198

 

 

[173] The Private Hospital Industry Employer Associations (PHIEA) filed a submission in 

reply on 27 October 2017 opposing the Claim on the basis that it is not necessary to meet the 

modern awards objective. The PHIEA submitted that the generalised evidence advanced by 

the ACTU failed to provide a merit-based argument for the inclusion of the proposed clause in 

the Health Professionals and Support Services Award 2010, the Medical Practitioners Award 

2010 and the Nurses Award 2010.
199

  

 

[174] The Coal Mining Industry Employer Group (CMIEG) filed a submission in reply on 

30 October 2017 supporting the Ai Group’s submissions. The CMIEG also made award-

specific submissions in relation to the Black Coal Mining Industry Award 2010. The 

submission states that the company groups which form the CMIEG use policies to supplement 

s.65, and these together adequately deal with family friendly working arrangements.
200

 The 

CMIEG submits further that there is nothing in the evidence filed by the ACTU that 

demonstrates that the proposed clause is necessary in the black coal mining industry.
201

  

 

[175] The NFF filed a submission in reply on 30 October 2017 opposing the claim on the 

basis that the clause is inconsistent with the modern awards objective and the ACTU has not 

demonstrated that the clause is necessary. The NFF submits that the proposed clause is also 

unworkable and commercially unrealistic in its industry.
202

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-phiea-281017.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-phiea-281017.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-cmieg-301017.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/am20152-sub-nff-301017.pdf
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5.  The Evidence 

5.1 Overview of labour force data 

 

[176] This section focuses on the evidence regarding trends in the labour market – 

particularly in relation to female labour force participation, including comparing the outcomes 

for those with and without children. The data and evidence in this Chapter is drawn from 

documents including: 

 

 Expert report of Professor Siobhan Austen (Austen Report);
203

 

 Expert report of Dr Ian Watson (Watson Report);
204

 

 Expert report of Dr James Stanford (Stanford Report);
205

 

 Expert report of Ms Julie Toth (Toth Report);
206

 

 Abhayaratna J, Andrews L, Nuch H & Podbury T (2008), Part time employment: 

the Australian experience, Staff Working Paper, Productivity Commission, June 

(Abhayaratna et al Productivity Commission working paper); 

 Cassidy N & Parsons S (2017), The rising share of part-time employment, 

Bulletin, September Quarter, Reserve Bank of Australia (Cassidy and Parsons 

paper); 

 O’Neill B (2015), General Manager’s report into the operation of the provisions 

of the National Employment Standards relating to requests for flexible working 

arrangements and extensions of unpaid parental leave under s.653 of the Fair 

Work Act 2009 (Cth): 2012–2015, Fair Work Commission, November (General 

Manager’s 2015 Report); and 

 Skinner N & Pocock B (2014), The Australian Work Life Index 2014: The 

Persistent Challenge: Living, Working and Caring in Australia in 2014, Centre 

for Work + Life, University of South Australia, Adelaide (Skinner and Pocock 

2014 paper); 

 Skinner N, Cathcart A & Pocock B (2016), ‘To ask or not to ask? Investigating 

workers’ flexibility requests and the phenomenon of discontented non-

requesters’, Labour and Industry, Vol. 26, No. 2, pp. 103–119 (Skinner et al 

2016 study); 

 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), Labour Force, Australia, Detailed – 

Electronic Delivery, Catalogue No. 6291.0.55; 

 ABS, Labour Force, Australia, Feb 2017, Catalogue No. 6202.0; 

 ABS, Employee Earnings and Hours, Australia, May 2014, Catalogue No. 

6306.0. 

 

[177] The expert witness reports rely on data from the ABS and the Household, Income and 

Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA) Survey to present information on trends in the labour 

market. 

 

[178] The HILDA Survey is a longitudinal household-based panel study that collects 

information on economic and subjective well-being, labour market dynamics and family 
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dynamics. The Survey began in 2001 and interviews are conducted annually with all adult 

members of each surveyed household, who are followed over time. 

 

Female labour force participation 

 

[179] The labour force participation rate for women aged 25 years and over increased 

between 2000 and 2017, while it decreased for women aged 15 to 24 years.
207

 In August 2017 

the female labour force participation rate for women aged 15 to 64 years was at a record high 

of 71.9 per cent.
208

 

 

[180] Chart 1, provided in the Stanford Report, compares labour force participation by age 

group between males and females. It shows that the female labour force participation rate is 

below that of males across all age groups, except teenagers. 

 

Chart 1
209

 

Labour force participation by gender by age 

 

Note: No time period was provided in the Stanford Report. 

 

[181] The Austen Report presented data from the HILDA Survey which showed that the 

employment rate of women with a child aged under 5 years increased from 47.3 per cent in 

2001 to 54 per cent in 2014.
210

 Chart 2 compares trends over this period for women with one 

or two children aged under 5 years and women with no children aged under 5 years. It shows 

that the employment rate was highest for women without children and was lowest for women 

with two children. 
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Chart 2
211

 

Female employment rates by number of children under the age of 5 years,  

2001–2014 

 

 
Part-time employment  

 

[182] Ms Toth provided the following chart, produced in the Cassidy and Parsons paper, to 

show the increase in the share of part-time employment over the last five decades. Chart 3 

shows that the part-time share in 2017 is at or near its highest rate over this period. Similar 

data were also presented in the Stanford Report.
212

 

 

Chart 3
213

 

Part-time employment share 

 

Note: Series break in 1984 due to change in Labour Force Survey; post 1984 series excludes 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing and Public administration and safety. 

 

[183] In August 2016, some 68.1 per cent of part-time workers were women
214

 and 47 per 

cent of female employment was in part-time work, compared with 18 per cent of males.
215
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[184] The Watson Report noted that between 2000 and 2017, the growth in part-time 

employment (94 per cent for males and 57 per cent for females) was higher than the growth in 

full-time employment (21 per cent for males and 35 per cent for females) (see Chart 4).
216

  
 

Chart 4
217

  

Employment by gender and employment status, Australia, 2000–2017 

 

Note: The figure uses trend data. 

 

[185] Presenting a chart from the Cassidy and Parsons paper, Ms Toth explained that the 

part-time employment share increased between 1980 and 2016 for both males and females 

and across all ages 15 years and above (Chart 5). 

 

Chart 5
218

 

Part-time employment share by age and gender 

 

 

[186] Using data from the HILDA Survey from 2001 to 2015, the Cassidy and Parsons paper 

found that the most common reasons for working part-time are to accommodate study, a 

preference for part-time hours, and caring for children (Charts 6 and 7).
219

 These reasons 

account for around two-thirds of the reasons given by part-time employees.
220

 Ms Toth 
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highlighted that Chart 7 shows that caring for children was the dominant reason for females 

aged 25 to 44 years working part-time.
221

 

 

Chart 6
222

 

Reasons why people work part-time 

 

 

Chart 7
223

 

Reasons why people work part-time by age and gender 

 

[187] The Cassidy and Parsons paper concluded that part-time employment ‘has allowed 

employees to combine paid work with other activities such as education, caring for family 

members and leisure’ and also allow firms ‘to respond to fluctuations in demand for their 

output and to manage labour costs more effectively’.
224

 

 

Hours worked by females with and without children 
 

[188] The Watson Report also presented data from 2001 to 2015 of the HILDA Survey to 

show the average hours worked by females with and without dependent children (Chart 8). 
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Dr Watson concluded that ‘women with dependent children worked fewer hours than those 

without dependent children, though over the last fifteen years this difference has been 

shrinking’.
225

 
 

Chart 8
226

 

Average hours worked by women by presence of dependent children, Australia,  

2001–2015, percentages 

 

Note: Average hours are average hours in all jobs worked. 

 

[189] The Watson Report also provided this data by the number of hours worked for females 

with and without dependent children (Chart 9). It showed that working full-time hours (35 or 

more hours) was the most common group, particularly for women without dependent 

children. 
 

Chart 9
227

  

Grouped hours worked by women by presence of dependent children, Australia,  

2001–2015 

 

Note: Groups hours in all jobs worked. 
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[190] The Watson Report also provided data on the hours worked by females with children 

under the age of 5 years (Chart 10), showing that the proportion working full-time increased 

between 2001 and 2015 while the proportion working one to 15 hours decreased. 
 

Chart 10
228

 

Grouped hours worked by women by presence of children aged 0 to 4 years, Australia, 2001–

2015 

 

Note: Grouped hours in all jobs worked. 

 

Shifts between full-time and part-time employment 

 

[191] The Austen Report referred to a 2005 study by Venn and Wakefield (Venn and 

Wakefield Study)
229

 which used the first three waves of the HILDA Survey (2001 to 2003) to 

examine shifts between full-time and part-time employment between one year and the next. 

The Study made the following general points: 

 

 17 per cent of those who were employed part-time in any year moved to full-

time employment in the following period; 

 7 per cent of those who were employed full-time in any year moved to part-time 

employment in the following period; 

 60 per cent of those who moved between full-time and part-time employment (in 

either direction) were female;
230

 

 females were four times as likely as males to move from full-time to part-time 

employment, and were most likely to move from full-time to part-time 

employment with children aged under 5 years; 

 males were more likely to move from part-time employment to full-time 

employment.
231

 

 

[192] Other aspects that were examined when shifting between full-time and part-time 

employment included changing employers and moving to jobs with higher or lower skill 

levels. For example, the results showed that: 
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 males were slightly more likely to change employers when moving from full-time 

to part-time employment; 

 mothers with children under 13 years were less likely to change employers when 

moving in either direction than all females; 

 mothers with children under 13 years were more likely to be in an occupation with 

the same skill level when moving from full-time to part-time employment and less 

likely to be in a job with a lower skill level;
232

 and 

 mothers who moved from full-time to part-time employment were generally 

satisfied with their hours, with 17.5 per cent wanting fewer hours and 22.5 per cent 

wanting more hours.
233

 

 

[193] On the basis of the Venn and Wakefield Study Ms Toth concluded that there are few 

barriers to moving between full-time and part-time employment and noted that this is 

consistent with the 2008 Abhayaratna et al Productivity Commission working paper.
234

 

 

[194] Professor Austen also analysed the Venn and Wakefield Study and commented that 

the results show that ‘for women in full-time work, the likelihood that they will make a 

transition to part-time work is highest when their children are aged under five years’
235

 and 

that the ‘transition to part-time work was found to be often associated with a change in 

employer. This was especially the case for mothers of older children’.
236

 Professor Austen 

also noted that ‘[t]he majority of mothers who moved from full-time to part-time work 

reported increased satisfaction with their work hours’.
237

 

 

[195] The Austen Report concluded from the Venn and Wakefield Study that skill 

downgrading is ‘consistent with the presence of barriers to moves between full-time and part-

time work [and] if an individual experiences difficulty in securing part-time work within her 

current skill group she may move to a lower skill group in order to secure part-time hours’.
238

 

 

[196] Professor Austen also concluded that the ‘findings understate the prevalence of skill 

downgrading and the extent of barriers to moves from full-time to part-time work’ as it did 

not consider transitions out of paid work.
239

 Professor Austen further noted that: 
 

‘[i]ndividuals who experience difficulties in finding part-time work may opt to leave or remain 

out of the labour market. The high prevalence of transitions from full-time employment to 

non-employment … is consistent with the presence of barriers to moves between full-time and 

part-time work’.
240

 

 

[197] The Austen Report extended the analysis by Venn and Wakefield to include waves 

one to 15 (2001 to 2015) of the HILDA Survey and limited the sample to women aged 24 to 

60 years. The following Charts (provided in the Austen Report) compare all women in this 

age group with new mothers – defined as those who had a newborn child in between two 

survey periods. Charts 11 and 12 show that: 

  

 around one-third of all women stay in full-time employment between periods, 

however, this falls to 13.8 per cent for new mothers;  

 4.5 per cent of all women moved from full-time to part-time employment while 

9.2 per cent of new mothers moved from full-time to part-time employment; and 
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 2.2 per cent of women moved from full-time employment to out of paid work, 

while this was the case for 15.2 per cent of new mothers.  

 

Chart 11
241

  

Women’s employment transitions, 2001–2015, per cent of all transitions 

 

 

Chart 12
242

 

Employment transitions by new mothers, 2001–2015, per cent of all transitions 

 

 

[198] The Austen Report also provided the following Chart comparing the employment 

transitions across household situations (with or without children) between women and men 

based on an analysis of HILDA data on employment transitions for employees aged 24 to 60 

years during the period 2001-2015. Professor Austen observed that Chart 13 below 

‘demonstrates that parenthood is a source of instability in the engagement of women with paid 

work’
243

 and that ‘parenthood has long-term effects on women’s engagement in paid work 
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[and] that a large proportion of mothers remain out of paid work or continue in a part-time job 

over the longer term’.
244

  

 

[199] Chart 13 shows a stark contrast between male and female employment transitions over 

their life cycle. As Professor Austen observes: 

 
‘The stability of men’s engagement in full-time work in the wake of parenthood is clearly 

evident in this data; as is the disruptive effect that parenthood has on women’s involvement in 

paid work. For women, parenthood is commonly associated with a movement out of paid 

work, or into part-time work. In contrast, men tend to remain in full-time work (or increase 

their attachment to full-time work) when they become fathers. As a result, women are more 

exposed to the risk of occupational downgrading and increased job insecurity following 

parenthood than men.’
245

 

 

 
Chart 13

246
 

Employment transitions across household situations associated with parenthood,  

2001–2015, per cent of all transitions, by gender 

 

 

 

[200] Based on this data, Professor Austen concluded that the ‘employment and 

occupational impacts of parenthood are less severe for men than women’.
247

 

 

[201] The Austen Report also presented analysis of whether females who changed or 

remained with the same employer also changed the skill level of their job (both for those who 
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did and for those who did not shift between full-time and part-time employment) for waves 

one to 15 (2001 to 2015) of the HILDA Survey (Chart 14).  
 

Chart 14
248

 

Occupational transitions, full-time and part-time employment, women, 2001–2015 

 

 

Note: Missing category is no change in occupational skill/status. 

 

[202] Professor Austen concluded that: 

 
 ‘A key finding is that the prevalence of occupational downgrading is relatively high for 

women who move from full-time to part-time work, and highest for women who change 

employers when they shift from full-time to part-time work. Almost one in four women 

who changed employers as part of a shift from full-time to part-time work moved into a 

lower skill or status occupation. 

 

… 

 

 In contrast, as shown by the data in the figures, occupational upgrading is most commonly 

associated with a move from part-time to full-time work, with this pattern strongest in the 
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group of women who changed employer. Close to one in three women who moved 

employer and shifted from part-time to full-time work also changed into a higher skill or 

status occupation.’
249

 

 

Shifts between permanent and casual employment 

 

[203] Ms Toth observed that, as the proportion of employees without paid leave entitlements 

has remained relatively stable since the 1990s, the growth in part-time employment has been 

stronger among permanent part-time employment than casual part-time employment.
250

 

 

[204] Ms Toth highlighted that of the 3.9 million part-time workers in August 2016: 

 

 38.4 per cent were employees with paid leave entitlements; 

 45.1 per cent of female part-time employees had paid leave entitlements; 

 24.1 per cent of male part-time employees had paid leave entitlements; 

 44.2 per cent were employees without paid leave entitlements; 

 39.8 per cent of female part-time employees did not have paid leave 

entitlements; and 

 53.4 per cent of male part-time employees did not have paid leave 

entitlements.
251

 

 

[205] The Watson Report noted that, for males aged 30 to 59 years, permanent full-time 

employment was still the ‘norm’, and that while it is also dominant for females in this age 

group, permanent and casual part-time employment feature ‘significantly’.
252

 Dr Watson also 

highlighted that casual employment has increased for some subgroups, such as persons aged 

under 25 years and females aged 30 to 49 years.
253

 

 

[206] The Watson Report compared the shifts in employment type of employees with and 

without dependent children and suggested that ‘parenting can be costly in terms of job 

security’.
254

 Dr Watson noted that 82 per cent of employees who worked permanent full-time 

jobs remained permanent after becoming parents compared with 87 per cent who did not 

become parents (Table 1). 
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Table 1
255

 

Previous and current employment situation, employees with and without dependent children, 

Australia, between 2005 and 2015, percentages 

 Current situation 

Previous situation Perm FT Perm PT Not Perm FT Not Perm PT Total 

With children      

Permanent FT 82 7 6 4 100 

Permanent PT 18 55 5 23 100 

Not permanent FT 49 5 35 11 100 

Not permanent PT 12 10 14 63 100 

Total 65 10 12 13 100 

Without children      

Permanent FT 87 3 8 2 100 

Permanent PT 16 64 4 15 100 

Not permanent FT 42 3 46 10 100 

Not permanent PT 11 12 11 65 100 

Total 60 11 13 15 100 

 

 

[207] The Austen Report presented data on women who changed or remained with the same 

employer and whether they shifted between permanent and casual employment (both for those 

who did or did not shift between full-time and part-time employment). This is reproduced in 

Charts 15 and 16.  

 

[208] Professor Austen highlighted that 18.2 per cent of women who move from full-time to 

part-time employment with the same employer changed from permanent to casual compared 

with 22 per cent who changed employers.
256

 However, the Charts also show that 58 per cent 

of women who move from full-time to part-time employment with the same employer remain 

permanent compared with only 32 per cent who change employers. 
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Chart 15
257

 

Contract type changes, full and part-time employment by women, 2001–2015,  

remained with the same employer 

  

 

Chart 16
258

 

Contract type changes, full and part-time employment by women, 2001–2015,  

changed employers 

 

 

Lifetime earnings 

 

[209] The Austen Report made reference to gender differences in lifetime earnings, with ‘the 

impact of parenthood on labour force participation, work hours, occupation retention and 

employment security, and the large share of informal care roles that women undertake’ 

contributing to differences in long-term wage and career outcomes.
259

  

 

[210] Chart 17 presents data on average weekly total cash earnings of full-time employees 

by gender and age group showing that the earnings profile of women is lower than men, 

contributing to the gender pay gap.
260
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Chart 17
261

 

Average weekly total cash earnings by age group and gender, full-time employees, May 

2014 

 

[211] The Austen Report contended that ‘[p]arenting and other care roles affect age-earning 

profiles by disrupting work experience and job tenure and by inhibiting parents’ and carers’ 

ability to maintain a job that adequately matches their qualifications’.
262

 

 

[212] Professor Austen also suggested that superannuation account balances can be used to 

gauge differences in lifetime earnings. Chart 18, also from the Austen Report, shows the ratio 

of male to female average superannuation account balances. Men have an average account 

balance that is 53 per cent larger than women.
263

 

 

Chart 18
264

 

Ratio of male to female average superannuation account balances, as measured in 

member contribution statements, 2013–14 
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General propositions from the data 

 

[213] A number of general propositions may be drawn from the data set out above. 

 

[214] Female labour force participation is generally lower than males and this is the case 

across the working age population. 

 

[215] The data show a clear increase in the share of part-time employment over the last few 

decades. This has also occurred across the working age population. Part-time employment is 

more common among females, however, growth in part-time employment has been stronger 

among males since at least the beginning of this century. 

 

[216] Caring for children is one of the most common reasons for working part-time, together 

with studying and a preference for part-time work. Caring for children is the most common 

reason for females aged 25 to 44 years (in contrast to studying among younger people (15 to 

24 years) and that part-time hours are preferred, for people aged 45 years and above). 

 

[217] The HILDA Survey shows that employment rates and the average number of hours 

worked are higher among females without dependent children, but the differences between the 

average hours worked by females with and without dependent children has narrowed over 

time. 

 

[218] New mothers are more likely to remain out of paid work than all women and are more 

likely to move from full-time work to either part-time work or out of paid work. Part-time 

employment becomes more common among women once their children become older, 

however, so does staying out of employment. In contrast, men are more likely to remain 

employed full-time whether or not they have children. 

 

[219] Women who transition from full-time to part-time work are also more likely to move 

to an occupation with a lower skill level than a higher skill level, particularly if they change 

employers. However, it is most common to have no change in occupational skill status. 

 

[220] Casual employment has remained relatively stable since the beginning of this century 

but is more common among part-time workers, particularly male part-time workers. Females 

who moved from full-time to part-time work were more likely to change from permanent to 

casual employment, however, it was most common to stay permanent for those who remained 

with the same employer and to stay casual for those who changed employers. 

 

[221] The data also showed that females, on average, tend to have lower lifetime earnings, 

with some of the above general propositions likely to contribute to this outcome. 

 

5.2  Survey Evidence 

 

5.2.1  Joint Employer Survey 

 

[222] Ai Group, ACCI and the NFF sought to tender the results of a survey described as the 

Joint Employer Survey (as an attachment to Mr Jeremy Lappin’s witness statement).
265

 The 

Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce (VACC) sought to tender a separate survey (as 
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an attachment to Mr Kevin Hoang’s witness statement) which we refer to as the VACC 

Survey.
266

 We deal with the VACC Survey later. The ACTU objected to the tender of both of 

the employer surveys. 

 

[223] During the hearing of the ACTU objection, Ai Group and ACCI conceded that the 

Joint Employer Survey was advanced by way of descriptive or anecdotal evidence, rather than 

as being representative of employers generally or of members of the employer associations to 

whom the surveys were sent.
267

  On that basis the employer survey material was admitted.
268

  

 

[224] The Joint Employer Survey plainly suffers from a range of methodological problems 

which preclude it from being regarded as representative of the survey population. Further, the 

Employer parties did not lead evidence from the person who was responsible for the design 

and conduct of the Survey, thus preventing the ACTU from being able to test the reliability of 

the Survey results through cross-examination. 

 

[225] A similar situation arose in the Penalty Rates Case in relation to a survey undertaken 

by ABI. The background to that matter is set out in the following extracts from the Penalty 

Rates Decision:
269

 

 
‘[1563] ABI called Ms Emily Baxter, a lawyer for the Australian Business Lawyers Advisors 

(ABLA) who presented an analysis of a survey undertaken by ABLA of employers. 

 

[1564] ABLA developed a survey in July 2015 using the Survey Monkey program for the 

purpose of collecting evidence from employers in the retail industry on their trading and 

rostering practices (the ‘Retail survey’). Ms Baxter was not involved in developing the survey. 

 

[1565] The survey was sent to a number of employer organisations who then sent it to their 

members. Baxter’s evidence was that 8700 members were sent the survey and 690 responses 

were received. The survey analysis was based on the responses of the 485 businesses who 

confirmed that the Retail Award applied to their business and that they were not covered by an 

enterprise agreement.  

 

[1566] The survey results may be shortly summarised: 

 

 88.3 per cent of respondents indicated that Sunday trading hours are lower 

than weekdays;  
 

 the majority of respondents indicated that public holiday trading hours 

were lower than weekday trading hours (ranging from 83.4 per cent on 

Melbourne Cup/Show Day, to 98.1 per cent on Christmas Day);  
 

 88.9 per cent rostered fewer employees on a Sunday than a weekday; and 
 

 90.5 per cent rostered fewer employees on a public holiday than a 

weekday. 
 

[1567] Answers could be provided to survey questions by either multiple choice or ‘free text’ 

where businesses could provide more than one answer. The free text responses were grouped 

into seven categories, including ‘wages/costs’. The responses are summarised below: 
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(i) For those whose trading hours were lower on a Sunday, the main reason was 

wages/costs (53.18 per cent).  

(ii) For those whose trading hours were lower on a public holiday, the main 

reason was also wages/costs (62.55 per cent). 

 

(iii) For those who responded that rostering of employees differed on a Sunday to 

weekdays or Saturdays, 80.77 per cent responded wages/costs as the reason. 

 

(iv) For those who responded that rostering of employees differed on public 

holidays to weekends or weekdays, 75.68 per cent responded wages/costs as 

the reason. 

 

[1568] ABI submits that the survey is broadly representative of employment across Australia 

based on responses from employers in each State and Territory and is a ‘reliable source of 

information’ for employers in the industry. 

 

[1569] The Retail Employers submit that the survey provides evidence that:  

 

 the current Sunday penalty rate (200 per cent) limits and reduces trading 

hours on Sundays;  
 

 the current Sunday penalty rate offers fewer hours of work to employees 

than other days; and 
 

 overall labour hours in retail stores will increase after a reduction in the 

penalty rate.  
 

[1570] The SDA contends that no weight should be given to the survey results, for the 

following reasons: 

 

 Ms Baxter had no direct knowledge of the terms upon which the employer 

organisation distributed the survey or the proportion of the total 

membership who were sent the survey;  
 

 a response rate of 7.9 per cent was “extremely low”;  
 

 the conduct of surveys as discussed in the Annual Wage Review 2012–13 

decision on representativeness of surveys, particularly of membership 

bases;  
 

 there is no way of ascertaining whether the sample is representative of 

employer organisations’ membership or employers more broadly;  
 

 many respondents did not answer all of the questions, and only four 

questions were completed by all respondents;  
 

 based on the grouping of answers to why trading hours differed on 

Sundays, such as wages/costs, “very little” can be concluded on the role of 

wages, including penalty rates; and 
 

 the survey results reflect perceived rather than actual effects.’ 
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[226] The Full Bench rejected the proposition that the Retail survey could be regarded as 

representative of all retail businesses and treated the Retail survey results as suggestive or 

anecdotal rather than definitive: 

 
‘[1572] We are not satisfied that the Retail survey can properly be said to be representative of 

all retail businesses. While providing the survey to all members of employer groups would 

maximise the total number of responses, the number of businesses that responded to the 

survey is relatively low. This could lead to biased results as the sample may not represent the 

retail business population. 

 
[1573] Further, although a breakdown of businesses by State and Territory is provided, we 

have no information about the breakdown by business size which would be beneficial in 

determining the representativeness of the survey. 

 
[1574] For the reasons given we reject the proposition that the results of the Retail survey can 

be extrapolated to all businesses covered by the Retail Award. However, we also reject the 

SDA’s submissions that we give no weight to the survey. As mentioned earlier, the assessment 

of survey evidence is not a binary task – that is, such evidence is not simply accepted or 

rejected. The central issue is the extent to which a survey’s limitations impact on the reliability 

of the results and the weight to be attributed to those results. Given the limitations of the Retail 

survey we propose to treat the survey results as suggestive or anecdotal, rather than 

definitive.’
270

  

 

[227] We propose to adopt the same approach to the Joint Employer Survey, accordingly the 

survey results will be treated as suggestive or anecdotal, rather than definitive.  

 

[228] The Joint Employer Survey was conducted using LimeSurvey, an online survey 

application, between 3 August 2017 and 8 September 2017. Analysis of the 2616 completed 

survey responses was undertaken by Mr Lappin, a Law Clerk at Ai Group. The survey invited 

members of Ai Group and other employer associations to respond to the questions relating to 

the Claim.
271

 

 

[229] The analysis by Mr Lappin focused on businesses covered by one or more modern 

awards, which amounted to some 2032 employer responses.
272

 Results were presented across 

all award-covered respondents and separately for 28 modern awards where at least 20 

businesses responded that they are covered by one of those modern awards. 

 

[230] The survey questions canvass three issues of relevance to these proceedings: 

 

(i) The extent to which the respondent business has received employee requests to 

change their hours of work (including days of work and start/finish times) due to 

parenting and/or other caring responsibilities, since the beginning of 2010; 

 

(ii) The treatment of any such requests by the businesses; and 

 

(iii) The potential impact of the Claim on the respondent businesses. 

 

[231] As to (i) and (ii) above, about half (48.9 per cent) of the respondents had received an 

employee request for a change in their hours of work. Of those respondents who had received 
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such a request, 48.6 per cent agreed to each request, 48.2 per cent agreed to some of the 

requests and 2.6 per cent did not agree to any request. Ai Group noted that the questions were 

not limited to requests made under s.65.
273

 

 

[232] The Joint Employer Survey results provide some insight into the reasons why requests 

were refused, citing operational reasons and cost implications. 

 

[233] As to (iii), the respondents were asked to describe the impact on their businesses if 

employees with parenting or caring responsibilities were given the right to decide their hours 

of work (including days or the week and starting/finishing times) without the business having 

the right to refuse or modify the employee’s decision. In response, the survey respondents 

identified a broad range of adverse consequences for their businesses, and their employees, 

customers and other stakeholders.
274

 

 

5.2.2  VACC Survey 

 

[234] As mentioned above, the VACC filed the results of a national survey of its members 

(noting that the Motor Trades Organisations, including the VACC, were not filing 

submissions in this matter and would rely on the submissions of ACCI). 

 

[235] The VACC Survey was sent to a total of 13,398 members of the Motor Trades 

Organisations, with 955 completed responses received between 15 August 2017 and 11 

September 2017. The final sample on which the analysis was undertaken contained 748 

responses from businesses that reported they were covered by one or more modern award. 

 

[236] The VACC Survey suffers from a substantial number of methodological problems, as 

canvassed in the ACTU submissions.
275

 

 

[237] Ultimately, the VACC Survey was not relied on by any of the Employer parties in the 

proceedings (including ACCI, of which the VACC is a member). In these circumstances we 

do not propose to place any weight on the VACC Survey results.  

 

5.3  Witness Evidence 

 

[238] A list of the witnesses in the proceedings is at Attachment D. 

 

[239] The evidence was heard over four days from 12 to 14 December 2017 and on 21 

December 2017.  

 

[240] It is convenient to first deal with the expert evidence before turning to the evidence of 

the lay witnesses. 

 

5.3.1 Expert evidence 

 

[241] The ACTU relied on the evidence of four expert witnesses in support of its claim: 

 

 Dr Ian Watson 
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 Professor Siobhan Austen 

 Dr Jill Murray 

 Dr James Stanford. 

 

[242] Ai Group called one expert, Ms Julie Toth. 

 

[243] We turn first to the evidence of the experts called by the ACTU. 

 

Dr Ian Watson 

 

[244] Dr Watson provided an expert report for the ACTU addressing the demographic 

profile of the Australia workforce over time, with particular focus on: paid work and the paid 

workforce; families, households and parenting/caring responsibilities, and combining paid 

work and parenting/caring responsibilities. The report used data from the ABS, the HILDA 

Survey and the Australian Workplace Relations Study (AWRS).  

 

[245] Dr Watson’s evidence was largely uncontentious and various aspects of his evidence 

have been incorporated into Chapter 5.1. 

 

[246] Dr Watson’s main findings were that the ageing population and recent trends in the 

labour market present a number of challenges for workplaces and families. Over the last 

decade, part-time work and underemployment have increased, and labour market insecurity 

has become entrenched, which has ‘profound’ implications for family friendly working 

arrangements.
276

  

 

[247] Dr Watson concluded that the employment outcomes for carers or parents in both the 

labour market and the workplace are less favourable:  

 
‘This report finds that taking on the roles of carers or parents sees people penalised by both the 

labour market and the workplace. Their employment outcomes are less favourable than those 

without such responsibilities, and for those in employment, taking on such roles imposes 

personal and family costs, particularly in terms of job security.’
277

 

 

[248] The ageing population, described by a decline in younger age groups and increase in 

older age groups, affects workers in two ways: caring responsibilities for ageing parents or 

disabled relatives, and fewer persons of working-age available to provide for an increasingly 

dependent population.
278

 

 

[249] Dr Watson noted that there was an important gender dimension to parenting and 

caring, as it is primarily undertaken by women. Focusing on families with working parents, 

the most common arrangements used by working mothers to care for their children was part-

time employment and flexible working hours (both at around 40 per cent). In contrast, only 5 

per cent of working fathers used part-time employment to care for their children. These 

findings led Dr Watson to conclude ‘the prospects of Australian society developing more 

gender-neutral parenting and caring responsibilities within families in the 21
st
 century appear 

limited’.
279
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[250] Data from the HILDA Survey showed that there was a smaller proportion of working-

age couples with dependent children who were in full-time work and a larger proportion in 

part-time work, compared with those without dependent children. Further, there was a lower 

proportion of wives/partners working full-time and a higher proportion of wives/partners with 

dependent children not in the labour force.
280

 For couple families with dependent children, the 

husband/partner was more likely to be working longer hours (more than 40 hours) and the 

wife/partner more likely to be working shorter hours (fewer than 25 hours).
281

 Among one-

parent families, just over half were employed and nearly 40 per cent were not in the labour 

force.
282

 

 

[251] The data also showed that, among wives/partners who were employed and had 

dependent children, the largest proportion (43 per cent) had children aged 0 to 4 years. Having 

children in this age group was more common for part-time (47 per cent) than full-time 

workers (39 per cent).
283

  

 

[252] Women with dependent children worked fewer hours than those without dependent 

children, although this difference reduced over the 15 years to 2015, according to data from 

the HILDA Survey.
284

 

 

[253] The most commonly used working arrangement by both males and females to allow 

them to care for children was flexible working hours – 30 per cent of fathers and 40 per cent 

of mothers – with 39 per cent of females using part-time employment compared with 5 per 

cent of males.
285

 The use of flexible working hours has remained stable since 2008 after 

increasing during the late 1990s and early 2000s. 

 

[254] Based on his analysis of the HILDA data Dr Watson observed that, between 2005 and 

2015, 82 per cent of employees in permanent full-time jobs who became parents remained in 

that situation, compared with 87 per cent of those employees who did not become parents. For 

those who worked permanent part-time jobs, 55 per cent of those who became parents 

remained in this situation while 23 per cent moved into non-permanent part-time jobs.
286

  

 

[255] Dr Watson found that carers were far less likely to stay in employment, or gain 

employment, than non-carers.
287

 Carers who were employed were more likely to work in 

large, public sector workplaces with enterprise agreements and were less likely to be in small 

and medium private sector workplaces, where union membership is lower and there are higher 

instances of individual arrangements.
288

   

 

Professor Austen 
 

[256] Professor Austen provided an expert report for the ACTU assessing whether there is 

an impact of being a parent and/or carer on female and male employees and the difference in 

any impact between male and female employees. Various aspects of Professor Austen’s 

evidence have been incorporated into Chapter 5.1. 

 

[257] The Austen Report concludes that parenthood has an ‘extensive’ impact on female 

employees. It disrupts their involvement in paid work causing many to leave employment and 

others to move to part-time employment,
289

 leading to a penalty of lower lifetime earnings, 

wealth and superannuation.
290

 Conversely, parenthood tends to strengthen men’s attachment 
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to full-time work, which has a positive effect on their lifetime earnings, superannuation and 

wealth.
291

 It was concluded that these differences between men and women are an important 

aspect of gender inequality, and that women ‘pay a heavy price’ for the care roles they 

perform:
292

  

 
‘The negative impact that parenthood has on women’s employment, job and occupation 

continuity implies that the availability of family friendly work hours is an important factor 

influencing women’s decisions about returning to work after childbirth. In the absence of 

family friendly hours, a parent with a primary childcare role might ‘decide’ to leave paid 

work. Alternatively, he/she might change jobs and/or occupations in order to secure part-time 

work. Such moves are likely to have a detrimental effect on the parent’s long-term wage and 

career outcomes, and this will be especially the case if the parent is unable to move into full-

time work when the time-demands of his/her parenting tasks lessen.’
293

 

 

[258] Using ABS data, Professor Austen found that, despite female labour force 

participation increasing from the 1970s through to 2008, a gap remains between the male and 

female participation rates.
294

 Almost half of employed women work in part-time jobs, 

compared with fewer than one in five men, although this has increased since 1978.
295

 

Differences in participation rates and part-time work were evident across all age groups, 

particularly for 35 to 44 year olds, where the male participation rate is above 90 per cent 

while for females it is close to 77 per cent.
296

 Further differences were found in contract type, 

with around one-quarter of female employees employed on a casual basis compared with one 

in five males.
297

 

 

[259] Differences between male and female employment were also found in the occupations 

and industries in which they work. Almost three-quarters of ‘Clerical and administrative 

workers’ were women, while over 90 per cent of ‘Machinery operators and drivers’ were 

men.
298

 Women also account for a large majority of employees in ‘Health care and social 

assistance’, while men are more likely to work in Construction, Manufacturing, Mining and 

‘Agriculture, forestry and fishing’.
299

 These patterns in occupation and industry employment 

have changed little in recent times,
300

 despite the fact that there has been a large increase in 

the level of educational qualifications among women, with a larger proportion of women than 

men now having a Bachelor level qualification or higher.
301

 

 

[260] The Austen Report referred to data from the HILDA Survey to show that the 

employment rate of women with a child under 5 years is just over 50 per cent
302

 and that ‘the 

presence of young children remains a significant factor in determining the participation of 

women in paid work’.
303

 

 

[261] The Report also considered the transitions between full-time and part-time work, and 

occupations, of women and men. Professor Austen provided an updated analysis of a previous 

report
304

 on the employment transitions of women aged 24 to 60 years between 2001 and 

2015, using the HILDA Survey. The data showed that around one-third of year-on-year 

employment transitions of women were associated with remaining in full-time work, with 

almost one-quarter remaining in part-time work and over one-fifth remaining out of paid 

work.
305

 Professor Austen also observed that women are characterised by a relatively high 

transition to part-time work, with up to 10 per cent of women transitioning into part-time 

work from either full-time work or non-participation.
306

 The proportion of women who 

remained in full-time work declined to 13.8 per cent with the presence of a new child.
307
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[262] Analysis was also undertaken on the employment transitions of women across 

different household situations, with and without children. The data showed that while around 

40 per cent of women without children were in full-time work, the presence of new children 

reduces that proportion to around 20 per cent, further reducing to around 10 per cent in 

households with young children.
308

 Professor Austen commented that the patterns in 

transitions suggest long-term effects on women’s engagement in paid work, with a large 

proportion of mothers remaining out of paid work or continuing in part-time work over the 

longer term.
309

 

 

[263] Professor Austen also considered the issue of ‘occupational downgrading’ (moving to 

a lower-skilled job) among women and found that this was relatively high among women 

shifting from full-time to part-time work, particularly for those who also change employers, 

with almost one-quarter of these women moving into a lower skill or status occupation.
310

 The 

opposite was also the case, with ‘occupational upgrading’ most common among those shifting 

from part-time to full-time work, again strongest for women who change employers.
311

 

Women who shift from full-time to part-time work were also more likely to experience a 

change in employment status from permanent to casual, again particularly for those who also 

change employers.
312

 

 

[264] The data on employment transitions showed that, compared with one-third of women, 

around three-quarters of men remained in full-time work year-on-year,
313

 with relatively 

stable employment transitions across different household situations.
314

 Occupational 

downgrading and moving to casual employment was also more common among fathers of 

newborns who shift from full-time to part-time work.
315

  

 

[265] Professor Austen summarised her findings as follows: 

 
‘The stability of men’s engagement in full-time work in the wake of parenthood is clearly 

evident in this data; as is the disruptive effect that parenthood has on women’s involvement in 

paid work. For women, parenthood is commonly associated with a movement out of paid 

work, or into part-time work. In contrast, men tend to remain in full-time work (or increase 

their attachment to full-time work) when they become fathers. As a result, women are more 

exposed to the risk of occupational downgrading and increased job insecurity following 

parenthood than men.’
316

 

 

[266] While acknowledging that there are no ‘direct measures’ of lifetime earnings of 

women and men,
317

 Professor Austen observed that the gender pay gap, together with 

differences in hours worked and labour participation rate, produces a gap in lifetime earnings 

and superannuation.
318

  

 

Dr Murray  

 

[267] Dr Murray provided a report that responded to a series of questions put by the ACTU 

about employees’ access to flexible working arrangements (defined as an arrangement 

between an employer and employee that permits the employee to meet their parenting or 

caring obligations while also participating in paid work), including the operation of the right 

to request flexible work pursuant to s.65 of the Act; the right to return to work after parental 
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leave pursuant to s.84; the use of IFAs, and other approaches adopted by employees for this 

purpose.
319

 

 

[268] The Murray Report relies on three main information sources: 

 

(i) the Australian Work and Life Index (AWALI) undertaken by the Centre for 

Work + Life at the University of South Australia;  

 

(ii) the AWRS undertaken by the Commission, which is a principal data source 

of the General Manager’s 2015 Report (discussed later at [282]); and  

 

(iii) a survey by the Australian Human Rights Commission (AHRC) on mothers’ 

and fathers’ experience of taking or requesting leave following parental 

leave. 

 

[269] The AWALI is an annual survey that began in 2007 to provide a ‘snapshot’ of the 

major influences and consequences of work-life interaction. The survey is a nationally 

random stratified sample of Australian households for persons aged 18 years or older. 

Respondents to the AWALI survey are different each year. In 2014, the AWALI sample 

comprised 2690 workers, of whom 2279 were employees and 411 self-employed persons, 

surveyed over four weekends in March. The survey was conducted using a computer-assisted 

telephone interview in which household telephone numbers were selected using random digit 

dialling and then a random selection of individuals in each household were chosen to 

participate in the survey.
320

 The 2014 AWALI survey results are the subject of the Skinner 

and Pocock 2014 paper.
321

 

 

[270] The AWRS is a dataset that links employee and employer information. The AWRS 

was undertaken between February 2014 and July 2014 and collected data from over 3050 

employers and over 7800 employees. The AWRS was carried out using a multi-mode 

approach to data collection that included computer-assisted telephone interviewing and self-

administered online and paper-based surveys. 

 

[271] The AHRC survey included 2000 mothers and 1000 fathers as well as a qualitative 

survey component.
322

 

 

[272] It is convenient to summarise Dr Murray’s findings by reference to the questions put 

to her by the ACTU (see [267]). 

 

Section 65 requests 

 

[273] The following findings are made by Dr Murray in relation to the operation of the right 

to request flexible working arrangements in s.65 of the Act: 

 

1. Approximately one in five Australian workers request flexible working arrangements 

each year, a rate that has not changed markedly since the introduction of s.65: 

 
‘AWALI 2014 found that the rate of requesting flexible work, whether pursuant to the 

Fair Work Act or through some other process, had remained relatively stable across its 

2009, 2012 and 2014 surveys, at around 20 per cent of workers making a request for 
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flexible work arrangements in the period under examination. The evidence of AWALI 

2014 is that 20 per cent of employees made a request for flexible working 

arrangements, but it was “rare that the actual provisions of s 65 are invoked”.’
323

 

 

2. Only ‘a small proportion’ of all requests for flexible working arrangements are made 

pursuant to s.65 of the Act, with the AWRS finding that just over one per cent of 

employers received a request pursuant to s.65 and 4 per cent of employees reported 

making a request pursuant to s.65. The AWALI 2014 survey found that 2.8 per cent of 

requests used the s.65 provisions.
324

 The Murray Report concluded that: 

 
‘employees are seeking to adapt their working times in order to meet their domestic 

care responsibilities in significant numbers. The statutory schema of s 65 of the Fair 

Work Act plays only a marginal role in shaping the processes of request and employer 

response.’
325

 

 

3. In terms of the types of working arrangements requested, the AWRS found that the 

most common were a reduction in work hours, a change to start/finish times and a 

change in the days worked.
326

  

 

4. The most common reason for seeking flexible work is to care for children, with 

another significant group seeking to care for disabled family members or elders. Citing 

the General Manager’s 2015 Report into requests made under s.65, the Murray Report 

highlighted that: 83 per cent of employees who requested flexible working 

arrangements had dependent children under the age of 15 years; the most common 

reason was to care for a child or children; women were three times as likely as men to 

make a request; a higher proportion of part-time employees made requests than full-

time employees, and the majority of requests came from permanent employees.
327

 

More requests were also received by medium and large firms than by small firms
328

 

and the AWALI survey found that requests were more prevalent in female-dominated 

industries and occupations
329

 and among mothers who wished to care for pre-school 

children.
330

 

 

5. Around one-quarter of employees are not happy with their working arrangements 

but did not make a request for change (a group referred to as ‘discontented non-

requestors’; we deal with this issue in more detail later). 

 

6. There are strong gendered patterns around the rate of requesting and the kinds 

of alterations to working arrangements sought. Women make most of the requests 

for flexible work. Women do most of the unpaid care work in Australia, and they 

seek to adapt their paid work primarily by working part-time, and by other means. 

Men, including fathers, are much more likely than women to continue working full-

time, and are more likely than women to seek flexibility measures such as variations 

to starting and finishing times and the like. 

 

7. Large and medium employers are more likely to receive requests than small 

employers. Requests are most likely in female-dominated industries and permanent 

workers are more likely to make a request than those employed as casuals or on a 

fixed term contracts. 
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8. The vast majority of requests (both informal and those made pursuant to s.65 of the 

Act) are approved in full, some requests are approved with amendments and a 

proportion are rejected outright. 

 

9. The most common reason for granting a request was associated with a ‘win win’ 

approach of many businesses and employees: the employer was able to retain 

valued staff and acknowledge that caring for family was important and a respected 

choice, while the employee could continue their engagement with the firm with time 

to care. 

 

10. The main reason given for refusal was operational grounds, including the 

difficulty of finding another person to take up the time vacated by a worker going 

part-time. 

 

11. Workplace culture and norms also play an important role, especially where 

informal, undocumented processes are utilised to make and respond to requests for 

flexible working arrangements. 

 

[274] The Murray Report observed that ‘applications for flexible work arrangements made 

pursuant to the Fair Work Act form a small minority of the total number of requests for 

flexible working arrangements’.
331

  

 

Return to Work after Parental Leave – s.84 of the Act 

 

[275] The following findings are made by Dr Murray about the operation of the right to 

return to work after parental leave pursuant to s.84 of the Act: 

 

1. Eighty-nine per cent of women in Australia take maternity leave around the birth 

of their child. Within one year of birth, 79 per cent of mothers have returned to work 

and ‘most mothers who are not already working flexibly are likely to seek flexible 

working conditions on their return to work’.
332

 

 

2. Seventy-one per cent of women returned to the jobs they had while pregnant, with a 

third returning to the same job with the same conditions. 

 

3. One in five women returned to work with changes in job tasks or responsibilities 

and one in five changed employer when they returned after maternity leave.  

 

4. Nearly one in four women were made redundant while on maternity leave or 

dismissed or their contract was not renewed by the employer. 

 

5. Around one in 10 workers (11 per cent) who had not returned to work after one year 

said they could not find work or negotiate a return to work. 

 

6. The characteristics of women not returning to work after maternity leave include: 

those working short hours prior to the birth; those in lower status jobs; those in 

casual jobs; younger women; those with lower educational levels; those with health 

problems or disabilities, and those with poor English skills. 
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Individual Flexibility Arrangements 

 

[276] The following findings are made by Dr Murray in relation to the use of IFAs: 

 

1. The utilisation of IFAs has been low: approximately 2 per cent of Australian 

workers report having an IFA with their employer. IFAs were also more likely to be 

made by women
333

 and the majority varied arrangements for when work is 

performed.
334

  

 

2. Sixty-one per cent of employees who had initiated an IFA said the outcome was 

flexibility to better manage non-work commitments. 

 

3. Fourteen per cent of employees reported that they had had to trade-off conditions 

in order to obtain a benefit from their IFA. Nineteen per cent of these were women 

and 12 per cent were men. Dr Murray concluded that IFAs are of limited suitability 

for employees seeking flexible working arrangements as they involve trading off 

conditions for flexibility and ‘they can be terminated by either party in a relatively 

short period’.
335

 

 

Other techniques to balance work and family life 

 

[277] The literature review undertaken in preparing the Murray Report identified four 

methods of adaptation to the balancing of work and family other than the statutory 

provisions identified above): informal requests outside the statutory system; not asking for a 

change in working conditions; ‘buying’ flexibility by trading off conditions and/or benefits of 

a job either formally or informally, and exiting employment. 

 

[278] ACCI was critical of Dr Murray’s evidence and submitted that ‘caution should be 

exercised in relying on Dr Murray’s Report’ on the basis that: 

 
‘Dr Murray failed to demonstrate a sound understanding of two key pieces of literature upon 

which she based her report, AWALI Report and the General Manager’s Report under cross 

examination.’
336

 

 

[279] We note that despite the above critique, ACCI relied on aspects of the Murray 

Report.
337

 

 

[280] In our view, the criticism of Dr Murray’s evidence is not soundly based and we are not 

persuaded that it undermines the cogency of her evidence. While Dr Murray was unable to 

respond to a number of questions about the AWALI survey the questions put were directed at 

a part of the report which was not relied on by Dr Murray in her evidence.
338

  

 

[281]  The Murray Report is based upon, and largely reflects, the three primary sources 

referred to earlier (at [268] above). We now turn to consider two of those sources in more 

detail. 
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The General Manager’s 2015 Report  

 

[282] Section 653(1) of the Act relevantly requires the General Manager of the Commission 

to: 

 conduct research into the extent to which IFAs under modern awards and 

enterprise agreements are being agreed to, and the content of those 

arrangements; and 

 conduct research into the operation of the NES provisions relating to employee 

requests made under ss.65(1) and 76(1). 

 

[283] This research is to be conducted every three years and a report provided to the 

Minister. The General Manager’s 2015 Report covers the period May 2012 to May 2015. As 

noted in the Report, there is no administrative data on NES requests as they are not lodged 

with the Commission or any other agency.  

 

[284] We note that Ai Group submits that the General Manager’s 2015 Report provides ‘the 

most recent, reliable and comprehensive research that is currently available regarding the 

utilisation of the right to request flexible working arrangements under the NES since 2012 and 

the manner in which such requests are treated by employers’.
339

 

 

[285]  The findings in the General Manager’s 2015 Report are drawn from two principal 

data sources: 

 the AWRS data; and 

 qualitative research conducted by the Centre for Work + Life at the University of 

South Australia,
340

 supplemented by quantitative data from the AWALI. 

 

[286] The General Manager’s 2015 Report found that flexible working arrangements are 

being utilised but that the majority of such arrangements are not made pursuant to s.65 of the 

Act and therefore did not fall within the scope of the Report.
341

  

 

[287] Data on both employers and employees was obtained from the AWRS, and the 

analysis was undertaken in respect of the 84 employers who had received a s.65 request and 

the 345 employees who had made a s.65 request.
342

 Analysis of the AWRS data found that 

while around 40 per cent of employers had received such a request for flexible working 

arrangements, only just over one per cent of employers had received a request consistent with 

the terms of s.65.
343

 Large enterprises (200 or more employees) received a higher number of 

requests than small or medium enterprises, and public sector enterprises were more likely to 

have received a request than private sector enterprises.
344

 

 

[288] The AWRS survey of employers found that the main reason for requesting a flexible 

working arrangement was to care for a child or children.
345

 The most common change was a 

reduction in hours worked, followed by a change in start/finish times and a change in days 

worked.
346

 Some 90.2 per cent of employers who had received a s.65 request, granted the 

request. As to the requests which were not granted, the General Manager’s 2015 Report 

states: 
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‘Obviously, given that only 9 percent of employers refused a request for flexible working 

conditions at first instance, there is a very limited amount of data available to be analysed with 

respect to refusals. Nonetheless, enterprises that rejected some of the requests were also asked 

whether subsequent discussions led to the request being accepted on a different basis; 40 

percent of those who rejected the request at first instance also rejected it after further 

discussions. Putting this another way, 60 percent of enterprises that had rejected at least one 

request initially, had accepted a variation of the request after discussions.’
347

  

 

[289] The analysis of employee respondents to the AWRS survey found that since July 

2012, over one-quarter indicated they had requested flexible working arrangements, while 

around 4 per cent had made a request in accordance with s.65. The main reason for making a 

request was to provide care to a child or children.
348

 According to the AWRS, the vast 

majority of employees (85.8 per cent) who made a request pursuant to s.65 had the request 

approved, with a further 12 per cent of requests granted with amendments. Two per cent of 

employees had their request for flexible working arrangements refused by their employer.
349

 

The majority of requests that were granted were to change start/finish times (61 per cent) 

followed by a change in days worked (35 per cent). Around one-fifth of these employees 

requested a reduction in the hours or days worked or an ability to work from home.
350

  

 

[290] The General Manager’s 2015 Report finds that females were three times more likely to 

make a request pursuant to s.65 than males,
351

 while part-time employees were relatively 

more likely to make requests than full-time employees (although working part-time may have 

been as a result of the request).
352
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[291] Ai Group accurately summarises the quantitative results from the General Manager’s 

2015 Report in the table below:
353

 

 

Table 2 

Quantitative results from General Manager’s 2015 Report 

 
 Reported by 

Employers 

Reported by 

Employees 

Incidence of Requests for Flexible Working Arrangements 

All requests made / received   40.4% 27.9% 

Request made / received in accordance 

with s.65 
1.3% 4.1% 

No requests made / received 58.5% 69.2% 

Reasons for Requests pursuant to s.65 

To care for child/children 73.0% 

Child/children under 

school age: 54.8% 

Child/children of 

school age: 42.7% 

To care for a family member (e.g. 

elderly parent) 
28.4% 14.8% 

Changes in Working Arrangements pursuant to s.65 

Reduction in hours worked 66.8% 20.6% 

Change to start/finish times 57.1% 61.3% 

Change to days worked  56.4% 35.2% 

Change in shift arrangements or 

rostering 
14.4% 5.9% 

Change from full-time to part-time Not Reported 14.5% 

Outcome of Requests pursuant to s.65 

Granted 
All granted: 90.2% 

85.8% 
Some granted: 9.1% 

Granted, but with some changes 

All granted: Not 

Reported 12.1% 

Some granted: 25.5% 

Refused Not Reported 2.1% 

 

The AWALI data 

 

[292] As mentioned earlier, the AWALI survey is a nationally random stratified sample of 

Australian households which seeks to provide a ‘snapshot’ of the major influencers and 

consequences of work-life interaction.  

 

[293] At the outset, we note that we accept that the AWALI survey has its limitations, in 

particular: it is not limited to employees covered by modern awards; the survey permits 

multiple responses to some questions, making the results difficult to interpret,
354

 and persons 

with post-secondary qualifications may be over-represented in the respondent cohort.
355
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Despite these limitations, the AWALI data is relevant to the issues in these proceedings and 

we have taken it into account. 
 

[294] Results from the AWALI 2014 survey were presented in the Skinner and Pocock 2014 

paper.
356

 The paper includes a section on requests for flexible working arrangements which 

compares the results for 2014 with results from the 2009 and 2012 AWALI surveys, 

including: patterns of requesting flexibility; the outcomes of requests, and the association with 

work-life interference.  

 

[295] The 2009 AWALI survey found that over one-fifth of employees had made a request 

for flexible working arrangements prior to the right to request provisions in s.65 coming into 

effect, with most requests fully granted by employers. Similar patterns were observed in 2012, 

leading Skinner and Pocock to observe that the introduction of the right to request had not 

made a substantive impact.
357

  

 

[296] The AWALI 2014 survey found an increase in awareness of the s.65 right to request, 

from 30 per cent in 2012 to over 40 per cent in 2014, with a similar rate of awareness between 

men and women.
358

 Despite this, there was little change in the proportion of survey 

respondents who had made a request. In 2014, around 20 per cent had made a request for 

flexible working arrangements in the previous 12 months, which was similar to the proportion 

in 2012.
359

  

 

[297] The 2014 AWALI survey found that 2.8 per cent of employees used the right to 

request under s.65 of the Act. Over half (57.3 per cent) of survey respondents ‘just asked’ 

their supervisor or manager, while around 40 per cent applied under their organisation’s 

policy or enterprise/collective agreement.
360

 

 

[298] The majority of requests (64.3 per cent) were granted in full, and a further 16.9 per 

cent were partly granted. Some 10.8 per cent of flexibility requests were declined. These 

results are comparable with the 2009 and 2012 AWALI surveys.
361

 Requests were more likely 

to be fully granted for part-time workers (70.6 per cent) than full-time workers (57.1 per 

cent).
362

 

 

[299] Skinner and Pocock also examined the association between the outcome of an 

employee flexibility request and work-life outcomes. As shown in Chart 19, having a request 

fully granted is associated with the best work-life outcomes. Skinner and Pocock observed 

that there is no statistically significant difference in work-life index scores between those who 

had their request partially granted or declined, and that this pattern has been consistently 

observed across AWALI surveys.
363

 (However, we note the AWALI 2012 work-life index 

scores by request outcome, recorded at [318]). 
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Chart 19
364

 

Work-life index scores by request outcome, 2014 

 

Note: The minimum score on the work-life index is 0 (indicating the lowest level of work-life 

interference) and the maximum score is 100 (the highest work-life interference). In the 2014 AWALI 

survey, the average score on the index for the whole sample was 42.1. Hence scores above the average 

indicate a work-life interference that is worse than average, scores below this level indicate a better than 

average work-life relationship.
365

 

 

[300] Skinner and Pocock summarise the position as follows: 

 
‘Access to flexible work arrangements supports employee health, well being and work-life 

outcomes, as well as positively affecting workforce participation.’
366

 

 

[301] In 2014, the majority of survey respondents (79.9 per cent) had not made a request for 

flexibility. Of these ‘non-requestors’, the majority (60.8 per cent) said they were content with 

their current working arrangements, with no significant difference between men and 

women.
367

 This is lower than in 2012, when 70.5 per cent of employees were content with 

their current working arrangements. 

 

[302] A further 15.1 per cent of survey respondents reported that flexibility was ‘not 

possible or available’ in their job (this was collated from response options ‘not convinced 

employer would allow it’, ‘job does not allow it’, and ‘flexibility not possible or available’). 

The remaining portion of ‘non-requestors’ (24.1 per cent) gave various reasons for not 

making a request, but the sample sizes for each of these groups were too small to permit 

reliable reporting.
368

 

 

[303] Of the total sample of 2014 survey respondents, Skinner and Pocock estimate that 31.3 

per cent are not content with their current working arrangements but have not requested a 

change. Women are more likely to have made a request, and men are more likely to be 

‘content non-requestors’ (there is no significant gender difference in the proportion of 

‘discontented non-requestors’). 
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[304] The Skinner and Pocock observations relating to non-requestors are conveniently 

summarised in Table 14 of their paper, which is reproduced below as Table 3. 

 
Table 3 

Proportion requesting flexibility by gender and whether content with current arrangements 

(percentage of all employees) 2009, 2012 and 2014 

 

 2009 

 

2012 2014 

 Men Women All Men  Women All Men  Women All 

Requested 

flexibility 

16.3 29.1 22.4 17.3 24.2 20.6 15.4 25.1 20.1 

No request – 

content with 

current 

arrangements 

46.9 43.8 45.4 57.9 53.6 55.9 51.7 45.3 48.6 

No request – 

not content 

with current 

arrangements 

37.0 27.1 32.2 24.8 21.9 23.4 32.9 29.6 31.3 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

 

[305] In her evidence, Dr Murray noted that the AWALI 2014 survey identified a ‘sizeable 

group’ of ‘discontented non-requesters’.
369

 Of the 80 per cent of workers who had not made a 

request, 31 per cent (or 23 per cent of the total sample) were in this category. Men were more 

likely to be discontented non-requestors than women. 

 

[306] Dr Murray referred to a qualitative study by Skinner, Cathcart and Pocock (the 

Skinner et al 2016 study) that examined the reasons for a small sample of these workers from 

the AWALI 2012 survey not making a request.
370

  

 

[307] In that study, a randomised subset of the AWALI 2012 survey respondents considered 

to be ‘discontented non-requesters’ were invited to participate in an interview, conducted in 

October 2012. A total of 29 interviews were conducted with 17 women and 12 men drawn 

from a range of occupations and industries, with 26 interviewees having children aged under 

18 years. Interviewees were asked why they did not request flexible working arrangements 

and any consequences.
371

 Around one-quarter of the interviewees had changed jobs between 

the AWALI survey and the interview, with many doing so to pursue flexible working 

arrangements and/or more reasonable hours. The authors suggested that these observations 

supported the link between work-life conflict and turnover.
372

 The authors concluded that 

many discontented employees lack labour market mobility or have caring obligations that lead 

them to remain in their jobs.
373

  

 

[308] The Skinner et al 2016 study reported that many of those interviewed had actually 

made an informal approach as it was ‘perceived to be lower risk’, while in a number of cases 

interviewees anticipated that the request would be rejected and/or not well received and did 

not make a request at all.
374

 For many, a work environment that was hostile to flexibility lay 

behind their decision not to make a request, as well as a concern about ‘reprisals’. Some 

casuals feared their hours would be cut or they would not be offered further work. For some, 
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requesting flexibility may have signalled to their employers that they were not willing to be 

available when needed.
375

 Unreasonable expectations around workload and long hours were 

also noted by some interviewees ‘as factors undermining access to flexibility per se’.
376

 

 

[309] One factor that was emphasised by interviewees was the importance of local 

supervisors and, specifically, changes in supervisor and their attitudes towards flexibility. 

Individual supervisor attitudes were found to be ‘powerful barriers and enablers of flexibility’, 

even with enterprise agreements that supported flexibility.
377

 

 

[310] Skinner et al made the following observations about the reasons the ‘discontented non-

requestors’ had not requested a change in their working arrangements: 

 
‘Interviewees had finely tuned perceptions about the flexibility climate in their workplace. 

They were very conscious of how a request for change might be received, how their fellow 

workers’ or their own past requests had been received, and the possible consequences of 

requesting … 

 

Interviewees from a wide range of industries commented on the policy-practice gap as an 

expression of the powerful influence of prevailing cultures around flexibility. Attitudes of co-

workers and some managers were very important in creating a climate that made the use of 

flexible arrangements uncomfortable in many workplaces … 

 

For many interviewees, their decision not to request was framed by a work environment which 

was openly hostile to flexibility … In our analysis, decisions not to request flexibility were 

made in order to protect against reprisals that employees had observed based on past 

experience or their observation of others’ experience … 

 

Closely related to the theme of organisational culture was the emphasis interviewees placed on 

the attitudes of local supervisors as well as the role of senior management … Individual 

managers’ attitudes were powerful barriers to and enablers of flexibility even where legal 

instruments like enterprise agreements supported flexibility.’
378

 

 

[311] The ACTU argued that the findings from this study supported its assertion that a 

‘significant proportion’ of employees do not make requests for flexibility even though they 

are unhappy with their working arrangements.
379

 

 

[312] Ai Group submitted that ‘a small proportion of respondents did not request changes to 

their working hours despite being dissatisfied with them’ and state: 

 
‘the authors were unable to reliably report on the extent to which this was due to specific 

reasons other than a perceived lack of availability of flexibility, due to the very small sample 

sizes. As a result, the 2014 AWALI survey does not enable an assessment as to the other 

reasons for which non-requesters did not seek changes to their working arrangements or the 

prevalence of non-requesters refraining from making a request due to any such reasons.’
380

 

 

[313] In relation to the AWALI 2012 survey, Ai Group noted that the Skinner et al 2016 

study found that ‘[v]ery few respondents (3.0 per cent or less) provided other reasons, such as 

not feeling confident to ask, unable to afford a reduction in income, or concerns about 

negative impact on work colleagues’.
381

 Ai Group concluded from this that ‘. . . overall, the 

proportion of discontented non-requesters is small’.
382
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[314] We do not find the submissions advanced by Ai Group in respect of this issue to be 

persuasive. 

 

[315] The data from the AWALI 2012 survey shows that almost one-quarter of all 

respondents could be classified as ‘discontented non-requesters’. Contrary to Ai Group’s 

submission, this is a significant proportion of employees. 

 

[316]  The Skinner et al 2016 study provided an in-depth analysis of the reasons behind why 

these employees had not requested flexible working arrangements. One of the findings from 

the interviews was that workplace culture and supervisor attitudes were significant factors in 

determining whether employees requested flexible working arrangements. These factors are 

specific to the firm and, in particular, the more immediate working environment, implying 

that there is an inconsistent approach to flexible working arrangements.  

 

[317] Skinner et al also found that around one in four of the ‘discontented non-requestors’ 

had changed jobs in the 7-8 months since their AWALI interview, many because they sought 

flexible working arrangements or more reasonable hours.
383

 

 

[318] As shown in Chart 20 below, Skinner et al found that a lack of access to working 

arrangements that meet employees’ needs is associated with substantially higher work-life 

interference. This is so whether a request is refused or the employee would like a change but 

has not asked (‘discontented non-requestors’). As observed by Skinner at al: 

 
‘These findings highlight the importance of addressing the circumstances of non-requesters, 

whose need for flexibility is made invisible by their decision not to request.’
384

 

 

 

 

Chart 20
385

 

Work-life index scores by request outcome, 2012 

 
Note: Variable scores with the same symbol indicate non-significant difference 

 

 

[319] We acknowledge, as submitted by Ai Group, that some of the concerns expressed may 

simply reflect the individual employee’s perception (rather than the reality) and, further, it is 
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not known whether those interviewed were covered by modern awards. Despite these 

limitations, the Skinner et al 2016 study provides some useful insights into the significant 

proportion of employees who may be characterised as ‘discontented non-requestors’. 

 

Dr James Stanford 

 

[320] The Stanford Report was prepared in response to a request by the ACTU to: 

 
‘provide a review and summary of the available research since 2004 about the nature and 

scope of the business benefits associated with family friendly work practices and, to the 

extent possible, the order of magnitude of such benefits relative to any costs that may be 

associated with family friendly work practices.’
386   

 

[321] The Stanford Report is in three parts. Part I provides a synopsis of published literature 

regarding the impact of family friendly work practices on business performance and other 

economic indicators.  Part II discusses the economic context relevant to a consideration of 

policies to promote family friendly practices, including trends in labour force participation by 

parents and other carers, and the growth of part-time work and other forms of non-standard 

employment in the Australian context. Part III discusses the relative order of magnitude of the 

likely costs and benefits of implementing FFWH within work places. 

 

[322] On the basis of a review of the relevant literature, Part I of the Stanford Report 

concludes: 

 
‘Overall, the extent research has shown that flexible work practices have a positive effect on 

firm performance, or at a minimum, a cost neutral impact.’
387

 

 

[323] Ai Group submits that Part I of the Stanford Report can be given ‘little weight’ for 

various reasons including that: 

 

(i) only a very small proportion of the literature reviewed relates to the Australian 

context; 

(ii) none of the literature considers the specific mechanism contemplated by the 

ACTU’s Claim; and 

(iii) Dr Stanford’s evidence based on the literature review does not rely on 

quantitative or qualitative research he has conducted and the authors of the 

relevant studies have not been called to give evidence in these proceedings. 

 

[324] Ai Group also provides a critique of various publications Dr Stanford relies on in 

support of the views he expresses in Part I of his Report.
388

  None of these criticisms were put 

to Dr Stanford in cross-examination. 

 

[325] As to point (iii) above, evidence of a literature review is frequently tendered in 

Commission proceedings – by both unions and employer organisations – without the 

necessity of calling the authors of the papers cited.  Such reviews provide a convenient means 

of summarising a considerable body of research.  Indeed, it would be impractical to impose a 

requirement that the authors of each study referred to be called to give evidence.  It is open for 

any party to cross-examine a witness who gives evidence regarding a review of the literature 
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on a specific topic.  Such cross-examination can, of course, canvass any methodological 

limitations in the reviewed studies and can challenge any conclusions the witness makes 

based on the review of the literature.  None of this was done in this case.  Indeed, Dr Stanford 

was not cross-examined at all in respect of Part I of his Report. 

 

[326] However, our review of the studies canvassed in Part I of the Stanford Report supports 

propositions (i) and (ii) advanced by Ai Group.  It follows that Dr Stanford’s evidence does 

not directly support the Claim. Rather, his evidence highlights the benefits of providing 

workplace flexibility by means of ‘reciprocity in decision making power’. Dr Stanford 

explained this concept in the course of cross-examination: 

 
‘Mr Ward: So I’m trying to understand what you mean by reciprocity in decision making. 

Dr Stanford: By reciprocity. Reciprocity in decision making power would be the full phrase.  

And I’m not referring simply to the fact that the two parties come together and discuss and 

exchange views.  I’m referring to which party among them has the actual power to impose 

their preferences on it.  And right now there is tremendous flexibility in Australia’s 

employment patterns.  Australia’s labour market is one of the most flexible in the world, 

judged by the preponderance of these non-standard forms of work as well as by the general 

minimalism of regulations regarding employment protection and other matters.  But within 

that context of flexibility it’s presently a very one-sided vision of how flexibility should occur 

and who gets to choose the flexibility.  So the flexibility is largely reflecting the employer’s 

choice that, “I want workers at a certain time but not at other times”. It generally does not 

reflect the employee’s choice that, “I would like to work these particular hours and not these 

particular hours” … 

Mr Ward: So if you believe in reciprocity of decision making power I take it you wouldn’t 

want to see a world where the employer dictates, and you wouldn’t want to see a world where 

the employee dictates.  You’d want something in the middle? 

Dr Stanford: Reciprocity, in my judgment, would be one where employees have some 

meaningful power to ensure that their work arrangements are a good fit with their other 

responsibilities in life. 

. . .  

 
Mr Ward: given your concept of reciprocity of decision making power, you wouldn’t agree to 

a system where the employer dictates?  That’s true isn’t it? 

Dr Stanford: I’m not suggesting an arrangement where either side dictates.’389 

 

[327] Drawing on the literature reviewed in Part I of his Report, Dr Stanford concludes that 

family friendly work flexibility has benefits for firm performance which are positive and 

significant.  Such benefits are said to arise from: 

 

(i) increased retention of existing workers; 

(ii) corresponding savings in recruitment, training, and placement costs for 

replacement workers; 

(iii) greater success in recruitment of new workers; 

(iv) increased attendance of employees; 

(v) reduced costs for sick leave and other absences; 
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(vi) reduced ‘presenteeism’, whereby workers are physically at work but unable to 

fully perform their duties; 

(vii) increased productivity (measured in output per hour of work) demonstrated by 

part-time workers and by those with a more sustainable work-life balance; and 

(viii) improved staff morale and loyalty to the enterprise.
390

 

 

[328] ACCI accepts that the benefits outlined above are likely to arise in circumstances 

where an employer has some ability to first assess the business effect of granting a flexible 

working arrangement: 

 
‘The implementation of family friendly arrangements can result in benefits for some 

employers, or costs or disruption for some employers in a particular context … (so much is 

self evident from the limited refusal of requests). 

Given the current legislative paradigm allows an employer some ability to assess the business 

effect of granting flexible working arrangements before they do so, it follows that the benefits 

outlined at [6] of the Stanford Report are likely to arise in  many cases.’
391

 

 

[329] Ai Group also notes: 

 
‘There has been an abundance of research and academic literature reporting the benefits to 

organisations from flexible work arrangements, including family friendly working 

arrangements. Much of this is contained in the ACTU’s material; specifically the witness 

statement of Dr John Stanford.’
392

 

 

[330] While the literature review in the Stanford Report is of little relevance to the Claim, 

given the various contextual differences, it does provide cogent evidence of the benefits for 

businesses associated with the provision of flexible working arrangements, in particular 

benefits in increased staff retention and attendance. 

 

[331] As to the impact on staff retention, the Stanford Report says: 

 
‘One of the clearest demonstrated benefits of family-friendly working hours arrangements is 

improving retention and reducing turnover of staff who  might otherwise sever entirely from 

their positions due to the perceived impossibility of balancing their paid work and caring 

duties.  Strong evidence of a positive impact on retention is reported in many studies, 

including Haar (2004), Donnely et al. (2012), Todd and Binns (2013), and the literature 

surveyed in Ireson et al. (2016). The Future of Work Institute (2012) reports a 10 percent 

increase in retention with the introduction of family-friendly hours flexibility.  In Philmann 

and Dulopovici’s (2004) research, 61 percent of SMEs reported higher retention.  Surveying 

individual workers, Moen et al. (2011) found that 45 percent of workers under flexible hours 

systems reported a reduction in their intentions to sever.’
393

 

 

[332] As to employee attendance, the Stanford Report says: 

 
‘The literature is also clear that family-flexible hours arrangements have positive and 

measurable impacts on employee attendance.  This finding is reported consistently in 

numerous studies and surveys, including Ireson et al. (2016), Smeaton et al. (2014), and 

Heywood and Miller (2015).  The Council of Economic Advisors (U.S., 2010) estimates a 20 

percent reduction in absenteeism under family-friendly flexibility in working hours.’
394
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[333] Part I of the Stanford Report also highlights that the utilisation of greater flexibility in 

working hours is one way of boosting female labour force participation.
395

 

 

[334] As we have mentioned, Part II of the Stanford Report discusses the relevant economic 

context, including trends in labour force participation and the growth in part-time work.  

Much of this material is uncontentious and has been included in Chapter 5.1. 

 

[335] Part III of the Stanford Report is more contentious.  In Part III, Dr Stanford discusses 

the relative orders of magnitude of the likely costs and benefits of implementing the ACTU’s 

Claim for FFWH. 

 

[336] At paragraph [54] of his Report, Dr Stanford advances the following conclusion in 

relation to the firm level benefits of the right to FFWH: 

 
‘In sum, my comparison of the broad order of magnitude of costs and benefits to firms of 

adopting family-friendly working hours flexibility, suggests that the benefits are potentially 

significant, while the costs are modest to negligible.  In my judgment, it is quite probable that 

the introduction of these policies will provide a net benefit to firms, experienced especially 

through increased staff retention and attendance, and higher realised productivity.’
396

 

 

[337] It seems to us that the proposition that there will be a net benefit to firms from the 

introduction of FFWH is highly speculative and will almost certainly depend on the 

circumstances.  We note that Dr Stanford accepts that an employer would incur costs if an 

employee had to be recruited to meet an existing employee’s request for flexible working 

arrangements.
397

 

 

[338] Dr Stanford discusses the economy-wide benefits of FFWH at paragraphs [55]-[59] of 

his Report.  He suggests that the aggregate macro-economic benefits of such policies 

‘... would be measured in billions of dollars’
398

 based on increased female participation in the 

labour market. At [59] Dr Stanford concludes as follows: 

 
‘the ACTU’s proposal for a right to family-friendly hours for employees with documented 

caring responsibilities, would generate important benefits that would be shared, on a net basis, 

by employers.  Moreover, that policy would also likely generate important economy-wide 

benefits: including improved labour force participation by carers, especially women; increased 

employment rates; higher aggregate GDP and incomes; and higher government tax 

revenues.’
399

 

 

[339] It seems to us that Dr Stanford’s assessment of the aggregate economic benefits of 

granting the Claim are also highly speculative, a point acknowledged in the Stanford Report: 

 
‘Once again, it should be recognised that precise quantitative simulations of the benefits and 

costs to firms of implementing family-friendly working hours policies would be highly 

speculative and unreliable, due to lack of data regarding the specific incidence of caring 

responsibilities among employees’.
400
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[340] The aggregate economic estimates that are provided are based on the assumption that 

in the event of an increase in labour force participation, there will be suitable employment 

available for all those seeking work.
401

 

 

[341] For the reasons given, we reject Dr Stanford’s evidence as to the aggregate economic 

benefits of granting the Claim. 

 

Ms Julie Toth 

 

[342] Ms Toth is the chief economist for Ai Group and in her statement she responds to a 

series of questions in relation to workforce participation and productivity that had been put to 

her by the Ai Group legal area. Those questions were not attached to the Toth Report.
402

 

During cross-examination, Ms Toth said that she had been given written instructions in 

relation to her Report in a letter,
403

 but when called for the letter was not able to be produced 

from the bar table.
404

 Ms Toth later conceded that she had not received a written letter of 

instructions.
405

 It seems that the Toth Report was prepared by her in an iterative process with 

members of Ai Group’s legal team. We also note that unlike the other expert witnesses in 

these proceedings, the Toth Report does not contain a declaration to the effect that she has 

read, understood and complied with the Federal Court’s Expert Evidence Practice Note in the 

preparation of her Report.  

 

[343] Ms Toth was initially proffered as an expert witness, but Ai Group’s representative 

resiled somewhat from that position in his closing oral submissions: 

 
‘We haven't proffered her as an independent expert in the sense that might be required in say 

legal proceedings of the Federal Court and so forth, but obviously the Commission is given a 

wide discretion to receive information.  Obviously Ms Toth has in our submission expertise 

and knowledge and experience that would assist the Commission and of course we've tried to 

proffer her as a witness in part, because we thought it would be greater assistance to the 

Commission than myself standing here speaking about economic principles.  We say some 

weight can attach to these measures but no, I can't put it that she has the status of an 

independent expert witness.’
406

  

 

[344] In a later exchange Ai Group’s representative appeared to characterise the Toth Report 

as a submission: 
    

‘JUSTICE ROSS: … I understand the part of her evidence that you're particularly going to in 

relation to the allocated efficiency et cetera, is more in the way of general economic theory … 

 

MR FERGUSON:  That's right and Ms Toth raises those in the sense that we might otherwise 

raise in our submissions for the person to have regard to. 
 

JUSTICE ROSS:  Yes, yes. 
 

MR FERGUSON:  And might not give them the weight - or the same weight as evidence.  It is 

still a relevant consideration, the same way all these articles that aren't proffered in the same 

way are relevant considerations.’
407
 

 

[345] It seems to us that Ms Toth’s evidence is proffered on the basis that she has expertise 

in the field of economics, and labour market economics in particular, but it is conceded that 
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she is not an independent expert witness. This characterisation of Ms Toth’s evidence is also 

consistent with the view put by ACCI: 
 

‘Ms Toth presented a perspective from employers in relation to broader economic theory and 

data aspects of these proceedings’
408

 [Emphasis added] 

 

[346] We were also invited to regard substantial parts of Ms Toth’s evidence as being in the 

nature of submissions. 

 

[347] It seems to us that this is a very unsatisfactory state of affairs. Expert evidence which 

is not independent, by definition lacks impartiality and should be treated with significant 

caution. Such evidence can be accorded little weight. Further, it is not appropriate to advance 

a submission in the guise of a witness statement. We do not intend our remarks to be taken as 

a criticism of Ms Toth; the fault lies with those who called her. 

 

[348] We have incorporated some of the uncontentious material from the Toth Report in 

Chapter 5.1. We wish to make three observations about the balance of Ms Toth’s evidence. 

 

[349] First, to the extent that Ms Toth contends that the engagement of part-time employees 

results in a loss of productivity, we reject that proposition. Ms Toth relies on the 2008 

Abhayaratna et al Productivity Commission working paper to support her contention.
409

 The 

working paper says, relevantly: 
 

‘there may … be productivity differences between full and part time workers. A reduction in 

working hours may increase productivity due to a reduction in fatigue and boredom. 

Alternatively, a reduction in hours may lower productivity as non-productive activities such as 

meal breaks, setting up and shutting down times will represent a larger proportion of the 

overall working day.’
410

 

 

[350] The Abhayaratna et al Productivity Commission working paper contemplates the 

prospect that employees who work less than full-time hours may be less productive. By 

contrast, Ms Toth appears to definitively state that ‘productivity losses result from the 

engagement of part-time employees’.
411

 It seems to us that Ms Toth’s evidence substantially 

overstates the proposition advanced in the working paper. In any event, the working paper 

was simply surmising as to the potential productivity effects of part-time work, rather than 

expressing a statement of fact. Further, the views expressed were unsupported by any 

quantitative or qualitative research.  

 

[351] The statement in the working paper regarding the potential differences in the 

productivity of full-time and part-time employees is, as the ACTU submitted, ‘brief and 

speculative, and not a considered conclusion based on an assessment of the available 

literature’.
412

 It is also inconsistent with other research referred to in the proceedings before 

us. For example, a 2013 Ernst & Young report found that ‘women with a high level of job 

flexibility: waste less time, are more productive and have more clarity over their career 

direction’.413 

 

[352] Second, Ms Toth’s evidence about the lack of perfect substitution of labour was 

corroborated by Dr Stanford in cross-examination
414

 and to that extent we accept it. 
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[353] Third, Ms Toth expressed the opinion that the likely impact of the Claim on national 

productivity would be negative: 

 
‘Although it is difficult to measure and quantify, I consider the likely impact of the ACTU’s 

claim on national productivity to be negative because it would impede our collective ability to 

allocate resources (in this case labour) to their most productive and efficient use within firms or 

between firms. This would have the effect of reducing the productivity and efficiency with 

which labour is utilised across the national economy. The difficulties associated with 

quantifying the precise reduction in productivity and efficiency as a result of this claim does not 

mean that the reduction would be negligible. It simply means it would be exceedingly difficult 

to isolate the effects of this individual claim from all other contributing factors or variables that 

are occurring concurrently, and it would be difficult to quantify exactly how this individual 

claim would interact with all other contributing factors or variables that are occurring 

concurrently.’415 

[354] We note that the opinion proffered was significantly qualified by the appropriate 

concession that the productivity impact of the Claim is ‘difficult to measure and quantify’. We 

would also observe that the opinion proffered expresses a conclusion without adequately 

exposing the reasoning process by which it was arrived at. Taking these matters into account 

and the concessions made as to the characterisation of Ms Toth’s evidence, we do not propose 

to give any weight to Ms Toth’s opinion as to the likely impact of the Claim on national 

productivity. 

 

5.3.2 Lay witness evidence 

 

[355] The ACTU relied on the evidence from 10 lay witnesses
416

, of whom only five were 

required for cross-examination (marked *): 

 

 Monika Bowler
417

 

 Ashlee Czerkesow*
418

 

 Sasha Hammersley*
419

 

 Sherryn Jones-Vadala*
420

 

 Nicole Mullan
421

 

 Michelle Ogulin
422

 

 Katie Routley*
423

 

 Andrea Sinclair
424

 

 Jessica van der Hilst*
425

 

 Witness 1.
426

 

 

[356] The Employer parties made various general observations about the evidence of the 

ACTU’s lay witnesses. 

 

[357] The NRA noted that only two of the ACTU’s lay witnesses are employed under the 

terms of a modern award; the remainder are employed under enterprise agreements. The NRA 

submitted that we should exercise ‘extreme caution’ when considering the probative value of 

the evidence of employees ‘excluded from the Modern Award system’ and that such evidence 
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is relevant ‘only insofar as it goes towards their personal experience of flexible working 

arrangements under s.65 of the FW Act’.
427

 

 

[358] Ai Group criticised the ACTU lay witness evidence on the basis that it was limited to 

witnesses from five industries, noting that ‘[t]he ACTU has not called any witness evidence 

regarding the operation of existing avenues for flexible working arrangements in relation to a 

very significant number of key industries and occupations relevant to Ai Group’s 

members’.
428

 

 

[359] ACCI contended that ‘[t]he ACTU’s relative focus on the education sector 

complicates matters, given the particular characteristics of that sector (including the 

availability of part time work in different ‘systems’) which make the accommodation of 

flexibility requests more complex’.
429

  

 

[360] In our view these criticisms are misplaced. The NRA’s submission is misconceived; 

while enterprise agreements apply to 8 of the 10 lay witnesses (and hence the relevant modern 

awards do not apply to them, see s.57(1)), they are still covered by modern awards and those 

awards underpin the enterprise agreements. 

 

[361] As to Ai Group’s submissions, the same criticism may be made of the Employer 

parties’ lay witness evidence. But, importantly, lay witness evidence – whether led by the 

ACTU or the Employers – is not intended to be representative of the experience of all 

employees or employers covered by modern awards and it is not put forward on that basis. 

 

[362]  The lay witness evidence puts a human face on the data and provides an individual 

perspective on the issues before us. It reflects the experience of the particular employees in 

seeking flexible working arrangements and of the particular employers in dealing with such 

requests. Such evidence is qualitative in character and is illustrative of the experience of 

employees and employers. By its nature, the evidence is not amenable to extrapolation and 

hence it cannot be said to be representative of the experience of all national system employees 

and employers.  

 

[363] In relation to ACCI’s criticism of the ACTU’s lay witness evidence, we note that only 

three of the ACTU’s 10 lay witnesses were from the education sector.
430

 We would also 

observe that ACCI led no evidence regarding what it asserts are the ‘particular characteristics’ 

of the education sector. 

 

[364] Before turning to what we draw from the ACTU’s lay witness evidence, it is 

convenient to deal with the following submissions from Ai Group: 

 
‘There is no probative evidence that establishes that the personal views or attitudes of 

individual managers are resulting in requests for flexibility being refused in circumstances 

where there is otherwise an absence of reasonable business grounds.’
431

 

 

[365] It is not entirely clear what is being put in the above submission as it relies on a value 

judgment about whether there is ‘an absence of reasonable business grounds’ in a particular 

case. But, to the extent it is suggested that there is no probative evidence of individual 

managers showing a negative attitude towards requests for flexible working arrangements, we 
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reject that proposition. The evidence of Ms Jones-Vadala, Ms Routley and Ms Ogulin is 

relevant in this regard. In her statement Ms Jones-Vadala records the attitude towards such 

requests of the Principal of the school at which she worked: 

 
‘My application was followed up with a letter of acknowledgement, which I did not keep a 

copy of, from the Principal. A few weeks later, in July 2011, I had an interview with the 

Principal. In my written application and the interview I advised that I wished to return part-

time from the commencement of the 2012 school year in order to care for my two young 

children. I did not specify whether my request for part-time work was for a temporary period 

or ongoing. 

 

At the meeting with the Principal I advised that I was flexible as to what subjects I could teach 

and what year levels. I indicated I was willing to teach any subject that would fit with the 

timetabling. I am able to teach a broad range of subjects including Year 7-10 Maths, Year 7-10 

Science, VCE Biology, VCE Environmental Science, VCE Psychology, VCAL Personal 

Development Skills and Work Related Skills, Year 7-12 Health and Physical Education and 

year 7-10 Dance.  I said I was willing to work 2-3 days a week.  

 

I was advised by the Principal that she doesn’t allow job share and there was no guarantee that 

part-time work of the same two or three days each week was available as it was too hard to 

accommodate in the timetable. She advised that if you want to do part-time it is more than 

likely to be spread out.   

 

During the negotiations, the Principal told me that she had managed to return to work full time 

when her children were 6 weeks old, and she asked why my family was not able to care for my 

children. For the reasons explained above, this was not a possibility for me.’
432

  

 

[366] At the time she was seeking flexible working arrangements Ms Jones-Vadala was 

experiencing some difficulties in obtaining suitable childcare arrangements for her children. 

During cross-examination, Ms Jones-Vadala was asked about these difficulties and the 

response of the school’s Principal: 

 
‘Counsel: And I think you say here that you managed to secure some Monday and Friday child 

care? 

 

Ms Jones-Vadala: It was getting really difficult because I couldn’t give then anything concrete 

and they said the only two days they could guarantee were Monday and Friday but they could 

only hold it for a period of time. 

 

Counsel: And I take it that period was the month you’ve said in your statement? 

 

Ms Jones-Vadala: That’s right. They had other people on the waitlist. 

 

Counsel: And can I just understand did the school understand what you were doing with your 

child care arrangements at this time? 

 

Ms Jones-Vadala: Very clearly and she was not compassionate about it at all. 

 

Counsel: And so she being who? 

 

Ms Jones-Vadala: The principal.’
433
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[367] Similarly, Ms Routley records her view that the Principal of her school ‘was not a fan 

of part time work’ and that: ‘[m]y colleagues told me that numerous staff before me had been 

forced to resign once their parental leave entitlements were exhausted because of this 

policy’.
434

 Ms Ogulin also comments on her manager’s antipathy towards part-time work.
435

 

 

[368] We now turn to make some general observations about the ACTU lay witness 

evidence. 

 

[369] First, the evidence reveals a preference for part-time work by working parents, 

particularly mothers, and also illustrates the interrelationship between requests for reduced 

hours and the availability of suitable child care. 

 

[370] For instance, Ms Jones-Vadala’s evidence was that the limited availability of child 

care impacted on her ability to accept flexible work proposals.
436

 Similarly, Ms van der Hilst 

gave evidence about the effect of the limited availability of child care on her requests for 

reduced hours: 

 
‘I started maternity leave on June 2015. I took 13 months off. Shortly before I was due to 

return to work (the first week of May 2016), I contacted my manager to work out exactly what 

my days and hours of work would be. My team was happy to have me back in any capacity 

and so my requests were approved. I returned to work in July 2016 working 3 days per week, 

while my child was in daycare 2 days per week. I worked from home on one of these days. A 

copy of the emails between my manager and I following our initial conversation are 

Attachment B. At this stage my family travelled from Berrara to look after my child on my 

third work day. 

 

In October 2016, I increased to 4 days a week at the request of my manager. I needed to find 

additional daycare because my family had to travel three hours to come and look after our 

child and it was not workable twice a week. I managed to organise child care for an additional 

day, but needed to work at least 2 days from home so that I could drop my child off and pick 

him up. I didn’t have a direct line manager at the time, and my two-up manager pushed to 

have me in the office for the additional day. My request for 2 days working from home was 

eventually agreed to, in part because I got a new line manager who had kids of her own and 

who was supportive of my request to work 2 days from home. In February 2017, I returned to 

full-time hours as I was able to get a fifth day of day care. I have continued working from 

home 2 days per week.’
437

 

 

[371] Ms Czerkesow’s evidence also illustrates the impact of the availability of child care: 

 
‘On 26 June 2012, my direct manager emailed me advising that One Path could either offer 

me full-time work, or part-time work starting in mid-July for five hours a day, five days a 

week, on a rotating weekly roster of different starting and finishing times to be determined 

according to business needs, with the arrangement to be reviewed on my original maternity 

leave end date. I was told that if I didn’t want to accept the offer of part-time, I could finish 

my full period of maternity leave and return to work on the return date I had originally 

nominated, in January 2013. I was asked to advise of my choice by close of business the 

following day. 

 

The next day, I emailed my manager to advise that I would have difficulty arranging care for 

my daughter at such short notice, and that I needed certainty around my start and finish times 

in order to book a family carer. I said I had managed to arrange care for Monday to 
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Wednesday, but not for Thursday or Friday. I asked whether the business would consider 

letting me work fewer days after the end of financial year rush was over in September. Later 

that day, my manager emailed back confirming that I was being offered temporary part-time 

work up until my original maternity leave end date, and my shift times would be 9:00am-

2:00pm Monday to Friday. I was advised that no other flexible arrangements could be 

guaranteed at that point and I was asked for my decision by the end of that day. 

 

We ended up finding family day care for three days a week and asking my mum and a family 

friend to help on the other two days. Family day care has set hours and required payment for a 

full seven hour day, so we had to pay for seven hours on those three days even though we only 

needed five hours of care.’
438

 

 

[372] Some of the ACTU’s lay witnesses reported that their requests for flexible working 

arrangements had been met.
439

 A number of those witnesses spoke eloquently of the benefits 

they experienced from being able to secure suitable part-time working arrangements. For 

instance, Ms Hammersley said: 

 
‘Having the ability to work part-time after childbirth has been tremendously important for my 

work/life balance and I believe it has been essential for my mental health. Going back part-

time has meant that on days I do not work I am able to spend quality time with my young 

children getting to know them and seeing their milestones happen as they occur. I have time to 

take them to sporting lessons and other extra-curricular activities that are important for their 

development, as well as attending to household chores like going to the bank. When returning 

to work the impact for my children has also been lessened and I have not suffered the guilt 

which can be associated with going back to work, as I know I am able to spend the majority of 

my time with them. It has also helped me keep up with the house work during the day, 

meaning that I am able to spend the evenings relatively stress free from those duties and have 

good quality family time with my husband and kids.’
440

  

 

[373] Witness 1 also gave evidence of the benefits associated with flexible working 

arrangements: 

 
‘It's only been three months since I commenced my FWA, but there have already been some 

promising improvements in my son's mental health and also in our general family dynamic, 

and I'm hopeful that this will continue in the months ahead. My FWA has significantly helped 

to ease the burden on my partner, who up until then had been taking on most of the caring 

work due to my long hours and fixed shifts.’
441

 

 

[374] However, four of the ACTU’s 10 lay witnesses gave evidence that they were 

unsuccessful in their attempts to secure flexible working hours and in some cases were left 

with no practical option but to leave their position to obtain other (flexible but less secure) 

work. Ms Jones-Vadala left her position as a secondary school teacher and, after 

unsuccessfully applying for part-time teaching positions, became a sessional swimming 

teacher. She made the following observation about her experience: 

 
‘I feel that I have been disadvantaged on many levels because I could not return to my 

ongoing employment in a part-time capacity. I believe my employer was actively opposed to 

providing part-time employment and there was nothing I could do about it.’
442

 

 

[375] Ms Routley also speaks of the adverse consequences of her employer’s refusal to 

accede to her request for flexible working hours: 
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‘I now refer to that year as one of the most difficult of my life.  Working full-time in the 

classroom along with doing all of the extra-curricular commitments required by the school (for 

example, sport supervision after school and on the weekends) had a significant detrimental 

impact on my family life and my health, including my mental health. I took approximately 

double the amount of sick leave I was entitled to, hence half the sick days I took were unpaid. 

My daughter had to go into childcare 4 days per week, because neither my husband nor my 

mum could care for her five days per week. My husband was working part-time and did not 

have job security and my mother also had to care for my father. My daughter caught various 

illnesses in child care and was sick often. I felt I missed out on her growing up between the 

ages of one and two. I cannot recapture this time.  

 

I believe everything in my life suffered at that time - my family life as well as my teaching 

life. I certainly didn’t teach to the best of my ability because I was run down by trying to do 

too many things well. It was not possible; I did many things only half as well as I felt I should. 

I felt constantly exhausted and drained and was not as healthy as I used to be.  

 

Had I been able to return to work part-time there would have been much greater balance in my 

life. I believe I would have been a better teacher and parent. Sharing the teaching load with 

another teacher would have added balance that was missing in my life that year. I believe 

professionally I would have been able to give much more to my class, been more organised 

and would have benefitted from working alongside another teacher so that we could not only 

share the load but would be able to learn from each other.’
443

  

 

[376] We now turn to the evidence of the Employer parties’ lay witnesses. 

 

[377] Ai Group relied on the evidence of four lay witnesses: 

 

 Jeremy Lappin
444

 

 Benjamin Norman
445

 

 Janet O’Brien
446

 

 Peter Ross.
447

 

 

[378] The NFF relied on the evidence of four lay witnesses: 

 

 Edwina Beveridge
448

 

 Lucinda Corrigan
449

 

 Chris Kemp
450

 

 Deborah Platts
451

 

 

[379] ACCI relied on the evidence of four lay witnesses: 

 

 Paula Bayliss
452

 

 Lauren Cleaver
453

 

 Jae Fraser
454

 

 Mark Rizzardo.
455
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[380] None of the ACCI lay witnesses were required for cross-examination.  ACCI 

submitted that the lay witness evidence was advanced for the purpose of illustrating the 

particular practical considerations and problems that individual employers have encountered 

in responding to claims for flexible working arrangements.
456

 In doing so the evidence 

provides some insight into the human dimension of the issue before us, from the perspective 

of managers. 

 

[381] The Employer parties’ lay evidence concerned businesses employing 9150 employees 

in total, ranging from one employee
457

 to 5178 employees.
458

 The lay evidence related to 

businesses in diverse fields, such as: 

 

 manufacturing;
459

 

 education;
460

 

 farming;
461

 

 child care and early childhood education;
462

 

 passenger transport;
463

 

 agribusiness;
464

 and 

 construction – equipment hire and sales.
465

 

 

[382] The Employer parties’ lay witnesses generally indicated that they sought to 

accommodate employee requests for flexibility, subject to operational constraints,
466

 

acknowledging the mutual benefits which such flexibility can generate. As Mr Norman put it: 

 
‘Glencore Agriculture/Viterra endeavours to accommodate requests for flexible working 

arrangements wherever possible. This is because the companies understand that these 

arrangements can benefit both the individual and the business. There are limited 

employees/potential employees who are skilled and available to perform the requisite roles in 

some areas in which we operate (especially in regional areas), so it is in our best interests to 

retain employees ’.
467

 

 

[383] Three of the Employer lay witnesses detailed the number of flexibility requests they 

received and the business’ response. Most requests were granted. In total, of the 11 requests 

received eight were granted and three refused.
468

 

 

[384] In one instance where a flexibility request had been refused the employee ‘decided to 

resign and move to another centre in a different position where she could work the hours that 

she chose’.
469

 

 

[385] The Employer parties’ lay witnesses illustrated some of the operational considerations 

which constrain a business’ capacity to grant employee requests for flexible working 

arrangements. 

 

[386] For example, Mr Fraser’s evidence extensively canvassed the regulatory environment 

in which child care centres operate and the impact it has on rostering in terms of minimum 

staff numbers and the qualifications required of staff rostered in particular areas.
470

 Mr Mark 

Rizzardo gave evidence of the impact of service requirements on rostering. Mr Rizzardo is the 
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Group Operations Manager of Busways Group Pty Ltd, which operates a bus passenger 

network employing 1400 employees. During his evidence, Mr Rizzardo canvassed the 

limitation service requirements place on the business’ capacity to meet employee requests for 

flexibility: 

 
‘For obvious reasons, buses are scheduled at a specific time to meet a specific need. In 

Busways’ case, this is tied to the provision of school bus services and to facilitate commuter 

needs. 

 

These service requirements mean that Busways is required to deploy its staff at particular 

times which are not flexible in respect of employee preference and availability. 

 

As a general proposition, Busways can only provide work to employees when buses are 

required to run, and cannot provide work to employees during periods when buses do not run. 

 

Importantly, where school bus services are run, these services run during school ‘pick-up’ and 

‘drop-off’ times. These services operate on a time specific schedule as set out by schools and 

the department of education in accordance with contractual requirements determined by the 

regulator … For obvious reasons, these services cannot be rescheduled to other times during 

the day.  

 

Such times are also commonly the subject of employee flexibility requests so as to allow 

employees to attend to their personal responsibilities in picking up or dropping off their own 

children. 

 

This leads to a direct conflict in staffing requirements and employee preference/ 

availability.’
471

 

 

[387] The Employer parties’ lay witnesses from the agriculture sector spoke of the impact of 

seasonal factors and animal husbandry on their capacity to meet employee requests for 

flexibility. For example, Ms Beveridge said: 
 

‘Many of the tasks in the piggeries operation are performed on a daily basis and intertwine or 

require multiple staff to be completed safely and efficiently. 

 

For example after weaning, sows are moved from the farrowing house to the dry sow shed, 

this task normally requires three people. Once the sows have been removed from the 

farrowing house, the farrowing crate must be pressure washed, disinfected and given time to 

dry before the next sows are placed into the farrowing house. If moving sows is delayed the 

whole cycle is disrupted, if pens are not adequately cleaned and dried animal welfare of new 

born piglets may be threatened. 

 

Staff working with pigs are required to work on weekends. It can be challenging to ensure we 

have enough people rostered on every weekend to provide adequate care for our pigs, 

particularly given that, although it is not always possible, we try to minimise the times staff 

work alone in pig sheds. We are flexible where we can be with staff swapping weekends and 

accommodating leave and weekend requirements, however this is not always possible.’
472

 

 

[388] Ms Platt, who operates a dairy farm, spoke of the demands of the milking schedule 

and how this determined staffing requirements.
473
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[389] A number of the Employer parties’ lay witnesses spoke of the adverse consequences 

which would follow in the event the Claim was granted. For example, Mr Norman said: 

 
‘If an employee is able to dictate their days and hours of work, this can result in circumstances 

where the employee wants to work at a time that there is in fact no work for them to perform. I 

understand that Glencore Agriculture / Viterra would have an obligation to pay the employee 

for that time, even though there is no work for them to undertake. It also gives rise to safety 

concerns. This is because, for example, that employee could be the only employee at the jetty 

or on site that day, resulting in a safety risk.’
474

  

 

[390] Mr Ross, from Rheem Australia, spoke of the difficulty of finding skilled labour to 

work only part of a day or shift.
475

 A number of the Employer parties’ lay witnesses spoke of 

the costs associated with employing additional employees to meet flexibility requests.
476

 

 

5.4  Findings  

 

[391] During the course of the proceedings on 21 December 2017, the parties confirmed 

their general agreement to a range of contextual matters which have informed our findings. A 

copy of the agreed matters is at Attachment F. We note here that the desirability of employers 

and employees reaching agreement on flexible working arrangements is generally accepted, 

although the framework within which such matters are discussed is contested. 

 

[392] We have already set out a number of general propositions which may be drawn from 

the data discussed in Chapter 5.1 (see [213]-[221]). We now make the following further 

findings based on the evidence and material before us: 

 

1. The accommodation of work and family responsibilities through the provision of 

flexible working arrangements can provide benefits to both employees and their 

employers. 

 

2. Access to flexible working arrangements enhances employee well-being and work-life 

balance, as well as positively assisting in reducing labour turnover and absenteeism. 

 

3. Some parents and carers experience lower labour force participation, linked to a lack 

of access to flexible working arrangements and to quality affordable child care. 

 

4. Greater access to flexible working arrangements is likely to increase workforce 

participation, particularly among women. There are broad economic and social 

benefits associated with increased female workforce participation. 

 

5. The most common reason for requesting flexible working arrangements is to care for a 

child or children; another significant group seek flexible working arrangements to care 

for disabled family members or elders.  

 

6. The majority of employees who request flexible working arrangements seek a 

reduction in working hours. Parents (predominantly women) seek part-time work to 

manage parenting and caring responsibilities. The next most common type of 

flexibility sought is a change in start/finish times and a change in days worked.  
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7. There are strong gendered patterns around the rate of requesting and the kinds 

of alterations sought. Women make most of the requests for flexible working 

arrangements. Women do most of the unpaid care work and seek to adapt their 

paid work primarily by working part-time. 

 

8. About one in five Australian workers requests flexible working arrangements each 

year. Only a small proportion of all such requests are made pursuant to s.65 of the Act 

(about 3 to 4 per cent of employees have made a s.65 request).  

 

9. There has been an increase in awareness of the s.65 right to request over time, from 30 

per cent in 2012 to over 40 per cent in 2014, with a similar rate of awareness between 

men and women. Despite this, there has been little change in the proportion of 

employees who request flexible working arrangements since the introduction of s.65. 

 

10. The utilisation of IFAs for family friendly working arrangements is very low. Only 

about 2 per cent of employees report having an IFA with their employer. About 60 

per cent of employees who have initiated an IFA did so in order to seek flexibility to 

better manage non-work commitments. 

 

11. The vast majority of requests for flexible working arrangements (both informal and 

those made pursuant to s.65) are approved in full, some requests are approved with 

amendments and small a proportion (about 10 per cent) are rejected outright. 

 

12. Workplace culture and norms can play an important role in the treatment of requests 

for flexible working arrangements. Individual supervisor attitudes can be powerful 

barriers and enablers of flexibility.  

 

13. Some employees change jobs or exit the labour force because they are unable to obtain 

suitable flexibility in their working arrangements. 

 

14. A significant proportion of employees are not happy with their working 

arrangements but do not make a request for change (a group referred to as 

‘discontented non-requestors’), for various reasons including that their work 

environment is openly hostile to flexibility. Men are more likely to be discontented 

non-requestors than women. 

 

15. A lack of access to working arrangements that meet employees’ needs is associated 

with substantially higher work-life interference (as measured by the AWALI work-life 

index). This is so whether a request is made and refused, or whether the employee is a 

‘discontented non-requestor’. 

 

16. The fact that a significant proportion of employees are ‘discontented non-requestors’ 

suggests that there is a significant unmet employee need for flexible working 

arrangements. 

 

17. The granting (in whole or in part) or refusal of employee requests for flexible working 

arrangements largely depends on the context in which the request is made, including 

the nature and size of the business and the role of the employee. 
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18. The main reasons given for refusing an employee’s flexibility request are operational 

grounds, including the difficulty of finding another person to take up the time 

vacated by an employee moving to part-time work. 

 

19. Employee requests for flexible working arrangements, specifically those seeking a 

reduction in hours, may require substitution of that employee. Depending on the 

nature of the business and the employee’s role, the accommodation of flexible 

working requests which require the substitution of an employee may be difficult or 

impractical for a variety of reasons. 

 

20. A modern award term which provides employees with parenting or caring 

responsibilities with the right to work on a part-time or reduced hours basis without 

their employer having the right to refuse or modify the employee’s decision, would be 

likely to have adverse consequences for a significant proportion of businesses. 
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6. Conclusion and Next Steps 
 

[393] Flexible working arrangements have been the subject of increasing attention in 

Australia and many other countries in recent years. A number of countries, including 

Australia, have introduced statutory rights for employees to request flexibility at work in an 

effort to assist employees to better accommodate their work and parenting/caring 

responsibilities. 

 

[394] As noted by Skinner et al, flexibility in this context ‘refers to arrangements in which 

employees have some say or influence over where work is conducted (for example, 

telecommuting) and/or when it is conducted (for example, flexi-time) and for how long (for 

example, working reduced hours or part-time).
477

 

 

[395] As we have mentioned, the desirability of employers and employees reaching 

agreement on flexible working arrangements is generally accepted. It is the framework within 

which such matters are discussed which is contested. At the heart of this contest (and these 

proceedings) is the question of how much ‘say or influence’ employees should have in the 

determination of their working arrangements. 

 
[396] If granted, the Claim would create a new set of employee entitlements, in particular: 

 

 an employee with parenting or caring responsibilities will have a right to access 

FFWH upon giving their employer ‘reasonable notice’; and 

 

 an employee with parenting responsibilities who is on FFWH will have a right to 

revert to their former working hours up until their child is school aged (or later 

by agreement); and 

 

 an employee with caring responsibilities who is on FFWH will have a right to 

revert to their former working hours for a period of two years from the date they 

commence their FFWH (or later by agreement). 

 

[397] The Claim defines FFWH as an employee’s existing position: 

 

(a) on a part-time basis if the employee’s existing position is full-time; or 

(b) on a reduced hours basis, if the employee’s existing position is part-time or 

casual. 

 

[398] In short, the Claim would provide an employee with parenting or caring 

responsibilities the right to work on a part-time or reduced hours basis, subject only to giving 

their employer ‘reasonable notice’. Importantly, unlike the right to request under s.65 of the 

Act, an employer would not be able to refuse an employee’s proposed FFWH on reasonable 

business grounds (or indeed on any grounds at all). 

 

[399] Further, the Claim also appears to permit the unilateral variation of working hours on 

an unlimited number of occasions, subject only to the giving of ‘reasonable notice’. 
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[400] We have set out the submissions for and against the Claim in Chapter 4. 

 

[401] In essence, the ACTU contends that the existing regulation regarding family friendly 

working arrangements is inadequate and is failing to assist employees to balance their work 

and family responsibilities. It submits that access to flexible working arrangements that meet 

the needs of employees will improve the nature and quality of labour force participation for 

parents and carers. 

 

[402] As to the existing regulatory arrangements, the ACTU submits that there is a ‘gap’ in 

the safety net regarding flexible working arrangements because the ‘right to request’ in s.65 

does not provide employees with an enforceable right. An employer’s decision to refuse a 

s.65 request is not subject to review or appeal. 

 

[403] The Employer parties oppose the Claim and contend that s.65 provides a suitable 

framework for dealing with requests for flexible working arrangements. They submit that the 

Claim is fundamentally unfair and unworkable in that it does not provide employers with a 

capacity to refuse a request for flexible working hours. As ACCI puts it, to grant the Claim 

would be to ‘fundamentally alter the paradigm under which an employer operates a 

business’.
478

 

 

[404] The Employer parties contend that the current provisions of the Act (and informal 

arrangements) operate effectively to facilitate flexible working arrangements. 

 

[405] There is considerable merit in each of the respective positions. 

 

[406] We accept, as the ACTU contends, that s.65 lacks an effective enforcement or appeal 

mechanism. The right to request in s.65 has been characterised as a ‘soft’ regulatory approach, 

insofar as the employee is denied any effective means of challenging the employer’s refusal to 

grant their request.
479

 The Commission is unable to deal with a dispute to the extent it is about 

whether an employer had reasonable business grounds under s.65(5) unless the parties have 

agreed in a contract of employment, enterprise agreement or other written agreement to the 

Commission dealing with the matter.
480

 

 

[407] Both s.65 and the Claim lack what Dr Stanford referred to as ‘reciprocity in decision 

making power’ (see [326]). Dr Stanford favoured a mechanism in which employees ‘have 

some meaningful power to ensure that their work arrangements are a good fit with their other 

responsibilities in life’, but did not advocate ‘an arrangement where either side dictates’. 

 

[408] However, it seems to us that granting the ACTU’s Claim would amount to replacing 

one flawed mechanism for facilitating workplace flexibility with another flawed mechanism. 

To grant the Claim would simply replace the ‘side’ that determines the outcome.  

 

[409] There is also considerable merit in the Employer parties’ submissions in opposition to 

the Claim. If granted, the Claim would fundamentally alter the employment relationship. In 

effectively removing the ability of businesses to determine how to roster labour, the Claim 

plainly has the potential to have a substantial adverse impact on businesses. 
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[410] The Joint Employer Survey responses and the Employer parties’ lay witness evidence 

speak to the potential adverse impact on businesses were the Claim to be granted. For 

example, if employees were able to determine when and for how long they worked, how 

would an employer efficiently manage a dairy farm – such as that operated by Ms Platt – 

where the demand for labour is determined by when the cows have to be milked? 

 

[411] As ACCI submitted:  
 

‘No coherent understanding of a fair and relevant minimum safety net could confer on an 

employee a unilateral right to determine their hours, regardless of the operational 

considerations of the employer.’
481

 

 

[412] We agree, and have decided to reject the Claim. We are not satisfied that the variation 

to modern awards in the terms sought is necessary to achieve the modern awards objective. 

 

[413] However, the rejection of the Claim does not conclude the matter.  

 

[414] The Claim has been made in the context of the 4 yearly review of modern awards and, 

as we have mentioned, the Review is distinguishable from inter partes proceedings. Section 

156 imposes an obligation on the Commission to review all modern awards. The Review is 

conducted on the Commission’s own motion and is not dependent upon an application by an 

interested party. Nor is the Commission constrained by the terms of a particular 

application.
482

 The Commission is not required to make a decision in the terms applied for 

(s.599) and, in a Review, may vary a modern award in whatever terms it considers 

appropriate, subject to its obligation to accord interested parties procedural fairness and the 

application of relevant statutory provisions, such as ss.134, 138 and 578 of the Act. 

 

[415] There is general acknowledgment of the benefits to the Australian economy of 

increased labour force participation by parents and carers (predominately women). As 

Ai Group puts it: 
 

‘The participation of parents and carers in the workforce creates a larger tax base from which 

the community more broadly benefits, as it contributes to Government revenue for the 

provision and investment in services and support to the community. Further, increased 

participation economically empowers women and families; and provides a greater return on 

Government investment in education. 

 

Employers also benefit from increased labour force participation by parents and carers; many 

of whom offer skill, experience and qualifications that contribute to business performance and 

competitiveness. Further, increased participation benefits business by creating a larger pool of 

workers from which to employ skill and talent.’
483

 

 

[416] One way of increasing labour force participation is to facilitate family friendly 

working arrangements, as noted by the Productivity Commission: 

 
‘Under the National Reform Agenda, Australian and state/territory governments have 

identified increased workforce participation, particularly among those groups that currently 

have low participation rates such as the mature aged, women with child raising responsibilities 

and people on welfare, as one strategy to help meet the challenges of an ageing population 
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(COAG 2006). Flexible working time arrangements, particularly access to part time 

employment, is one approach to lifting workforce participation levels.’
484

 

 

[417] On the material before us we have reached a provisional view that modern awards 

should be varied to incorporate a model term to facilitate flexible working arrangements. 

 

[418] The variation of modern awards to incorporate such a model term is likely to increase 

awareness of the right to request flexible working arrangements. As noted earlier, in 2014 

only about 40 per cent of employees were aware of the s.65 right to request. Increasing 

awareness and expanding the range of employees who have a right to make such requests will 

facilitate access to flexible working arrangements. As we have found (see Chapter 5.4), access 

to flexible working arrangements which enable employees to accommodate their work and 

family responsibilities can provide benefits to both employees and employers, and is likely to 

increase workforce participation, particularly among women. As mentioned earlier, there are 

economic and social benefits associated with increased female participation in the workforce. 

Supporting and enabling women to increase their employment participation is a significant 

public policy issue in Australia, given the aging of our population. 

 

[419] The fact that the majority of employees with parental or carer responsibilities who 

make a request are able to negotiate changes in working arrangements, does not negate the 

need to give further consideration to measures to facilitate the adoption of family friendly 

working arrangements. 

 

[420] As we have found, the fact that a significant proportion of employees are ‘discontented 

non-requestors’ suggests that there is a significant unmet employee need for flexible working 

arrangements. A lack of access to working arrangements that meet employees’ needs is 

associated with substantially higher work-life interference (as measured by the AWALI work-

life index). This is so whether a request is made and refused or whether the employee is a 

‘discontented non-requestor’. 

 

[421] The evidence also shows that individual supervisor attitudes can be powerful barriers 

to flexibility (at [309]).  

 

[422] The proposed model term seeks to respond to these issues by setting out a process 

which an employer must follow if it is proposing to refuse a request – the employer must 

confer with the employee and genuinely try to agree on changes in working arrangements. It 

is anticipated that making this process subject to a degree of Commission supervision may 

facilitate agreement on changes in working arrangements that are tailored and reasonable 

having regard to the needs of the employee and the impact on the business. 

 

[423] Consistent with the Claim and the scope of the evidence presently before us in this 

matter, the proposed model term will be confined to requests for changes in working 

arrangements relating to parental or caring responsibilities. 

 

[424] The proposed ‘requests for flexible working arrangements’ model term would 

supplement the NES in the following ways: 
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 The group of employees eligible to request a change in working arrangements relating 

to parental or caring responsibilities, will be expanded to include ongoing and casual 

employees with at least six months’ service but less than 12 months’ service. 

 

 Before refusing an employee’s request, the employer will be required to seek to confer 

with the employee and genuinely try to reach agreement on a change in working 

arrangements that will reasonably accommodate the employee’s circumstances. 

 

 If the employer refuses the request, the employer’s written response to the request will 

be required to include a more comprehensive explanation of the reasons for the refusal.  

The written response will also be required to include the details of any change in 

working arrangements that was agreed when the employer and employee conferred, or, 

if no change was agreed, the details of any changes in working arrangements that the 

employer can offer to the employee. 

 

 A note will draw attention to the Commission’s (limited) capacity to deal with disputes. 

 

[425] The provisional model term we propose is set out below. 

 

 
Provisional Model Term 

 
X Requests for flexible working arrangements 

NOTE: Clause X provides for certain employees to request a change in working arrangements because of 
their circumstances as parents or carers.  Clause X is additional to the provision to request a change in 
working arrangements in section 65 of the Act. 

Employee may request change in working arrangements 

X.1 An employee may request the employer for a change in working arrangements relating to the 
employee’s circumstances as a parent or carer if: 

(a) any of the circumstances referred to in clause X.2 apply to the employee; and 

(b) the employee would like to change their working arrangements because of those 
circumstances; and 

(c) the employee has completed the minimum employment period referred to in clause X.3. 

NOTE: Examples of changes in working arrangements include changes in hours of work, changes in 
patterns of work and changes in location of work. 

X.2 For the purposes of clause X.1 the circumstances are: 

(a) the employee is the parent, or has responsibility for the care, of a child who is of school age or 
younger; or 

(b) the employee is a carer (within the meaning of the Carer Recognition Act 2010). 

X.3 For the purposes of clause X.1 the minimum employment period is: 

(a) for an employee other than a casual employee—the employee has completed at least 6 
months of continuous service with the employer immediately before making the request; or 

(b) for a casual employee—the employee: 

(i) has been employed by the employer on a regular and systematic basis for a sequence 
of periods of employment during a period of at least 6 months immediately before 
making the request; and 

(ii) has a reasonable expectation of continuing employment by the employer on a regular 
and systematic basis. 
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X.4 To avoid doubt, and without limiting clause X.1, an employee may request to work part-time to assist 
the employee to care for a child if the employee: 

(a) is a parent, or has responsibility for the care, of the child; and 

(b) is returning to work after taking leave in relation to the birth or adoption of the child. 

Formal requirements for the request 

X.5 The request must: 

(a) be in writing; and 

(b) state that the request is made under this award; and 

(c) set out details of the change sought and of the reasons for the change. 

Responding to the request 

X.6 The employer must give the employee a written response to the request within 21 days, stating 

whether the employer grants or refuses the request.
 
 

X.7 The employer may refuse the request only on reasonable business grounds. 

X.8 Without limiting what are reasonable business grounds for the purposes of clause X.7, reasonable 
business grounds include the following: 

(a) that the new working arrangements requested by the employee would be too costly for the 
employer; 

(b) that there is no capacity to change the working arrangements of other employees to 
accommodate the new working arrangements requested by the employee; 

(c) that it would be impractical to change the working arrangements of other employees, or recruit 
new employees, to accommodate the new working arrangements requested by the employee; 

(d) that the new working arrangements requested by the employee would be likely to result in a 
significant loss in efficiency or productivity; 

(e) that the new working arrangements requested by the employee would be likely to have a 
significant negative impact on customer service. 

X.9 Before refusing a request, the employer must seek to confer with the employee and genuinely try to 
reach agreement on a change in working arrangements that will reasonably accommodate the 
employee’s circumstances having regard to: 

(a) the nature of the employee’s responsibilities as a parent or carer; and 

(b) the consequences for the employee if changes in working arrangements are not made; and 

(c) any reasonable business grounds for refusing the request. 

What the written response must include if the employer refuses the request 

X.10 Clause X.10 applies if the employer refuses the request. 

(a) The written response under clause X.6 must include details of the reasons for the refusal, 
including the business ground or grounds for the refusal and how the ground or grounds 
apply. 

(b) If the employer and employee agreed on a change in working arrangements under clause X.9, 
the written response under clause X.6 must set out the agreed change in working 
arrangements. 

(c) If the employer and employee could not agree on a change in working arrangements under 
clause X.9, the written response under clause X.6 must: 

(i) state whether or not there are there are any changes in working arrangements that the 
employer can offer the employee so as to better accommodate the employee’s 
responsibilities as a parent or carer; and 

(ii) if the employer can offer the employee such changes in working arrangements, set out 
those changes to working arrangements. 

Dispute resolution 

X.11 The Commission cannot deal with a dispute to the extent that it is about whether the employer had 
reasonable business grounds to refuse a request under clause X, unless the employer and employee 
have agreed in writing to the Commission dealing with the matter. 
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NOTE: Disputes about whether the employer has conferred with the employee and responded to the 
request in the way required by clause X, can be dealt with under clause Y—Consultation and Dispute 
Resolution. 

 

[426] The features of the provisional model term are described in more detail below: 

 

 The drafting of the provisional model term is based on s.65 of the Act, but departs from 

the arrangement of s.65 in some respects. 

 

 The first note alerts the reader that the model term operates in addition to s.65.  An 

employee wishing to change his or her working arrangements because of circumstances 

not covered by cl.X.2, but covered by s.65(1A) (such as the employee having a 

disability, being 55 or older, or experiencing family violence), could request a change in 

working arrangements under s.65. 

 

 Clause X.1 combines in one subclause the three requirements in s.65 for eligibility to 

request a change in working arrangements (cf ss.65(1) and (2)). 

 

 The note under cl.X.1 reproduces the note under s.65(1). 

 

 Clause X.2 confines requests under the model term to requests relating to an employee’s 

circumstances as a parent or carer (ie the circumstances in ss.65(1A)(a) and (b)). 

 

As in s.65(1A)(b), cl.X.2 relies upon the definition of ‘carer’ in the Carer Recognition 

Act 2010 (Cth).  This is similar to the definition in the Claim. 

 

 Clause X.3 expands the group of employees eligible to request a change in working 

arrangements in comparison to s.65, by including non-casual and casual employees with 

at least six months’ service but less than 12 months’ service (cf s.65(2) and the 

definition of ‘long term casual employee’ in s.12 of the Act).  This is consistent with the 

minimum service requirement in the Claim. 

 

 Clause X.4 rearranges s.65(1B) without altering its effect. 

 

 Clause X.5 adds to the formal requirements for the employee’s written request in 

s.65(3), that the request must state that it is made under the award.  This is intended to 

alert the employer that the employer’s obligations in responding to the request are those 

under the award term, not the (lesser) obligations under s.65. 

 

 Clause X.6 reproduces s.65(4). 

 

 Clause X.7 reproduces s.65(5). 

 

 Clause X.8 essentially reproduces s.65(5A). 

 

 Clause X.9 introduces a new requirement for an employer, before refusing an 

employee’s request for a change in working arrangements, to seek to confer with the 

employee and ‘genuinely try to reach agreement on a change in working arrangements 
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that will reasonably accommodate the employee’s circumstances’.  In doing so the 

employer is to have regard to the matters specified in cl.X.9(a)-(c).  While employers 

and employees may commonly confer by meeting face-to-face, cl.X.9 accommodates 

other means of communication. 

 

 Clause X.10 introduces additional content requirements for the written response to a 

request that an employer must provide under cl.X.6, if the employer refuses the request. 

 

Clause X.10(a) requires the employer’s written response to provide a more 

comprehensive explanation of the reasons for the refusal than that required under 

s.65(6).   

 

Clause X.10(b) applies if the employer and employee reached agreement on a change in 

working arrangements when they conferred in accordance with cl.X.9.  In this case, the 

employer’s written response must set out the agreed change in working arrangements.  

This is intended to promote clarity as to what was agreed. 

 

Clause X.10(c) applies if the employer and employee could not reach agreement on a 

change in working arrangements when they conferred in accordance with cl.X.9.  In this 

case, the employer’s written response must ‘state whether or not there are any changes 

in working arrangements that the employer can offer the employee so to better 

accommodate the employee’s responsibilities as a parent or carer’.  If the employer can 

offer any such changes in working arrangements, the employer’s written response must 

also set out those changes.   

 

 Clause X.11 picks up the limitation on the Commission’s dispute resolution jurisdiction 

in s.739(2) of the Act.  Clause X.11 also draws to the attention of the reader that the 

Commission can deal with a dispute (under the dispute resolution provisions of the 

award) as to whether an employer has ‘reasonable business grounds’ to refuse a request 

for the purposes of cl.X.7, if the employer and employee have agreed in writing to the 

Commission doing so.  It is intended that this would include an employer and employee 

agreeing in writing to seek the assistance of the Commission on an ad hoc basis when a 

dispute has arisen. 

 

In the interests of simplicity, cl.X.11 does not include the qualification relating to 

determinations under the Public Service Act 1999 in s.739(2)(b).  This might be 

included if the model term is inserted into an Australian Public Service modern award. 

 

 The note under cl.X.11 draws to the attention of the reader that disputes as to whether 

the employer has conferred with an employee and responded to a request as required 

under the model term, can be brought under the dispute resolution provisions of the 

award. 

 

[427] It is our provisional view that the provisional model term is a term about ‘the 

facilitation of flexible working arrangements, particularly for employees with family 

responsibilities’ within the meaning of s.139(1)(b).  It is also our provisional view that the 

provisional model term does not contravene s.55 and consequently that it is a term permitted 

under s.136.  Of course, any such term may only be included in a modern award to the extent 

necessary to achieve the modern awards objective. 
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[428] We emphasise that these views are provisional only.  We propose to provide interested 

parties with an opportunity to make submissions on the following issues: 

 

(i) The terms of the provisional model term. 

 

(ii) Whether the provisional model term is permitted under s.136 and, in particular, 

whether it contravenes s.55. 

 

(iii) Whether the inclusion of the provisional model term in modern awards will result in 

modern awards that only include terms to the extent necessary to achieve the modern 

awards objective. 

 

[429] Any submissions on issue (iii) should include a discussion of the matters in 

ss.134(1)(a)-(h). 

 

Next Steps 

 

[430] This matter will be listed for mention at 10:00am on Tuesday 1 May 2018 in Sydney. 

The purpose of the mention is to provide interested parties with an opportunity to make 

submissions about the directions to be made for the filing of further submissions and the 

further hearing of this matter. 
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Attachment F – Agreed matters  

 

The following matters are generally agreed by the parties: 

 

(i) Some parents and carers experience lower labour force participation, linked to a 

lack of access to flexible working arrangements and to quality affordable child 

care. 

(ii) Parents (predominantly women) seek part-time work to manage parenting and 

caring responsibilities, but preferred hours of work to combine work and caring 

responsibilities are not always available. 

(iii) There are economic and social benefits associated with increased female 

workforce participation. 

(iv) Many employees are able to negotiate family friendly work arrangements with 

their employers – largely through informal arrangements, but a proportion of 

employees are not able to negotiate suitable flexible working arrangements, for 

various reasons.  The utilisation of s.65 is very low. 

(v) The desirability of employers and employees reaching agreement on flexible 

working arrangements is generally accepted.  However, the framework within 

which those matters are discussed is contested. 

 

 

 

                                                 

 


